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OVERVIEW AND COMMENTS

All production related materials and questions should be directed to the Coshocton Office at 632 Main Street, Coshocton, Ohio 43812
(phone 800-407-5815, fax 740 622-2557). Billing questions should be directed to the Stow Office at 3914 Clock Pointe Trail, Suite
103, Stow, Ohio 44224 (phone 330-926-0514, fax 330 926 0525).
Please do not retype Neola materials before returning them for processing. We prefer to have the original materials returned after
you have marked them indicating which changes and additions you choose to have/not have for your District. If a District chooses
not to adopt a policy or an administrative guideline, the District is still obligated to follow applicable Federal and State laws relating
to that section.
The proposed new, revised, and replacement policies, administrative guidelines and forms included in this update have been
thoughtfully prepared and reviewed by Neola's legal counsel for statutory compliance. If you make changes or substitute in its
entirety policies or other materials of your own drafting, those materials should be reviewed by your legal counsel to verify
compliance. Neola does not review district-specific edits to update materials or District-specific policies for statutory compliance.
If a policy or guideline is marked as a revision, the changes have been marked in bold (to add material) and crossed out (to delete
material). As you review a revised policy or guideline, you may choose to accept one, many or all of the changes provided. If a
policy or guideline is marked as a replacement, that means there have been enough changes made that justify a complete, clean
replacement copy. As you review a replacement policy or guideline, you should also check the materials you have in your current
policy or guideline to see if there is some specific wording you want included in the replacement policy. If so, any wording from the
current policy should be added using “Track Changes” or the editing tools in the BoardDocs platform in the replacement policy or
guideline before returning it electronically to the Coshocton office for processing.
If the District authors language and adds it to a policy template or deletes content that is not marked as a choice in the policy
template, then these actions will constitute District-specific edits.
Policies that are to be deleted from the policy manual require Board action to rescind the policy.
As the Update “season” gets underway, Neola offers some suggestions for accessing the comprehensive policy services through your
Neola Associate. While “in-person” consultation sessions are the preferred method for Neola Update “visits”, the means by which
you and your Neola associate accomplish this review should be mutually determined based on availability and level of comfort with
the consultation process. Overall, health and safety are the primary concerns. Your Neola associate will be in contact with you soon
to discuss these options with you and to schedule an appointment to review this update and ensure you are current on this and
previous updates. Please consider the following options:

1. Schedule an appointment date/time to review the update materials during an in-person conference,
2. Schedule/reschedule update or drafting visits for a later time,
3. Schedule an appointment date/time to review the update materials via virtual meeting, such as Google Meeting or other
electronic options, or
https://go.boarddocs.com/oh/worth/Board.nsf/Private?open&login#
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4. Schedule an appointment date/time to review the update materials in a telephone conference.
If you are not an administrative guidelines client, you did not receive those materials in this packet. Contact your Associate for
more information about becoming an administrative guidelines client.
Processing Update Materials
If you will be making changes to these Update documents electronically, use “Track Changes” or editing tool in the BoardDocs
platform to mark the Neola materials indicating which of the proposed revisions and additions you choose to include or not include
for your District, or to make additional edits, before returning them electronically for processing. Be sure to leave the “track
changes” and marked up version as the one you submit to the production office in Coshocton, Ohio.
District-Specific Material
If the District chooses, during any step of the Update process, to incorporate District-specific material into a new policy or guideline
that has been proposed or to insert District-specific material into a current policy or guideline for which revisions have been
proposed in an update issued by Neola, then the District agrees to hold Neola harmless for those District-specific edits and
acknowledges that Neola's warranty for legal challenges to that District-specific language in that policy or guideline will not be in
effect. In addition, Neola retains ownership of the text from the original policy template that remains in a policy to which Districtspecific material has been added. District-specific materials include the following:

A. Materials from the District’s existing materials that the District requests be incorporated during the drafting process;
B. New materials that the District develops in their entirety and exclusive of Neola; and
C. Revisions or deletions that substantively depart from Neola’s templates.
Further, Neola does not recommend the use or incorporation of District-specific materials. Neola will, at the request of the District,
incorporate District-specific materials into the licensed materials, with the implicit understanding that the District bears all risks
associated with the District’s decision to request that such District-specific materials be incorporated. Neola reserves the right to,
but is not obligated to, advise the District to seek its own legal review of District-specific materials.
Notice Regarding Legal Accuracy
Neola is vigilant in providing policy language to clients that has been vetted for legal accuracy by outside legal counsel. Should
questions arise as to the legal compliance or accuracy of Neola materials, it is our expectation that Neola's counsel would have the
opportunity to assist in the resolution of such a claim. Please notify the Neola corporate office if an issue arises in which such a
review or assistance is necessary.
Policies in this update have been reviewed by either Ennis Britton Co., L.P.A. or Peters Kalail & Markakis Co., L.P.A. for consistency
with Federal and State law.
Ohio’s Operating Standards for the Education of Children with Disabilities – (OAC 3301- 51-01 through 3301-51-10 and
OAC 3301-51-20)
At its June 2021 monthly meeting, the State Board of Education passed a resolution to adopt the proposed amendments to Ohio’s
Operating Standards for the Education of Children with Disabilities – i.e., OAC 3301- 51-01 through 3301-51-10 and OAC 3301-5120. The amended Operating Standards continue the requirement set forth in OAC 3301-51-02 – Free Appropriate Public Education
that mandates that each educational agency must adopt and implement written policies and procedures, approved by the Ohio
Department of Education - Office for Exceptional Children (ODE-OEC), ensuring that a free appropriate public education (FAPE) is
made available to all children with disabilities between the ages of three and twenty-one, inclusive, including children with
disabilities who have been suspended or expelled from school, for whom the school district is the child's school district of residence.
It is anticipated that the ODE-OEC will eventually update its Model Policy and Procedures to be consistent with the amended
Operating Standards. However, it is presently unknown, when the revised Model Policy and Procedures will be released. (You may
recall that ODE-OEC did not update the Model Policy Procedure back in 2014 when the Operating Standards were last reviewed and
amended; the current Model Policy and Procedures published on the ODE’s website are dated from 2009.) Nevertheless, Neola
maintains that there is no need to immediately revise Policy 2460 because it appropriately notes that the Model Policy and
Procedures, while comprehensive, do not include every requirement set forth in the IDEA, the regulations implementing the IDEA,
the Operating Standards, the Ohio Revised Code, and/or the Ohio Administrative Code. As such, Policy 2460 expressly affirms the
Board’s obligation to follow all applicable laws and regulations, regardless of whether their provisions are restated in the Model Policy
and Procedures; consequently, existing Policy 2460 is sufficient to fulfill the board of education’s requirement under OAC 3301-5102(A) to have a policy adopted. If this changes, Neola will prepare a new Policy 2460.
https://go.boarddocs.com/oh/worth/Board.nsf/Private?open&login#
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Notwithstanding the preceding, if the board of education decides to develop its own policy(ies) and procedures concerning the
provision of FAPE, after the board secures the ODE-OEC’s approval of the policy(ies) and procedures, Neola will process and publish
the policy and/or administrative guideline on Board Docs.
Legal Alert
Included with this update are several legal alerts and other resource materials. These include:
03 - Legal Alert: Changes Continue to Impact Pupil Services Personnel
04 - Legal Alert: Update on Title IX Implementation and Enforcement Under the Biden Administration
05 - Legal Alert: A Sweeping Rewrite of Ohio Civil Rights Law
06 - Legal Alert: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Public Schools
07 - Legal Alert: State Law Adds Wrinkle to COVID-19 Planning
08 - Legal Alert: Graduation Pathways for Class of 2022 and Beyond
09 - Legal Alert: Ohio Supreme Court Issues Opinion About Qualifications to Carry Guns onto School Property
10 - Legal Alert: U.S. Supreme Court Addresses Student Off-Campus Speech
11 - Legal Alert: Sixth Circuit Addresses Public Participation at Board Meetings
12 - Toolkit for Review and Adoption of Replacement Policy 5722 - School-Sponsored Student Publications and Productions
13 - Sample Resolution: Graduation Requirements for the Class of 2022
14 - Policy Checklist for Internal Review

BYLAWS AND POLICIES
Bylaw 0169.1 - Public Participation at Board Meetings (Revised)
Revisions to this bylaw are in line with the recent decision of the U.S. District Court for the 6th Circuit. Some of the optional
language has been deleted, so as to remove the authority of the presiding officer at board meetings where public participation is
permitted to regulate speakers on the basis of comments that are “abusive,” “frivolous,” and/or “harassing.” These measures are
intended to prevent districts from engaging in viewpoint discrimination for remarks that are oppositional in nature, perceived as
hostile to the direction of the board and/or merely offensive. In addition, options (which were deemed acceptable regulations by the
Court) have been added for preregistration, including prohibiting individuals from signing up to speak for others. Finally, there
are options for districts who livestream meetings to determine whether or not they will facilitate public participation remotely.
These revisions and options should be considered for adoption.

Policy 1530 – Evaluation of Principals and Other Administrators (Revised)
Revisions to this policy reflect the latest version of the OPES model and framework documents regarding preliminary and final
evaluations for principals.
In 2018, Ohio adopted changes to the Ohio Teacher Evaluation System (“OTES”) laws and the State Board of Education
subsequently adopted a revised framework and model, referred to as OTES 2.0. School districts were required to update their OTES
policies by September 1, 2020. Additionally, R.C. 3319.02(D) requires school districts to evaluate principals and assistant principals
using a system and procedures that are “comparable” to the state’s teacher evaluation system but tailored to the duties and
responsibilities of principals and assistant principals and the environment in which they work. Subsequently, the Ohio Principal
Evaluation System has been updated to align with OTES 2.0.
Most districts will be required to implement the new evaluation systems this school year. Districts should also be aware that under
temporary laws adopted in response to the pandemic, school districts are prohibited from using student growth measures and any
high quality student data for the 2021-2022 school year in principal, teacher and school counselor evaluations. Instead, boards of
education will use the remaining factors and components of each evaluation system. District evaluators may consider as part of the
evaluations how an educator collects and uses data to inform and improve their practice.
https://go.boarddocs.com/oh/worth/Board.nsf/Private?open&login#
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This revised policy should be adopted to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 1617/3217/4217 - Weapons (New/Revised)
On June 23, 2021 the Ohio Supreme Court issued a decision declaring that two statutes, R.C. 109.78 & R.C. 2923.122, collectively
require any school staff designated by a board of education to carry a concealed gun during the workday to complete the 737+ hour
peace officer training or alternatively have 20 years of experience as a police officer. The case Gabbard v. Madison Local School
District Board of Education was filed by parents from Butler County challenging a board resolution and policy that authorized the
superintendent to designate up to 10 staff to carry a gun onto campus. The policy was adopted in 2018 after the school experienced
an active shooter incident where four students were injured. Ohio law permits a board of education to designate individuals to carry
concealed guns onto campus without violating criminal statutes which prohibit guns in school zones. However, a separate statute
declares that any security official employed by a board of education must complete the lengthy peace officer training or have the
required years of experience as a peace officer to carry a weapon while on duty. Then Ohio Attorney General Mike DeWine stated in
a letter he issued to the chairman of the Buckeye Firearms Association in 2013 that only those employees who were hired as
security staff must complete peace officer training or meet the experience requirement. Alternatively, other staff designated by the
board to carry guns did not need to meet these requirements. The Supreme Court disagreed, and instead concluded that state law
requires all designated employees to meet the rigorous qualifications. In light of this decision, Policy 3217/4217 has been updated to
specify the requirements for employees to be eligible to carry weapons onto school property. Policy 1617 (consistent with Policy
3217/4217) has been added to include administrators. The definition of weapons has also been updated to align with current law. It
is important to note that the Court’s decision acknowledged there could be an easy legislative fix to this requirement, and House Bill
99 was introduced in February of this year to do just that. However, pending legislative action, school district boards of education
that have authorized staff to carry concealed guns onto campus should be aware of this decision and should contact legal counsel to
discuss immediate next steps to avoid violations of the law.
Revisions to these policies should be adopted to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 2271 - College Credit Plus Program (Revised)
House Bill 110 included a modification to the college credit plus program eligibility. The new law requires the Chancellor of Higher
Education, in consultation with the Superintendent of Public Instruction, to establish alternative remediation-free options for
students to be eligible to participate in college credit plus. The bill includes language which maintains prior eligibility alternatives for
students who participated in CCP before September 30, 2021, the effective date of the bill. Policy 2271 and the accompanying
administrative guidelines have been updated to reflect the change.
Revisions to this policy (and AG) should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 2370.01 - Blended Learning (Revised)
Revisions to this policy reflect the changes included in H.B. 110, modifying the definition of Blended Learning to specify that delivery
of instruction “primarily” should be in a supervised physical location away from home, adding the requirement of an annual
instructional calendar of at least nine hundred ten (910) hours, and changing the district's notification requirements with ODE.
This revised policy should be adopted if the district intends to offer a Blended Learning program and to maintain accurate policies.
Policy 5111 - Eligibility of Resident/Nonresident Students (Revised)
Policy 5111.02 - Educational Opportunity for Military Children (Revised)
These 2 policies have been updated to include new enrollment and education requirements for children of military families. In 2009,
Ohio joined the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children through passage of House Bill 1. The Compact
was created to address educational disruptions and barriers that children of military members face when the families are transferred
to new assignments. In support of Ohio’s commitment to the Compact, House Bill 244 was passed this summer. The bill requires
districts to provide children of active-duty military members with technology-based educational opportunities as they transition from
one assignment location to another, whether in-state or out of state, until such time as the students enroll in a new school. The bill
also mandates that schools permit students of military families subject to relocation orders to apply for enrollment just like resident
students even if they do not yet reside in the district. Districts must provide an electronic enrollment process to assist with this.
Parents must provide proof of residency within ten days after moving to the district. HB 244 becomes effective October 13, 2021.
Revisions to these policies should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.
Policy 5200 - Attendance (Revised)
This policy has been revised to reflect changes included in H.B. 110 (effective September 30, 2021) that are reflected in R.C.
2151.011. Additionally, temporary language added to guide attendance strategies for remote learning has been modified and
retained as an option.
https://go.boarddocs.com/oh/worth/Board.nsf/Private?open&login#
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This policy revision should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 5336 - Care of Students with Diabetes (Reissued from Special Update March 2021)
This policy and AG 5330.04 were issued in a Special Update in March 2021 in response to H.B. 231, which was effective on April 12,
2021. The legislation made specific changes to how school districts manage care of students with diabetes. This new law
created detailed requirements for the administration of the diabetes medication, glucagon.
The new state law, R.C. 3313.7115, authorizes a board of education to obtain and maintain a supply of injectable or nasally
administered glucagon for use in emergency situations. The drug is approved by the Federal Drug Administration to treat severe
hypoglycemia in children and adults with diabetes. A board of education may obtain the drug from a licensed health professional
directly or by prescription, or alternatively the superintendent may obtain a prescriber-issued protocol. A board may also accept
donations of glucagon from a wholesale distributor/manufacturer of dangerous drugs. A board of education must adopt a policy that
includes the location and conditions under which the drug will be stored, who may administer the drug, and the training that must
be provided, among other things. Districts which elect to adopt a policy and obtain the drug receive additional civil immunity.
The revision to Policy 5336 and the addition of AG 5330.04 are optional, but if the Board intends to procure and use glucagon in
emergency situations, it must adopt the policy revision and the superintendent must adopt/promulgate AG 5330.04.

Policy 5350 - Student Mental Health and Suicide Prevention (Revised)
Policy 5350 was updated to incorporate new requirements mandated by the Safety and Violence Education Students Act (SAVE
Students Act), which was passed by the general assembly during lame duck and became effective March 24, 21. The act requires
school districts to adopt or adapt evidence-based suicide awareness and prevention curriculum for use in staff in-service that has
been approved by the Ohio Department of Education.
Beginning in 2023-2024, the Save Students Act also requires school districts to include one hour or the equivalent of one standard
class period of health education in each of the following: 1) suicide awareness and prevention; 2) safety training and violence
prevention; and 3) social inclusion.
This policy reflects the current law and should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 5464 - Early High School Graduation (Revised)
This policy has been revised to reflect the changes in testing requirements and their impact on acceleration and graduation.
This revision should be adopted to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 5516 - Student Hazing (Revised)
This policy was revised based on the requirements in S.B. 126, which goes into effect in October 2021. While much of the legislation
deals with hazing in a higher education setting, there are implications for K-12 programs, as well, including definitions, coverage,
and notification/posting requirements.
This revised policy should be adopted to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 5630.01– Positive
Seclusion (Revised)

Behavior

Intervention

and

Supports

and

Limited

Use
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Restraint

and

This policy has been revised in response to changes in O.A.C. 3301-35-15 and subsequent issuance by the Ohio Department of
Education of the Positive Behavioral Interventions and Support (PBIS) and Restraint and Seclusion Model Policy and Procedures in
July 2021.
Revisions to this policy should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 5722 – School-Sponsored Publications and Productions (Replacement)
This replacement policy is proposed because of the wide variety of school-sponsored student media that are present in schools today
and due to the many technological advances that have occurred.
The policy, as before, provides several options available to the Board regarding the type of forum that will be provided and what
level of review and regulation will occur. The language in the policy has been modified to encompass the newer online electronic
forms of school-sponsored student media. The policy provides four options to consider for the classification and regulation of such
publications and production.
https://go.boarddocs.com/oh/worth/Board.nsf/Private?open&login#
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A toolkit has been provided to assist district staff in their review of the replacement policy and revisions to the administrative
guideline.
The recommendations made in this policy should be carefully considered when addressing the evolving student media environment
and language should be adopted that best fits the district’s needs.

Policy 6114 - Cost Principles - Spending Federal Funds (Revised)
This policy has been revised to provide greater detail in allowability guidance for districts regarding expenditure of federal funds.
There has been a significant increase in funding through for school districts through the third pandemic stimulus bill dubbed the
American Rescue Plan, providing $122 billion in Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief (or ESSER III) funds. While
the policy has accurately referenced definitions and restrictions cited in various sections of 2 C.F.R. 200, greater specificity has been
requested by program reviewers and auditors.
Revisions to this policy should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 7300 - Disposition of Real Property/Personal Property (Revised)
H.B. 110 further modified the definition of Unused School Facilities in relation to the disposition of facilities. The policy has been
revised to reflect that change in statute.
This policy revision should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 7450 - Property Inventory (Revised)
A drafting note has been added to this policy noting the federal threshold of $5,000 for differentiating between supplies/materials
and a capital expenditure for equipment purchase. See the note on Policy 6114 - Cost Principles - Spending Federal Funds.
This policy may need to be revised if the district's current policy uses an equipment/inventory threshold higher that $5,000.

Policy 8330 - Student Records (Revised)
This policy has been revised to reflect the change in federal rule (2021 Solomon Amendment: Subtitle C—General Service
Authorities and Correction of Military Records SEC. 521). If the district issues student email addresses, it must release such
email addresses to military recruiters as part of directory information, as requested, unless prohibited by student or parent request
in writing.
This revision should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 8400 - School Safety (Revised)
The revision to this policy is to clarify that districts are now required to create, train, and utilize threat assessment teams.
The policy language has been included as an option in Policy 8400 and as a stand alone AG 8400A since 2015.
Addition of the Threat Assessment language is recommended in order to maintain accurate policies.

Policy 8462 - Student Abuse and Neglect (Revised)
This policy was updated to incorporate new requirements mandated by the Safety and Violence Education Students Act (SAVE
Students Act), which was passed by the general assembly during lame duck and became effective March 24, 2021. The act requires
school districts to adopt or adapt evidence-based suicide awareness and prevention curriculum for use in staff in-service that has
been approved by the Ohio Department of Education. As was required under the previous version of the law, the training must be
provided every two years to all nurses, teachers, counselors, school psychologists, mental health providers, and administrators who
work in the District, as well as any other personnel that the Board determines appropriate. Policy 8462 includes the changes to the
training, as well as the requirement from the SAVE Students Act that takes effect this year. Districts must register with the Safer
Ohio School Tip Line operated by the Ohio Department of Public Safety, or alternatively enter into an agreement with an anonymous
reporting program of the district’s choosing. The reporting program must meet specific requirements and any agreements between a
district and the selected anonymous reporting program must include a provision that requires the program to submit an annual
report to the Ohio Departments of Public Safety and Education specifying the number of reports that were made and the method
they were received.
Each district will have reporting requirements as well and must also inform students about the program.
Revisions to this policy reflect the current law and should be adopted to maintain accurate policies.
https://go.boarddocs.com/oh/worth/Board.nsf/Private?open&login#
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Policy 8600 - Transportation (Revised)
The budget bill contained several significant changes for school transportation. Policy 8600 and AG 8600 have been updated
accordingly. HB 110 changed a number of provisions for community and nonpublic school student transportation. The deadline for
an existing community school to unilaterally accept responsibility to provide transportation for its students from January 1st in the
year prior to August 1. The bill also mandates that schools must provide transportation to community and non-public students on
each day in which the schools are open for instruction even if the public school isn’t open. Transportation on Saturdays and Sundays
is still not required but may be agreed to in a contract between the public and nonpublic or community school.
School districts are further from using mass transit to transport nonpublic/community school students in grades kindergarten
through eight unless there is a contract between the district and the non-public/community school permitting its use. Schools
are required to ensure that ninth through twelfth grade students who use mass transit may not have more than one transfer.
Under HB 110, community & non-public schools must declare their official start and end times by April 1 for the upcoming school
year. This triggers a district’s obligation to develop a transportation plan for eligible students and submit the plan to the
community/non-public within 60 days. Special deadlines apply when the community or nonpublic schools provide late notice and
when a student enrolls in the school after July 1st. ODE is tasked with monitoring compliance and must deduct transportation
funding when it is determined that a district has consistently or for a prolonged period been non-compliant.
Changes to payment-in-lieu of transportation (“PIL”) decisions were also adopted through HB 110. School districts must make a
determination about PIL no later than 30 days before the start of school, or 14 calendar days if student is enrolled later.
Superintendents are now authorized to make PIL decisions after considering the same factors that currently exist, but those
decisions must be approved the board of education at the next scheduled meeting. Additionally, districts must now issue a letter to
parents, the non-public/community school, and the State Board with a “detailed explanation” of why a PIL determination was made.
And, a parent may now authorize a community/non-public school to act on their behalf after submitting a request for transportation,
including in mediation proceedings with the public school district. The new law establishes that the minimum amount for PIL is at
least 50% of the average cost of pupil transportation from the previous year up to the max of 100% of that average cost.
An additional provision in the budget bill establish that districts, educational service centers and third-party contractors are now
required to deliver students no sooner than 30 minutes prior to the start of school and pick them up no later than 30 minutes after
school. Transportation schedules must be adjusted accordingly.
Revisions to this policy should be adopted in order to maintain accurate policies.
Policy 8651 - Nonroutine Use of School Buses (Revised)
Ohio’s Biennium Budget Bill, HB 110, included a provision that overturns a position the Ohio Department of Education took regarding
nonroutine use of school buses when they concluded that any use of a bus for an activity other than transportation of students
required a school district to obtain approval of the vehicle and operator as a commercial carrier, subject to Department of
Transportation rules and requirements. Last year, this issue was reported. The new statute included in HB 110 now authorizes a
board of education to enter into agreements with various private and public government and nonprofit entities to provide
transportation using the school district’s fleet in order to help them fulfill business-related activities in times of emergency.
Policy 8651 and AG 8600 have been updated to recognize this new authority.
This revision should be adopted if the district utilizes school buses in such a nonroutine manner.
Policy 8740 - Bonding (Revised)
This policy has been revised to reflect the insurance option made available through H.B. 291, which authorizes school districts to use
an employee dishonesty and faithful performance of duty policy in lieu of surety bonds. This provision was added to Policy 1310 Employment of the Treasurer/CFO in 2019. The provision of law was further modified by H.B. 444 to allow for the purchase of
insurance in lieu of bonds at times other than at the time of initial employment of the Treasurer/CFO and to extend this allowance to
all officers, employees, and appointees who are responsible for money and property. Note that the insurance must be in an amount
equal to or greater than the amount required by the Board for a surety bond.
These revisions reflect current Ohio law and should be adopted to maintain accurate policies.

ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES
AG 1530 - Standards-Based Principal Evaluation System (Revised)
See note on Policy 1530.
AG 1630.01/3430.01/4430.01 - FMLA Leave (Revised)
https://go.boarddocs.com/oh/worth/Board.nsf/Private?open&login#
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These AGs have been revised to include additional language from the federal regulation regarding optional benefit coverages during
periods of unpaid leave, costs associated with medical certification, and periodic status reports. While there has been no change in
the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has issued new forms for use in administering the Act.
Those forms can be accessed at: FMLA: Forms | U.S. Department of Labor (dol.gov)
AG 2271 - College Credit Plus Program (Revised)
See note on Policy 2271.
AG 2370.01 - Blended Learning (Revised)
See note on Policy 2370.01.
AG 5111 - Admission to the District (Revised)
AG 5111.02 - Educational Opportunity for Military Children (Revised)
See note on Policy 5111/5111.02.
AG 5200 - Attendance (Revised)
See note on Policy 5200.
AG 5330.04 - Procurement, Maintenance, and Use of Injectable and Nasally Administered Glucagon (Reissued from
March 2021)
See note on Policy 5336.
AG 5722 – School-Sponsored Publications and Productions (Revised)
See note on Policy 5722.
AG 7450 - Inventory Procedure (Revised)
See note on Policy 7450 and Policy 6114.
AG 8330 - Student Records (Revised)
See note on Policy 8330.
AG 8462 – Student Abuse and Neglect (Revised)
See note on Policy 8462.
AG 8600 – Transportation (Revised)
See note on Policy 8600.

COMMENTS
Reviewing Board Minutes
A feature of your subscription to the Update Service is the review of your District’s Board minutes to identify action that results in
new policy or revision to existing policy. If such action has been taken and copies of the related materials have not been submitted
to the Coshocton Office, the District will be contacted and additional information regarding the action will be requested. You may
take advantage of this valuable service by sending copies of your Board minutes to the Coshocton Office for review.
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LEGAL ALERT
To:

Neola Clients

From: Ennis Britton
Re:

Changes Continue to Impact Pupil Services Personnel

Date: August 2021

Quick Recap On Recent Change to Pupil Services Licenses
House Bill 442 was passed during lame duck session and became effective April 12th, 2021. The law removed the requirement that
the following pupil services personnel must obtain a separate pupil services license through the Ohio Department of Education in
addition to their respective practice boards:

Speech language pathologists
Audiologists
Registered nurses
Physical therapists
Occupational therapists
Physical therapy assistants
Occupational therapy assistants
Social Workers
License holders must now register with the ODE. The registration remains valid for five years. As a condition for registration, an
individual is required to submit to a criminal background check. Individuals who wish to substitute or obtain a temporary license for
pupil services must register with the ODE as well. To align these changes with state law, the bill repealed the statute that had
previously governed substitute pupil services teaching licenses (R.C. §3319.2210).
New Law Prompts Change to STRS Membership
HB 442 triggered an unexpected change to membership in the state retirement systems, particularly for the State Teachers
Retirement System (“STRS”). The definition of “teacher” was modified to include any person who is required to either have a license
or be registered with ODE. For most pupil services personnel, membership in STRS will simply continue as it has in the past. This is
not the case for some nurses, however. Previously, only nurses who held the ODE school nurse license were members in STRS.
Effective April 12, 2021, now any registered nurses who hold a bachelor’s degree in nursing will be considered STRS Ohio members.
Practically speaking, this means that nurses will pay higher employee contributions, which will possibly impact employee recruiting
and employment benefit costs.
Ohio Takes Steps to Join Multi-state Compacts
Early in the new year, a number of bills were introduced in the senate and house that pave the way for Ohio to join multi-state
compacts for health practitioners. All of the bills have since passed and been signed by the governor. Collectively, these bills
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combined with recent changes to licensure for pupil services personnel may help schools access hard-to-find service providers for
students with disabilities.
Senate Bill 2, signed into law on April 27th, enters Ohio into the Psychology Interjurisdictional Compact. The bill regulates the
practice of telepsychology and temporary in-person psychology for licensed psychologists across state boundaries from participating
states. Twenty-four states including Ohio have either joined or passed legislation to join the compact, including Kentucky, West
Virginia and Pennsylvania. Click here for a list of member states.
SB 3, signed by the governor on July 1st, adds Ohio to the Nurse Licensure Compact. Registered nurses and licensed practical
nurses who are licensed in member states will be eligible for multistate licenses to practice in other member states. Click here for a
list of states which are members, as well as those which have pending legislation to join. A majority of states are members in the
compact, including Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia. Michigan's entrance is pending.
SB 5, signed by the governor on March 31st, adds our state to the Physical Therapy Licensure Compact. The compact permits
physical therapists and physical therapy assistants who are licensed in other member states to practice in Ohio, subject to Ohio’s
laws and regulations. Legislation is pending in Indiana and Michigan. Kentucky and West Virginia are already members. Pennsylvania
has recently enacted legislation but is not currently processing licensees. Click here for a list of active and pending members.
SB 6 allows Ohio to join the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact. The bill was signed by the governor on July 1st. The compact
enables physicians who have certain verified qualifications apply for an expedited license to practice in other member states. Click
here for a list of current and pending member states. Kentucky, West Virginia and Michigan are members. Pennsylvania has
approved legislation to join but has pressed pause for the time being. Indiana is not a member and is not currently attempting to
become one.
SB 7 was signed by the governor on March 31st and permits Ohio to join the Occupational Therapy Licensure Compact. Occupational
therapists and occupational therapy assistants licensed in other member states may soon practice in Ohio, subject to our state laws
and regulations. Ohio is one of the first states to join the compact. None of the states surrounding Ohio have proposed legislation to
join. Click here for the list of states with pending legislation to join.
Finally, House Bill 252 adds Ohio to the Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology Interstate Compact. The bill was signed by the
governor on July 1st, and grants audiologists and speech-language pathologists the privilege to practice in other member states
including Ohio, both in person and through telehealth sessions. Practitioners who are licensed in other states must comply with rules
of practice while treating Ohio students or patients. Currently, there are 11 state members including Kentucky and West Virginia, as
well as 11 other states including Ohio that have legislation pending or just recently passed. Click here to review a map of pending
and current members.

Disclaimer: This Alert is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute legal advice and does not
create an attorney-client relationship.
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It has been a year since the United States Department of Education Office for Civil Rights (OCR) promulgated its Title IX
regulations concerning the definition of sexual harassment and the procedures applicable to investigating and addressing
allegations of sexual harassment under Title IX1. It also has been a year since the United States Supreme Court issued its
decision in Bostock v. Clayton County, 140 S.Ct. 1731, 590 U.S. ____ (2020), in which the Court held that discrimination based
on an individual’s gender identity and sexual orientation are prohibited forms of sex-based employment discrimination under
Title VII. In the intervening year, school districts have awaited guidance from the U.S. Department of Education (USDOE)
concerning whether Title IX’s prohibition against discrimination “on the basis of sex” should be interpreted consistent with the
Court’s pronouncement in Bostock.
Initially, in the fall of 2020, the USDOE signaled that it would not apply the reasoning of Bostock in the Title IX context to
prohibit discrimination based on an individual’s gender identity or sexual orientation. In fact, Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos indicated that she interpreted Title IX to support the exclusion of transgender students from school areas (e.g.,
bathrooms and locker rooms) and involvement in sports that aligned with their gender identities.
Shortly after Secretary DeVos resigned in early January 2021, and in the final days of the Trump Administration, the USDOE’s
Office of the General Counsel issued a memorandum explicitly stating Bostock’s reasoning and holding did not apply to Title
IX.2 As noted in the memorandum, however, this interpretation was contrary to a number of federal circuit court rulings that
applied Bostock’s holding to Title IX cases – see Adams v. School Bd. of St. Johns County, 968 F.3d 1286 (11th Cir. 2020);
Grimm v. Gloucester County Sch. Bd., 972 F.3d 586 (4th Cir. 2020) (the Fourth Circuit joins a “growing consensus of courts”
holding that “Title IX can protect transgender students from school bathroom policies that prohibit them from affirming their
gender.”).
On January 20, 2021, after being sworn in as the 46th President of the United States, President Joe Biden signed Executive
Order on Preventing and Combating Discrimination on the Basis of Gender Identity or Sexual Orientation.3 In the Executive
Order, President Biden signals his Administration’s intent to extend Title IX protections to transgender students. Specifically,
the executive action affirms that gender identity and sexual orientation are protected classes under federal sex discrimination
laws, including Title IX. The President further directs that within 100 days federal agencies must develop plans to ensure their
policies and procedures protect individuals from sexual orientation and gender discrimination. With respect to educational
environments, the Executive Order states: “Children should be able to learn without worrying about whether they will be denied
access to the restroom, the locker room, or school sports.”
President Biden followed the January 20, 2021 general applicability pronouncement with a more specific order applicable to
schools on March 8, 2021 – Executive Order on Guaranteeing an Educational Environment Free From Discrimination on the Basis
of Sex, Including Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity.4 In the Executive Order, the President states that it is his
Administration’s policy that “all students should be guaranteed an educational environment free from discrimination on the basis
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of sex, including discrimination in the form of sexual harassment, which encompasses sexual violence, and including
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity.”
To achieve this end, President Biden directs the USDOE, through Secretary of Education Miguel Cardona, in consultation with the
Attorney General, to review existing regulations and other guidance that may be inconsistent with the Biden Administration’s
stated policy and report those findings to the Director of the Office of Management and Budget. The Executive Order expressly
directs that the review encompass the 2020 Title IX regulation – “Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex in Education Programs
or Activities Receiving Federal Financial Assistance” – 85 Fed. Reg. 30.026 (May 19, 2020) – and directs the Secretary of
Education to issue new guidance as needed to implement the Executive Order “as soon as practicable” and suspend, revise,
rescind, or publish for notice and comment proposed rules suspending, revising, or rescinding agency actions that are
inconsistent with the stated purpose of the Executive Order.
The Executive Order further reiterates that LGBTQ+ individuals are protected under Title IX and acknowledges the
disproportionate rates of sexual harassment and violence suffered by the LGBTQ+ community. To address such
harassment/violence, the Executive Order requires educational institutions to provide “appropriate support for students who
have experienced sex discrimination; and to ensure that their school procedures are fair and equitable for all.”
Finally, the March 8, 2021 Executive Order directs Secretary Cardona to “account for intersecting forms of prohibited
discrimination that can affect the availability of resources and support for students who have experienced sex discrimination,
including discrimination on the basis of race, disability, and national origin.”
On April 5, 2021, the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) published a three page memorandum (dated
3/26/2021) confirming that Title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity in educational
settings, adopting the Supreme Court’s reasoning from Bostock. This memorandum is significant because the DOJ is charged
with coordination of the implementation and enforcement of Title IX by Executive agencies (including the USDOE). Based on
the DOJ’s 3/26/2021 memorandum, Federal agencies that implement and enforce Title IX are obligated to implement and
enforce the Law’s prohibition against sex-based discrimination on behalf of LGBTQ+ individuals. The DOJ further notified
Federal Agency Civil Rights Directors and General Counsel that anti-LGBTQ+ discrimination falls within the scope of Title IX’s
protections, so schools should review and update their anti-discrimination policies and programs accordingly and as
appropriate. The DOJ’s conclusion that the Bostock holding applies to Title IX is based on the DOJ’s consideration of the Title IX
statutory text, Supreme Court case law, and circuit court case law. In particular, the DOJ states that the operative language
from Title IX (prohibiting discrimination “on the basis of sex”) is substantially similar to Title VII language prohibiting
discrimination “because of sex.” The DOJ expressly recognized that the Supreme Court repeatedly used these phrases
interchangeably in Bostock and other cases. Thus, the DOJ concluded: “the best reading of Title IX’s prohibitions on
discrimination ‘on the basis of sex’ is that it includes discrimination on the basis of gender identity and sexual orientation.” The
DOJ also noted that federal courts routinely rely on Title VII interpretations to inform Title IX decisions.
The following day – April 6, 2021 – the Acting Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights at OCR issued a Letter that outlines the steps
the USDOE plans to take to implement the 3/8/2021 Executive Order. The Letter begins by recognizing that LGBTQ+ students
are subject to sexual harassment, including sexual violence, at significant rates. It then states that the Office for Civil Rights is
undertaking a comprehensive review of the Department’s existing regulations, orders, guidance, policies, and any other similar
agency actions, including the amendments to the Department’s Title IX regulations that took effect on August 14, 2020 (2020
Amendments) to determine whether any changes or additions to the Title IX regulations are necessary to fulfill the 3/8/2021
Executive Order and the Department’s commitment to ensuring equal and nondiscriminatory access to education for students at
all educational levels. The Acting Assistant Secretary states that the review will also focus on ensuring that students who have
experienced discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity have their legal rights fully met.
While the Letter emphasizes that the Department’s current Title IX regulations, as amended in 2020, remain in effect, it states
that OCR plans to issue a question-and-answer document soon to “provide additional clarity about how OCR interprets schools’
existing obligations under the 2020 amendments, including the areas in which schools have discretion in their procedures for
responding to reports of sexual harassment”.9 The Letter concludes by stating that ultimately OCR intends to publish in the
Federal Register a notice of proposed rulemaking to amend the Department’s Title IX regulations. This document is significant
because it reintroduces in an USDOE document the reference to sexual violence being a form of sexual harassment;6 a term
that the prior Administration intentionally avoided using.
In order to facilitate its review of the existing rules and prepare to issue a public notice of rulemaking, the USDOE stated it
would conduct public hearings in early June 2021, at which it would solicit the public’s input (through oral or written comments)
on issues of sexual harassment in school environments, including discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender
identity.7
The USDOE followed up on its April 6, 2021 Letter by issuing a Notice of Interpretation on June 16, 2021, concerning The
Department’s Enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 with Respect to Discrimination Based on Sexual
Orientation and Gender Identity in Light of Bostock v. Clayton County. The interpretation seeks to clarify the Department’s
enforcement authority over discrimination based on sexual orientation and discrimination based on gender identity under Title
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IX in light of the U.S. Supreme Court’s Bostock decision. The interpretation is for the purpose of guiding the Department in
processing complaints and conducting investigations.
By way of background, the Notice affirms that OCR has “long recognized that Title IX protects all students, including students
who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender, from harassment and other forms of sex discrimination.” It continues, “OCR
also has long recognized that Title IX prohibits harassment and other forms of discrimination against all students for not
conforming to stereotypical notions of masculinity and femininity.” The Notice then acknowledges that at times OCR has “stated
that Title IX’s prohibitions on sex discrimination does not encompass discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender
identity.” Thus, the purpose of the Notice of Interpretation is to clearly articulate the Department’s conclusion that in light of
Bostock it will interpret Title IX prohibition on sex discrimination to cover discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender
identity.8 The explanation and rationale offered in the Letter for reaching this conclusion is consistent with the reasoning set
forth in the DOJ’s March 26, 2021 memorandum (see above).
The Biden Administration and the USDOE’s repeated communications during the first six months of 2021 demonstrate a strong
commitment to protecting individuals from sex-based discrimination resulting from the individual’s sexual orientation or gender
identity. Since the topic is not specifically addressed in the 2020 Amendments, OCR is compelled to follow the DOJ’s 3/26/2021
interpretation that the Bostock holding applies to Title IX and not just Title VII. As such, school districts should be prepared to
take prompt and appropriate action when confronted by allegations of sex discrimination involving misconduct purportedly
based upon a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity. Further, it is imperative that boards of education contact local
counsel when addressing requests by transgender students to access restroom or locker rooms aligned with their gender
identities. Finally, it will be interesting to watch what action the Administration takes if complaints are filed with OCR by
transgender student athletes residing in states that have prohibited them from participating on sports teams that align with
their gender identities.9
This legal alert is intended as general information and not legal advice. No attorney-client relationship exists.
____________________________________________________
1See Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended, 20 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq., and its implementing regulations at 34
C.F.R. Part 106.
2The memorandum goes on to state: (1) Title IX requires a recipient providing separate athletic teams to separate participants
solely based on their biological sex, male or female, and not based on transgender status or homosexuality; and (2) Title IX requires
a recipient providing “separate toilet, locker room, and shower facilities on the basis of sex” to regulate access based on biological
sex.
3Executive Order 13988.
4Executive Order 14021.
5 The promised Q&A was issued on July 20, 2021. The document – Questions and Answers on the Title IX Regulations on Sexual
Harassment (July 2021) – offers 66 questions and answers, covering 17 topics. The Q&A purports to represent “OCR’s interpretation
of schools’ responsibilities under Title IX, and the USDOE’s current implementing regulations related to sexual harassment, as
enforced by OCR.” While affirming the 2020 amendments remain in effect, the document asserts the USDOE is undertaking a
comprehensive review of its current Title IX regulations as amended in 2020, in light of President Biden’s Executive Order 14021.
Many of the Answers cite to and rely upon the extensive preamble to the 2020 amendments (see 85 Fed. Reg. 30,026 – 30,570),
despite the preamble not having the force or effect of law. The Q&A concludes with an extensive Appendix that illuminates the type
of policy language OCR considers compliant with the 2020 Title IX regulations.
6In more than one location in the Letter, the author states “all students should be guaranteed an educational environment free from
discrimination on the basis of sex, including in the form of sexual harassment, which encompasses sexual violence, and
discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity.”
7The hearing took place on June 7-11, 2021. The USDOE promises to release transcripts of the testimony and feedback it received
at the hearing.
8The USDOE’s Acting Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights reiterated the Department’s interpretation in her Letter to Educator that
was issued on June 23, 2021 to celebrate the 49th Anniversary of the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.
Also on June 23, 2021, the U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division (CRT) and the U.S. Department of Education Office for
Civil Rights (OCR) jointly released a resource entitled “Confronting Anti-LGBTQ+ Harassment in Schools,” which sets forth examples
of the kinds of incidents that CRT and OCR can investigate.
9To date, the following states have enacted laws that prohibit transgender student athletes from playing on sports teams that
correspond with their gender identities: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Idaho, Mississippi, Montana, Tennessee, and West Virginia.
Additionally, the Governor of South Dakota issued two executive orders to limit participation in women’s and girls’ school sports
teams to only people assigned female at birth.
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In January, Governor DeWine signed into law House Bill 352 – The Employment Law Uniformity Act. The Law, which went into
effect on April 15, 2021, makes a number of changes to the way employment discrimination claims are handled in Ohio.
First, H.B. 352 shortens the statute of limitations for workplace discrimination claims. Specifically, the law reduces the time
period in which a plaintiff can file a workplace discrimination claim from six years to two years. Consequently, plaintiffs now
have substantially less time to file a workplace discrimination lawsuit before their claims are barred.
H.B. 352 also eliminates any cause of action or claim under Ohio Civil Rights Law (i.e., Revised Code Chapter 4112) based on
unlawful discriminatory practices relating to employment against a supervisor, manager, or other employee of the board of
education. Previously, the term “employer” included “any person acting directly or indirectly in the interest of an employer.”
This change, however, does not apply if the claim involves retaliation for opposing a discriminatory practice, aiding a
discriminatory practice, or obstructing a person from complying with the Ohio Civil Rights Law. In these three situations, a
supervisor, manager, or other employee could still face a lawsuit and individual liability.
H.B. 352 further simplifies the law with respect to filing an age discrimination lawsuit. Previously, there were two avenues
under which a plaintiff could raise an age discrimination claim – one provided for a 180-day statute of limitation while the other
allowed a claim to be filed within the standard six-year statute of limitation. Under the new law, age-based discrimination claims
fall under the same rules as other workplace discrimination claims and thus are subject to the two-year statute of limitation and
the exhaustion of OCRC procedures discussed below.
Next, H.B. 352 imposes a strict requirement on workplace discrimination plaintiffs to exhaust administrative remedies before
they may initiate a legal action. Thus, prior to bringing a civil action, plaintiffs must now file a claim with the Ohio Civil Rights
Commission (OCRC). Plaintiffs may not initiate a civil action until (1) OCRC has issued a right-to-sue letter, (2) the plaintiff
requests the OCRC to issue a notice of right to sue and the OCRC fails to issue a notice of right to sue within 45-days after the
date that the OCRC may grant the request, or (3) the OCRC, after a preliminary investigation, informs the person that it is
probable that an unlaw discriminatory practice relating to employment has occurred or is occurring and the person elects to file
a lawsuit and notifies the OCRC of that fact.1
The significance of the preceding is that boards of education should expect to receive many more charges filed with the OCRC or
EEOC,2 since a complaining party is barred from filing a lawsuit without first filing a complaint with the OCRC or EEOC.
Finally, H.B. 352 codifies an affirmative defense to hostile work environment claims for employers. The affirmative defense is
available to employers who can demonstrate that they exercised reasonable care to prevent or promptly correct the harassing
behavior, and the plaintiff unreasonably failed to avail themselves of any preventative or corrective opportunities provided by
the employer to otherwise avoid harm. An employer can raise this affirmative defense when it faces a claim for vicarious
liability in which the employee alleges that a supervisor with immediate or successively higher authority over the employee
created a hostile work environment through sexually harassing behavior. This affirmative defense is not available if the
supervisor’s harassment resulted in a tangible employment action3 against the employee making the allegation.
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If you have any questions concerning H.B. 352 or its impact on any claims of unlawful discrimination that are filed against your
district, you should consult with local legal counsel.
This legal alert is intended as general information and not legal advice. No attorney-client relationship exists.

___________________________________________________________
1A person can file an employment specific lawsuit without requesting a notice of right to sue from the OCRC and without a finding of
probable cause by the OCRC, if (1) the person seeks only injunctive relief, or (2) the person timely filed a charge with both the
OCRC, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), based on the same facts and the person received a notice from
the EEOC that states the person may file a lawsuit based on the EEOC charge.
2See Policy 1422/3122/4122 – Non-Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity and/or Policy 1662/3362/4362 - AntiHarassment, which both remind individuals that they may file complaints of unlawful harassment or retaliation with the OCRC or
EEOC in lieu of or in addition to filing internal complaints under those policies.
3Tangible employment action is defined as an action that results in significant change in employment status, such as hiring, firing,
failing to promote, reassignment with significantly different responsibilities, or a decision causing a significant change in benefits.
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In July 2020, the Ohio Board of Education (“State Board”) passed a Resolution to Condemn Racism and to Advance Equity and
Opportunity for Black Students, Indigenous Students and Students of Color.1 The resolution begins, “[a]s our nation grapples
with the hard truths of racism and inequality,” the Board acknowledges that “Ohio’s education system has not been immune to
these problems” and “we have a great deal of work left to do” to correct the “profound disparities between Black, Indigenous
and People of Color (BIPOC) students and their white peers” that exist in all parts of the Ohio education system. Specifically,
the Board points to the “gaps between test performance of [BIPOC] students and their white peers” which have been “observed
since Ohio began disaggregating the data,” and recognizes that “progress to close these gaps have been uneven and
unsatisfactory.” The resolution continues, “black male students lag far behind their white counterparts in several measures of
educational attainment, including graduation rates, which keeps gainful employment out of reach,” and “starting as early as
preschool, black male students are affected disproportionately by suspensions, expulsions and zero-tolerance discipline policies
in schools.” The resolution further states that “systemic inequity in education has relegated millions of children of color to
under-resourced, struggling schools” and even in “generously resourced schools” “significant gaps [exist] between the
performance of Black students compared to their white peers.” To counter these depressing facts, the Board calls out the ability
of a culturally responsive curriculum to empower students to value all cultures and “motivate students of color to a higher level
of academic achievement and in many cases increase the graduation rates of previously disengaged students.”
After enumerating the steps that it intends to take to address racism and advance equity and opportunity for BIPOC students,
the State Board concludes by strongly recommending that “all Ohio school districts begin a reflection and internal examination
of their own involving all members of their school community to examine all facets of the school’s operations; with a special
emphasis on curriculum, hiring practices, staff development practices, and student discipline.”
Six months later, President Biden echoed the State Board’s commitment to advancing racial equity in Executive Order On
Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities Through the Federal Government,2 which he signed on his
first day in office. In the Order, President Biden states it is the policy of his Administration that the “Federal Government should
pursue a comprehensive approach to advancing equity for all, including people of color and others who have been historically
underserved, marginalized, and adversely affected by persistent poverty and inequality.” The Order continues, “The Federal
Government’s goal in advancing equity is to provide everyone with the opportunity to reach their full potential.”
In early June, 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (USDOE) “announced a series of actions it is taking to advance equity in
education and ensure schools across the nation are serving all students.”3 Included in the list of actions it is taking are (1)
releasing a report highlighting the disparate impacts of COVID-19 on K-12 and postsecondary students in underserved
communities,4 and (2) holding an Equity Summit Series over the coming months. The USDOE stated its actions aim to
“encourage schools more broadly to reimagine their education systems and practices and infuse equity into all of their work, so
that every student has access to rigorous, culturally responsive, and fulfilling instruction.” U.S. Secretary of Education Miguel
Cardona stated, “Our mission at the Department is to…reimagine our schools so that all students have their needs met. We
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must take bold action together to ensure our nation’s schools are defined not by disparities, but by equity and opportunity for
all.”5
The First Installment of the Equity Summit Series occurred on June 22, 2021, and explored how schools and communities can
reimagine school systems so that “every student has a voice in their school and classroom, particularly students from
underserved communities, including communities of color, students with disabilities, and multilingual learners. The event [also
featured] discussions on how all students can access a high-quality education responsive to their needs, and how schools can
create more culturally and linguistically responsive and inclusive learning environments for all students.”6
With the preceding as backdrop, it is no wonder several Neola clients have inquired whether Neola intends to release a
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Policy. After much deliberation, Neola has decided not to provide a generic or “model”
DEI policy to its clients.7 This decision is based on the recognition that a meaningful policy needs to be uniquely tailored to
each individual school community and a one-size fits all approach is not appropriate in this area.8
Likewise, Neola has decided not to draft a sample board resolution that could serve as a district’s Statement on Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion. Instead, Neola offers the following overview of the various topics that should be considered when a board
of education seeks to address issues involving DEI within its workplace and educational environment. Additionally, below are a
number of concrete steps that boards might take to confront any inequity present in their districts.
***
From the outset, it is important to recognize and affirm the vital role that boards of education and their members play in setting
the appropriate tone and commitment for their respective districts. To begin, boards are primarily responsible for approving
policies and setting district priorities; in those capacities, they make decisions that affect how and what students learn and how
that learning is measured, the level of professional development that is provided to teachers and other professional staff, and
how funds are allocated. Boards also are responsible for hiring employees, including the Superintendent, and holding their
employees accountable for achieving the goals the board sets for them. As such, it is absolutely critical that all board members
are “on board” and committed to addressing inequity in their district before making a public commitment to actively pursue a
diverse, equitable and inclusive school environment.
Based on a review of articles and related documents associated with addressing DEI in school settings, it is clear that many
districts have chosen to issue pronouncements concerning their intentions and commitments to confront head-on the difficult
challenges presented by the racial inequity and diversity and inclusion issues outlined in the State Board’s July 2020 resolution.
While districts have been drafting “statements” and passing resolutions to signal their intention to tackle the topic of Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion and to show their “commitments” to creating a diverse, equitable and inclusion school district for nearly a
decade, more recently boards are committing financial resources and personnel to develop specific goals and to take concrete
actions to achieve those goals, and to hold their administrators and staff accountable for reducing, and ultimately eliminating,
the disparities noted by the State Board in respect to the academic outcomes of students of color.
Before a board tackles the difficult task of identifying what needs to be done to address the DEI challenges present in its district,
it may be helpful for the board as a body to consider and develop a common understanding of why DEI is important in the first
place. As noted by the State Board, race, class, and ethnicity continue to be strong predictors of student achievement, college
success, and successful life experiences. For this reason, it is important for board members, administrators, and staff to identify
barriers and obstacles to opportunity, interrupt their negative impact, and eliminate persistent disparities in student outcomes.
Given the long-term impact of race and racism on student achievement, including how instruction is delivered, discipline is
imposed, and resources allocated – all topics within the purview of boards of education – it is appropriate for boards to
verbalize, and then act upon, a commitment to implementing racial equity within their school districts. Since leadership should
start at the top, boards of education have a vital role to play in signaling to its employees and stakeholders that students have
an entitlement to a barrier-free learning environment aimed at counteracting the historical and contemporary impact of bias,
prejudice, and discrimination that for generations has produced a predictability of learning outcomes based on race, ethnicity,
class, socioeconomic status, sex (including sexual orientation and gender identity), cognitive/physical ability, English language
fluency, and religion.
From their position of leadership and responsibility, board members can shine a light on all forms of inequity in their
community. By increasing awareness of systemic barriers that disadvantage students of color, boards can motivate educators
to adapt their instructional practices to respond more effectively to the needs and aspirations of all the children they serve.
Recognizing the pervasiveness of these issues, boards must galvanize a district-wide commitment and involvement of all
stakeholders, including students, parents/guardians, and other community members, to achieve their DEI goals.
In order to prepare for their leadership role, it is incumbent upon board members to educate themselves and encourage
administrators and staff to expand their racial consciousness, and to explore the unconscious biases that influence institutional
and structural racism and impact student learning in schools. Such exploration can help individuals to become aware of their
own individual biases, and to reflect on their personal life experiences to determine how those experiences have shaped their
biases and how they have affected their interactions with others. By doing so, they can work to develop the ability to weigh and
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consider the perspectives of others, which is a critical first step to beginning to understand the experiences of various racial
groups in their community and then identifying actions that can be taken to develop more equitable practices aimed at helping
all students to reach their potential.
By participating in ongoing training concerning institutional racism and class bias in public schools, and engaging in courageous
conversations about race, board members can deepen their ability to create a more welcoming and culturally conscious school
district that has the tools necessary to challenge and change insensitive policies that serve to impede the success of students of
color.
As the board collectively educates itself it will inevitably seek out information about the racial demographics of staff and
students and begin to demand data be disaggregated by race and other applicable categories. Such an examination of the data
may invoke not only a better understanding of the community and relevant demographic data such as historical and current
housing patterns (i.e., where persons of color reside in the community) and which schools students of color attend, but also
achievement patterns related to which student groups participate in various programs, the racial make-up of classes, who is in
special education, who participates in extracurricular activities and clubs, attendance patterns, graduation rates, and which
students are disciplined and for which offenses. When analyzing such data, the board should seek to identify district-wide and
building-wide trends, including the classes and activities that tend to be comprised of racially homogenous students.
Once the board is sensitized to these issues it can begin to communicate to the superintendent and administrative leadership
team the issues it wants addressed. It may also have a better sense of what will be needed to achieve success – e.g., whether
the district will be best served by assigning related duties to existing administrators or hiring a new administrator to oversee the
district’s DEI efforts (e.g., a Chief Diversity Officer, or Executive Director of DEI). Additionally, the board may consider whether
it should create a board-level committee or request the superintendent to create an advisory committee/team to oversee district
efforts to address DEI. Likewise, the superintendent might establish building-level committees/teams to foster local control and
responsibility for achieving DEI results consistent with the board’s overarching goals. It is important when selecting members
for such committees/teams to appoint not only a meaningful number of persons of color but also to ensure these individuals
have prominent leadership roles on the committees/teams. The board and administration may also find it beneficial to have an
outside Equity Advisory Board helping to oversee and promote the board of education’s overall DEI initiatives; such external
oversight should include representatives of all stakeholders, including students, parents/guardians, and community members, in
addition to administrators and professional staff.
Once its team is in place, the board needs to charge the team with developing and implementing a plan to embed DEI thinking
throughout the district and in all aspects of its operations.
One of the team’s first tasks should be to gather baseline data (using equity surveys and climate assessments) to identify the
experiences of racial groups in the school community. These assessments should include both workplace and educational
cultures. Once the baselines are determined, the DEI committee/team will have its starting place from which it can progress
monitor its efforts. The committee/team should be expected to regularly report to the board of education on its successes and
continuing obstacles.
Hopefully, the preceding demonstrates that a commitment to DEI involves more than simply adopting a statement or board
resolution or drafting a single policy; instead, it involves a review of all policies, procedures, and practices and the unintended
consequences and outcomes that result from those policies, procedures, and practices.
The State Board succinctly summarized four areas of district operation that require particular attention: curriculum, hiring, staff
development, and student discipline. With respect to curriculum, the administration/DEI committee(s)/team(s) need to conduct
a comprehensive review of the district’s curriculum with the goal of identifying and removing the barriers that historically have
caused under representation of students of color in Honors and A.P. classes and certain co-curricular and extracurricular
activities. In particular, the committee/team should: (1) verify curriculum and instructional materials for all grades reflect
diversity and include a range of perspectives and experiences, particularly those of historically underrepresented groups; (2)
examine all curriculum materials for bias; and (3) design class instructional activities and extracurricular programs to provide
opportunities for cross-cultural and cross-racial interactions that foster respect for diversity.
Inclusive teaching involves the use of curriculum and teaching practices that are designed to be effective in reaching every
student. Correspondingly, it is critical that there is a district-wide commitment to promoting high academic standards and
outcomes for all students while embracing and accommodating, as necessary, the differing characteristics of students.
Once the curriculum has been reviewed and appropriate changes adopted, the board needs to ensure its staff can effectively
implement the curriculum. To this end, the board needs to make a long-term commitment to professional development aimed
at developing both an awareness of the inequities that need to be overcome and the skills to deliver educational services that
aim to overcome them. In particular, instructional staff need to be trained to recognize and understand the range of needs and
learning styles among students and to hone their skills in building and sustaining an inclusive classroom. Much of the training
discussed above with respect to board members is equally applicable to administrators and professional staff members and
should be provided on a recurring (e.g., annual) basis.9
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The other area of district operation that often requires a significant investment of time and resources in order to move the
district along towards addressing its DEI issues is hiring. First, it is important that staff involved in the hiring process are
exposed to research-based implicit bias training. Next, the staff need to be explicitly tasked with hiring and retaining a diverse
workforce that more accurately reflects the district’s student population. A key component to hiring a diverse workforce is
ensuring the interview panels are made up of a diverse group of individuals. Additionally, the director of human resources or
the human resources department should work to foster relationships with faculty at neighboring HBCUs and colleges/universities
in the Midwest region with a higher number of BIPOC students in their educational programs.
Equally important to hiring a diverse workforce is retaining that workforce. Many districts have found success in this area by
creating professional mentorship programs for their new BIPOC certified/licensed staff and building administrators.
Another important job of the director of H.R. or the H.R. department is to verify job descriptions use language that is inclusive
and free from bias. When reviewing the job descriptions, the director of H.R./department of H.R. should confirm the stated job
responsibilities listed include inclusion-related expectations that are appropriately outlined for prospective employees.
It is also important that high quality staff, instructional supports, and facilities (e.g., learning environments and technology) are
dispersed by taking into consideration racial equity and the H.R. department is required to regularly report to the Board and the
DEI Advisory Committee/Team about the steps it is taking to meet the assigned equity goals.
One obstacle that needs to be addressed in the employment context is the potential tension between DEI initiatives and an
employer’s obligation to accommodate employees’ religious beliefs – i.e., weighing religious freedom versus LGBTQ+ rights. As
you may know, the U.S. Supreme Court has issued a few decisions in recent years that recognize Title VII protects both an
employee’s “sincerely held religious beliefs” and a worker’s gender identity/transgender status and sexual orientation. Thus, for
LGBTQ+ employees, Title VII (and likely Title IX in the school setting) prohibits discrimination and harassment based on gender
identity/transgender status and sexual orientation. On the other hand, employers must reasonably accommodate employees’
religious observances, practices, and beliefs unless doing so would be an “undue hardship.”10 Consequently there may be
times the district can deny a requested religious accommodation because of the difficulty or expense associated with the
proposed accommodation. Nevertheless, to avoid legal liability, it is imperative that the employer consider every
accommodation independently, understanding the unique facts of the specific situation and knowing no “one-size-fits-all”
response will achieve the balance needed for a harmonious and cohesive workforce. Therefore, when an employee requests a
religious accommodation, the employer must consider it, but it may not be required to provide the specific solution requested,
or even the employee’s ideal accommodation, so long as the accommodation the employer selects is “reasonable.”11
The preceding serves as an introduction to and an overview of the myriad topics that fall under the guise of Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion. When a board of education determines it is time to begin to address issues involving DEI in their district, it is
important the board is prepared to offer more than mere lip-service to the endeavor; it must be prepared to allocate district’s
financial, capital and human resources to embrace the diversity within its school community (staff and students) while
eliminating policies, structures, and practices that perpetuate inequities and contribute to disparities among students with
respect to access and outcomes, so all students are provided what they need to thrive and to have an equal opportunity to
succeed.
This legal alert is intended as general information and not legal advice. No attorney-client relationship exists.

1See http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/State-Board/State-Board-Reports-and-Policies/Equity_Resolution.pdf.aspx?lang=enUS. At its meeting on July 13, 2021, the State Board passed a resolution requesting the Ohio Attorney General issue a legal opinion
concerning the State Board’s legal authority to pass the July 2020 resolution; in particular, concern was raised related to the
Resolution’s requirement that all state employees and contractors working with the Department of Education participate in training
“to identify their own implicit bias so that they can perform their duties to the citizens of Ohio without unconscious racial bias.”
2Executive Order 13985. See https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-orderadvancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government/
3See https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/department-education-announces-actions-advance-equity-education]
4See https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/20210608-impacts-of-covid19.pdf
5See https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/department-education-announces-actions-advance-equity-education]
6See https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/department-education-announces-actions-advance-equity-education]
7As always, Neola will process and publish on Board Docs any policy and/or administrative guideline that a Board sends to it.
8While Neola has decided not to issue a template policy specifically addressing DEI, Neola has numerous policies that address the
topics of equity, nondiscrimination, and the promotion and fostering of a diverse and inclusive work and learning environment.
See “Policy Checklist for Internal Review”, included in this update, which identifies Neola policies that have implications for LGBTQ+
students and overall equity in a district’s programs.
9One time diversity trainings have not been proven effective.
10
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10An undue hardship in this context means any accommodation that would impose more than a de minimis or trivial cost on the
employer’s operations. This is a lower standard than is used for disability accommodations, even though similar terms used in the
laws.
11Under no circumstances is the employer required to grant an accommodation that would eliminate one of the employee’s essential
functions.
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As much as we want this pandemic to be over and done with, the last few months have shown us that the pandemic is not yet a
thing of the past. School districts are diligently working to develop operational plans and guidelines for the upcoming school year
with a particular focus on safe in-person learning. Yet unlike last year, the state has relinquished much of its control to local health
departments and communities, which leads to inconsistencies and makes it more difficult to make concrete plans.
In addition, schools continue to receive inconsistent guidance from state and federal agencies and industry groups such as the
Centers for Disease Control (“CDC”) and the American Academy of Pediatrics (“APA”). For instance, in early July, the CDC issued
guidance declaring that unvaccinated individuals should be required to wear masks indoors while at school, but vaccinated staff and
students could leave their masks at home. Less than two weeks later, the APA declared that everyone should wear masks while at
school to safely mitigate the risk of spreading COVID-19.
Amidst this continuing uncertainty, the governor recently signed a bill into law which places additional limitations on school district
plans. HB 244 was signed on July 14th and becomes effective October 13th, 2021. The bill was initially introduced as a measure to
help provide educational stability for military families who are often subject to frequent transfers. However, the senate inserted
controversial language after the house passed its version of the bill which prohibits school districts and universities from mandating
that staff and students be vaccinated, at least until the United States Food and Drug Administration (“USDA”) fully approves the
vaccine.
Additionally, schools are prohibited from “discriminating” against unvaccinated individuals by treating them differently than those
who are vaccinated until such time as the COVID-19 vaccines are fully approved by the USDA. This includes prohibitions against
requiring the unvaccinated to take any additional precautions that are different than what vaccinated individuals are required to do
or prohibiting them from participating in or attending certain activities that vaccinated individuals are permitted to attend.
As a result, districts are forced to take an “all or nothing” approach to mandating any mitigating measures and rules until the USDA
issues full approval for the COVID-19 vaccines. Two U.S. vaccine manufacturers, Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna, have already applied
for full approval of vaccines for individuals 16 years of age and older. The FDA estimates that final approval may take up to ten
months, although it might occur as early as this fall. It is important to note that vaccines for younger children are not yet on the
table for full approval, and emergency use of the vaccine has not yet been approved for children 11 years and younger. It is
therefore likely that the new law will impact decisions at least through most of this next school year.
Districts should also keep in mind that the prohibitions in HB 244 are specific to schools and universities but do not apply to other
agencies like state and local health departments. These agencies may still require schools to take different actions with the
unvaccinated or follow different rules for things like quarantine after exposure to COVID-19.
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The new law is designed to endure beyond the current pandemic and is not limited to COVID-19. This law will apply to future
pandemic and outbreaks when they arise, absent adoption of future changes.
Brief Summary of HB 244 Changes for Military Families
In addition to mandating rules for vaccines, HB 244 implemented changes to prevent disruptions for military children whose activeduty military family members relocate. This bill supports Ohio’s membership in the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity
for Military Children, which was established through passage of H.B. 1 back in 2009. The bill requires districts to offer technologybased educational opportunities for students whose family members are subject to a permanent change of station order that
requires them to move from one station to another either in state or out of state. For students who are transferred out of state,
educational opportunities must be provided until the students enroll in a new school.
The bill also requires districts to accept electronic applications for enrollment and shall permit school-aged children relocating to or
within the state who are not yet residents of the district to enroll as if they were residents. Parents/guardians must provide proof of
residence within ten days after establishing residence in the district. Valid proof of residence may include one of the following: 1) a
temporary on-base billeting facility; 2) a purchased or leased home or apartment; or 3) federal government or public-private
venture off-base military housing.
Districts should work to activate online enrollment applications and develop online learning options that are accessible to military
students by the bill’s effective date.
Disclaimer: This Alert is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute legal advice and does not
create an attorney-client relationship.
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A few years ago, the Ohio legislature permanently modified graduation requirements for high school students. The changes were
gradually phased in by being available as options until the class of 2023, when they will become mandatory. The following alert
provides a summary of requirements that apply for this year and beyond, including an update on temporary changes implemented in
response to the pandemic as well as recent changes passed in HB 110, the state biennium budget bill.
Initial Requirement for Every Student – Earn at Least 20 Credits
As in previous years, all students in Ohio must earn a total of 20 credits in the following areas to qualify for a diploma:

Electives (5 credits)
English language arts (4 credits)
Mathematics (4 credits)
Science (3 credits)
Social studies (3 credits)
Health (.5 credit)
Physical education (.5 credit)
Students must also receive instruction in economics and financial literacy, and complete at least two semesters of fine arts. Note
that fine arts electives are not required for students enrolled in a career technical program unless mandated locally.
Local districts have the authority to require students to earn additional credits beyond this state minimum, and many typically do, at
least during non-pandemic years. However, schools were given broad latitude to modify these requirements during the pandemic to
help students become eligible to graduate in 2021. Districts that made changes should revisit board policy for this year and beyond
and update any modified requirements as necessary.
Additional Requirements & Options for the Class of 2022
Students who graduate with the class of 2022 will have several options to qualify for a high school diploma, including the option to
complete the new requirements that become mandatory starting with the Class of 2023. In addition to earning the minimum credits,
students must complete one of the following:

Earn at least 18 points on seven end-of-course exams;
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Earn at least 12 points by receiving State Board of Education-approved, industry-recognized credential(s) in a single career
field AND earn the required score on the WorkKeys test;
Earn remediation-free scores in mathematics and English language arts on either the ACT or SAT; or
Complete the new requirements by demonstrating competency and readiness for a job, college, military, or self-sustaining
profession (described below).
Earning a Diploma for the Class of 2023 and Beyond
Students who enter ninth grade for the first time after July 1, 2019 (class of 2023) will be required to earn the minimum credits and
meet both of the following to graduate:

Attain a competency score for the ELA II and Algebra I examinations (students who do not pass the first time must be offered
support and must take the tests again before three additional options arise as described below).
Earn at least two diploma seals, one of which must be a state-approved seal. Available seals include the following:

Seal of Biliteracy (State seal)
OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal (State seal)
College-Ready Seal (State seal)
Industry-Recognized Credential Seal (State seal)1
Military Enlistment Seal (State seal)
Citizenship Seal (State seal)2
Science Seal (State seal)3
Honors Diploma Seal (State seal)
Technology Seal (State seal)4
Community Service Seal (OPTIONAL Local Seal)
Fine/performing Arts Seal (OPTIONAL Local Seal)
Student Engagement Seal (OPTIONAL Local Seal)
School districts must develop guidelines for at least one “optional” seal, and also must maintain records that recognize students who
meet the requirements of any seal. HB 110 declares that a district must recognize one of the optional local seals earned by a
student who transfers into the district even if that district has not adopted guidelines for that particular seal. District guidelines for
local seals must also include a method to recognize partial credit for progress a student made toward earning the seal before she/he
transferred to the school.
Additional Options that Arise for Students who Fail ELA II/Algebra I Exams
Districts must offer remedial support to students who do not attain a competency score on ELA II or Algebra I exams. These
students must retake a failed exam at least once. If they fail to achieve the required score again, they may use an alternative to
demonstrate competency for graduation. The alternatives include: 1) complete a college credit plus course in the failed subject area;
2) enlist in the military; 3) be remediation-free5 in a failed subject area on the SAT or ACT; or 4) complete two of the following
options, one of which must be foundational:

Foundational options: earning a cumulative score of proficient on WebExams: obtaining a 12 point industry-recognized
credential or group of credentials that is at least equal to the total number of points established by the Industry-recognized
Credentials and Licenses Committee deemed necessary to satisfy high school graduation requirements6; obtaining a
vocational license in a vocational field that requires state board or agency examination for issuance of the license; completing
a qualifying pre-apprenticeship as defined by law; completing an apprenticeship program in high school that is registered
with the apprenticeship council; or providing evidence of acceptance into an apprenticeship program after high school that is
restricted to participants who are at least 18 years of age.
Supporting options: completing 250 hours of work-based learning experience with evidence of positive evaluations; obtaining
an OhioMeansJobs Work Readiness Seal; or attaining a certain score on a WorkKeys assessment.
HB 110 included a provision declaring that a high school student who transfers from another state, was previously homeschooled, or
was enrolled in a non-chartered/non-tax supported school must pass the ELA II and Algebra II exams or meet one of these
alternatives to be eligible for a diploma.7 However, students who enroll after the start of their senior year and fail to attain a
competency score will not need to retake the tests before satisfying the alternative competency options.
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The budget bill also clarifies that special education students with significant cognitive disabilities may earn a diploma without
meeting the competency requirements for math or ELA if the student’s IEP expressly exempts them and the student either took and
failed the alternative assessments in one or both subjects twice or took and failed the regular assessments twice. The district is
required to offer remedial support to the student before administering a test the second time.
It’s (Almost) a Wrap - Final Note on the Class of 2021
With passage of House Bill 67, Ohio granted flexibility for this past school year to help students maintain eligibility for graduation
during the pandemic. NEOLA issued a legal alert in the spring with additional details about these changes.
Through passage of HB 67, students temporarily became eligible for graduation under two additional pathways. Under one option,
students enrolled in twelfth grade during the 2020-21 school year or who were on track to graduate in 2020-21 and who had not
completed requirements for a diploma were eligible to receive a diploma if their principal in consultation with teachers and
counselors, reviewed the student’s progress toward meeting graduation requirements and determined that the student successfully
completed the curriculum or their individualized education program (“IEP”). Under the second option, students who completed their
curriculum requirements or IEP and earned an OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal were also eligible. The authority to issue a diploma
under these pathways will expire soon on September 30, 2021.
The temporary law further declared that if a board of education had adopted a resolution requiring students to complete a more
rigorous curriculum that exceeded the state minimum, the district superintendent or chief administrator may have instead elected to
require only completion of the state minimum curriculum when evaluating whether a student described above was eligible for a
diploma.
HB 67 also granted flexibility to students regarding end-of-course examinations which in some instances will impact students
through the class of 2022. Under, Districts were temporarily permitted to substitute an eligible student’s final course grade for a
corresponding end-of-course test. To be eligible, the student must have been enrolled in eleventh or twelfth grade. The student
must also have completed an eligible course in 2020-21, have taken/retaken an exam last school year, or have been unable to take
or retake an exam. Because at least some parts of the “new” graduation requirements rely on end-of-course exam scores, including
the determination of competency and the issuance of three graduation seals, the temporary rule impacted attainment of these
requirements as well. The bill also waived the requirement for schools to issue the U.S. history end-of-course exam during the 202021 school year, but not any others. ODE established an equivalent score for grades earned that is available on its website and was
also included in the prior legal alert.
Additional information and guidance on the options are available on the Ohio Department of Education’s website.

_________________________________________________

1HB 110 further specified that students are eligible for this seal under two circumstances. The first is that they earn an industry
credential or group of credentials that meets both of the following: 1) is at least equal to the number of points determined necessary
to qualify for a high school diploma by the state industry-recognized credentials and licenses committee; and 2) aligns to a job that
is determined to be in demand. Alternatively, they may qualify for this seal if they obtain a vocational license issued by a state
agency/board that requires an examination for issuance of the license.
2HB 110 expands eligibility for this seal to include students who earn a “B” or higher in both American history and American
government courses offered by the student’s high school, homeschool program or out-of-state school, as well as students who earn
a state-board approved score on the social studies alternate assessment.
3HB 110 extends eligibility for this seal to now include students who earn a “B” or higher in a science course offered by the student’s
high school, homeschool program or out-of-state school, as well as students who earn a state-board approved score on the science
alternate assessment.
4HB 110 includes a provision that homeschool students, out-of-state transfer students, and non-chartered private school students
may earn the seal after earning a “B” or higher in a technology course deemed equivalent by the district issuing the diploma.
5For students who failed the ELA II examination, they must obtain a remediation-free score in both English and reading.
6House Bill 110 mandates that the Superintendent of Public Instruction’s industry-recognized credentials and licenses committee
meet to assign a point value for each credential and establish a total number of points necessary to satisfy certain high school
graduation requirements.
7Students enrolled in a nonpublic school are not required to pass or even take the ELA II and Algebra I tests if their school offers the
ACT or SAT and the students earn a remediation-free score in the areas of English, mathematics and reading.
Disclaimer: This Alert is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute legal advice and does not
create an attorney-client relationship.
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On June 23, 2021, the Ohio Supreme Court published an opinion declaring that all school employees, including teachers,
administrators, and support staff, must complete an approved peace officer training or have 20 years experience as a peace officer
to be granted authority by a board of education to carry concealed guns onto campus while on the job.
The case, Gabbard v. Madison Local Sch. Dist. Bd. of Edn.1 was filed by a group of parents against the Madison Local School District
Board of Education in Butler Count after the board passed a policy authorizing the superintendent to designate up to ten qualified
employees to carry concealed weapons during the school day. The board adopted the policy two years after the district experienced
an active shooter incident in which four students were injured. The parents sought a declaratory judgement that the board policy
violated state law, as well as an injunction that would prevent the district from designating staff who did not meet statutory training
or experience requirements to carry guns onto campus.
In reaching its decision, the Court analyzed the interplay between two state laws. The first law, R.C. §109.78, establishes that no
school may hire a police officer, security official, or “other position in which such person goes armed while on duty” without that
individual having completed the basic peace officer training or having obtained twenty years of active duty as a peace officer. In
Ohio, the peace officer training curriculum requires at least 737 hours of instruction. The second law, R.C. §2923.122, declares that
it is a criminal offense to carry or possess a deadly weapon or dangerous ordnance in a school safety zone, but also permits a board
of education to authorize certain named individuals to carry concealed weapons onto campus without criminal penalty. The question
in the case was whether an employee who lacks the formal training of or sufficient experience as a police officer may be authorized
to carry a gun while at work.
Ultimately the Court concluded that the two statues must be read together, and therefore an employee who is designated to be
armed while at work must have completed the peace officer training or alternatively have at least 20 years’ experience as a police
officer. The Court noted that although the Madison Local board policy required the designated employees to possess a concealed
handgun license, complete 24 hours of training in active shooter response, complete training on mental preparation to respond to
active killers and obtain a handgun-qualification recertification every year, it did not require the employees to complete the peace
officer training or have the experience required under R.C. 109.78(D) and therefore did not comply with state law.
The Court’s majority opinion conflicted with a previously-issued letter drafted in 2013 by then-Ohio Attorney General Mike DeWine to
the Buckeye Firearms Association. The Attorney General opined at the time that “Ohio law does not prevent a local school board
from arming an employee, unless that employee’s duties rise to the level that he/she would be considered ‘security personnel’.”
This conclusion appeared to permit any employees who were not specifically hired as security staff to carry concealed guns without
any specialized training once a board of education simply authorized them to do so. The trial court that initially heard this case
agreed with the Attorney General’s position, although the appeals court reversed on the same grounds relied upon by the Ohio
Supreme Court majority.
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The Court majority concludes its opinion by recognizing that the General Assembly has the clear authority to modify one or both
statutes to eliminate training and experience requirements for armed teachers and staff if it so chooses. Interestingly, a bill was
introduced this past winter to do just that. HB 99, if passed, would modify state law to exempt individuals who are not employed as
special police officers or security guards and who are authorized by a board to carry a gun onto school property from completing the
peace officer training, although they would be required to complete any required training to carry a concealed weapon in the state.
The bill was introduced February 9, 2021 and currently is before the House Criminal Justice Committee.
Absent a legislative change, school districts should take immediate steps to direct employees who have previously been authorized
by the board to carry concealed guns onto campus not to bring the weapons onto school grounds until further notice unless those
employees meet the peace officer qualifications summarized above.

1Gabbard et al. v. Madison Local Sch. Dist. Bd. of Edn., Slip Opinion No. 2021-Ohio-2067 (June 23, 2021).
Disclaimer: This Alert is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute legal advice and does not
create an attorney-client relationship.
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In a lengthy decision, the Supreme Court of the United States recently found that a Pennsylvania high school overstepped its
authority when it suspended a student from the cheerleading squad for using social media (Snapchat) off-campus to criticize her
exclusion from a spot on the varsity team and a private softball team. While the Court found the school’s actions to be a violation of
the student’s First Amendment rights, it stopped well short of declaring that all off-campus speech is protected from school-based
regulation – which had been the conclusion of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals.
After discovering that she did not make the varsity squad, and while shopping in a convenience store the following weekend, a
student (“B.L.”) took to social media to express her displeasure with the decision in two brief Snapchat posts – one of which included
(now infamous) profanities. The posts were initially shared with her social media friends, who shared the posts with other friends,
including the child of the cheerleading squad coach. This allegedly “upset” some team members and became a topic of chatter in a
class taught by another coach. In response, B.L. was suspended from the JV squad for the upcoming year. This spurred the student
and her parents to file suit in Federal Court.
After first granting a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction ordering the student’s reinstatement to the squad, the
trial court ultimately ruled in B.L.’s favor, determining that there was no substantial disruption at the school. Further finding that the
discipline violated B.L.’s First Amendment rights, the court awarded nominal damages, attorneys fees, and ordered the school to
expunge the discipline from her record. The decision was upheld on appeal, with the extraordinary pronouncement that schools
within the Third Circuit were never free to discipline for off-campus speech, which was partially defined in the opinion as “speech
that is outside school-owned, -operated, or -supervised channels.” In essence, the Court of Appeals determined that since the
speech here occurred off-campus, the standard handed down in the oft-referenced case of Tinker v. Des Moines Independent
Community School District (speech that materially disrupts classwork or involves substantial disruption or invasion of the rights of
others) simply did not apply.
This very narrow reading of Tinker is likely what prompted the U.S. Supreme Court to accept review to clarify, among other things,
the application of the Tinker standard to student speech that occurs off-campus. In its June 23, 2021 opinion delivered by Justice
Breyer in Mahanoy Area School District v. B.L., 594 U.S. ___ (2021), the Supreme Court held that school districts may have a
special interest in regulating some off-campus student speech. However, that interest primarily exists only when the Tinker test is
applied and in so applying finds that the student speech materially disrupts classwork or involves substantial disorder or invasion of
the rights of others. However, unrestricted regulation of any speech that may relate to the school is unauthorized. In this case, the
Court opined that the student’s speech was not disruptive to the school environment and therefore was subject to First Amendment
protection.
Despite media portrayals of a “victory” for the student, the truth is that this decision has not changed much of anything in student
speech jurisprudence, nor did the court significantly advance our understanding of what school districts can and cannot do with
respect to student off-campus expression. In reality, the decision is a carefully worded affirmation that, especially in the present
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technology age, student expression away from school may have a disruptive impact at school. Tinker still has meaning and the onus
remains with the school to show how that disruption is manifested.
For our purposes, it is not insignificant that the Court also affirmed a school’s authority to apply discipline to extracurricular activities
only. Under Ohio law (3313.664) and NEOLA Policy 5610.05, districts can prohibit students from participation for violations of the
student code of conduct and, more likely, violations of any adopted athletic or extracurricular activity code of conduct. As such, we
recommend that all districts pay close attention to the language of these documents to assure that expectations for student conduct
and the consequences for same are clearly delineated. That process should include careful review of and attention to off-campus
speech in addition to the predictable onslaught of political expression fomented by the current culture wars, generally. To be sure,
despite the Supreme Court’s somewhat innocuous decision in Mahanoy, parents, and students will be more likely than before to
challenge discipline for any off-campus expression.
Disclaimer: This Alert is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute legal advice and does not
create an attorney-client relationship.
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The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit (Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky and Tennessee) recently confronted an Ohio school board’s
application of NEOLA policy on public participation at school board meetings. Given the current environment as districts prepare to
return this fall facing difficult decisions around mask mandates and vaccinations as Covid lingers, the upheaval concerning “Critical
Race Theory,” and changing guidance on transgender students, the significance of this pronouncement cannot be understated.
Editor’s note: Please see revisions in the current update for Volume 40, No. 1.
In Ison v. Madison Local School District, the appellate court reviewed the propriety of several aspects of the District’s application of
an earlier version of NEOLA policy 0169.1 “Public Participation at Board Meetings.” At issue were (1) the District’s preregistration
requirement (here, two business days prior to a meeting); (2) the Board’s refusal to allow individuals to sign up speakers other than
themselves; and, of greater import (3) the decision of the Board President to essentially “shut down” a speaker for expression of
views against the District’s gun policy (allowing certain staff members to be armed) which were deemed hostile and offensive.
The Plaintiff was originally precluded from speaking at a March, 2018 Board meeting when he failed to register by filling out a “public
participation form” within two business days before that meeting. He ultimately did so and was thereafter recognized to speak at
the May, 2018 meeting, where he made strong statements against what he believed to be the District’s “pro-gun” agenda and for
“threatening” school officials to punish student protesters (there had been a walk out during the school day to protest gun
violence). He was interrupted in his remarks on two occasions, first for using the word “threatening” in relation to the Board and
then to “stop putting words in [the Board’s] mouth.” Finally, the Board President asked Plaintiff to stop speaking and warned that if
he continued, he would be escorted out by security. The speaker concluded his remarks (which lasted under three minutes) and
was, in fact, calmly escorted from the room by security.
Plaintiff returned to speak in January, 2019 and attempted to sign up for himself and several others. At that time, the Board refused
to recognize anyone other than the Plaintiff, since the others had failed to fill out their own forms.
In his complaint, Plaintiff argued that the policy – and the Board’s discretion in implementing it – was unconstitutionally vague and,
more specifically, that the restrictions on “personally directed,” “abusive,” and “antagonistic” statements by public participants
allowed for impermissible content-based constraints on protected viewpoint speech. Editors note: As part of a 2018 review, NEOLA
had already removed “personally directed” and “antagonistic” from its template.
While the District Court had granted summary judgment to the school on all claims, upon appeal, the Sixth Circuit took issue only
with the Board policy as it was applied to Plaintiff’s statements made during the May, 2018 presentation. Recognizing that board
meetings with public participation are “limited public forums” for which regulation of speech must be generally unrelated to content
and only through “time, place and manner” restrictions, the appellate court ruled that the policy’s restrictions on “antagonistic,”
“abusive,” and “personally directed” comments served to prohibit speech simply because it opposes (or “offends”) the Board or
others in the public in violation of the First Amendment. It is not insignificant that the Court accessed video of the remarks and
challenged the Board President’s conclusions that the speech was hostile and abusive, noting that Plaintiff had in fact refrained from
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personal attacks or vitriol and was focused on his strong opposition to Board’s policy on guns and questioning of the Board’s
motivation.
As such, the Court found not only that the restrictions on abusive, antagonistic and personally directed speech to be facially
unconstitutional, but also that their application in this particular instance constituted impermissible viewpoint discrimination.
The Court did let stand the preregistration and “one person, one registration” components of the policy as permissible time, place
and manner regulations.
As for Plaintiff’s request that the entire policy be struck down as unconstitutionally vague in that the presiding officer’s discretion in
applying such terms as “reasonable decorum” and the aforementioned terms could “change from day to day,” the Court disagreed
and limited its decision to the specific invalidation of the terms “abusive,” “antagonistic,” and “personally directed.” In upholding the
District Court’s grant of summary judgment on this over-arching claim, the Sixth Circuit panel noted that perfect clarity and precise
guidance have never been required, even where such regulation restricts expressive activity to some extent.
In no uncertain terms, particularly in light of the current cultural and political divisions within our communities, school boards should
be very cautious whenever regulating the content of an individual’s speech since such regulation may constitute unlawful censorship
or impermissible viewpoint discrimination in violation of the First Amendment. This decision, when seen in the context of the wider
societal upheavals, makes it significantly more likely that such regulation will be challenged.
We urge all boards and educational leaders to carefully consider not only NEOLA’s current revisions to policy, but also to engage in
meaningful discussions as to how to apply policy in your public forum if a board of education decides to permit public participation at
all. Minimally, parameters and procedures should be discussed with Board counsel.
Disclaimer: This Alert is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute legal advice and does not
create an attorney-client relationship.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2019, Neola released Policy and Administrative Guideline 7544 – Use of Social Media, which address the use of social media in the
school setting by school staff and, to a more limited extent, students. Shortly thereafter, Neola issued a Toolkit to assist its clients
as they navigated the numerous legal issues presented by the topic and to provide guidance to them as they worked through and
selected among the myriad number of options presented in the two documents.
The 2019 Social Media Toolkit was the second Toolkit that Neola developed for its clients; the first one – Toolkit for Development
and Adoption of Policy 5722 – School-Sponsored Student Publications and Productions – was released approximately ten years
earlier in 2009. With the completion of its first social media policy, Neola decided to revisit and update Policy and AG 5722 in light
of the many technological advances that have occurred since 2009 and which formed the impetus for the creation of the social
media policy and guideline. As part of its Summer 2021 Update, Neola is issuing a replacement policy and a revised administrative
guideline concerning school-sponsored student publications and productions.
As with the original Toolkit concerning Policy 5722, this Toolkit seeks to inform and guide you as you take a fresh look at the types
of school-sponsored student media that are present in your schools and modify your policy and administrative guideline accordingly.
OVERVIEW
Like its predecessor, this Toolkit presents an overview of applicable laws and cases that impact school districts’ ability to engage in
prior review and restraint with respect to school-sponsored student expressive activities. The Toolkit also provides relevant
information concerning the options available to boards of education and superintendents when considering the adoption and/or
amendment of their policies and/or guidelines related to school-sponsored student publications and productions. While school
officials are generally familiar with student publications such as student newspapers and/or yearbooks and student productions that
are broadcast on radio and television, replacement Policy 5722 goes further and encompasses the myriad of newer online electronic
forms of school-sponsored student media outlined on page 1 of the Policy (e.g., students’ school-related blogs, podcasts, and
productions posted on Internet sites such as YouTube).
With the preceding in mind, Neola urges its clients to carefully consider their options when addressing the evolving student media
environment and adopt language that best fits their respective districts’ needs and mission.
BACKGROUND

AND

LEGAL ANALYSIS
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A. The U.S. Constitution and School Speech
The First Amendment of the United States Constitution provides “Congress shall make no law…abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press….” These prohibitions are applicable to the States and political subdivisions through the Fourteenth
Amendment.

B. Student Speech
For our purposes, student speech can be divided into two categories:

1. Pure Student Speech (i.e., off-campus student speech and student-initiated speech that happens to occur on school
premises). Pursuant to Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District (1969), such speech must be tolerated by
the school “unless school authorities have reason to believe that such expression will ‘substantially interfere with the
work of the school or impinge upon the rights of other students.’” Justice Abe Fortas wrote in Tinker,
“undifferentiated fear or apprehension of disturbance is not enough to overcome the right to freedom of
expression.”1 The Court majority continued, “in our system, state-operated schools may not be enclaves of
totalitarianism. School officials do not possess absolute authority over their students. Students in school, as well as
out of school, are ‘persons’ under our Constitution. They are possessed of fundamental rights which the State must
respect.”
In later cases, the Court held that schools need not tolerate on-campus speech that is vulgar or lewd, such as sexually
explicit language that is inappropriate in a school setting, Bethel School District v. Fraser (1986), or promotes illegal
drug use, Morse v. Frederick (2007).
Recently, the Court considered a case involving whether school districts have authority to regulate off-campus student
speech. In Mahoney Area School District v. Levy, Case No. 20-255 (2021), the Court reaffirmed a school’s special
interest in regulating on-campus student speech that “materially disrupts classwork or involves substantial disorder or
invasion of the rights of others,” but concluded that the leeway the First Amendment grants to schools with respect to
on-campus student speech is diminished when it comes to off-campus speech. In particular, the Court held that while
the special characteristics that give schools additional license to regulate student speech do not always disappear
when the speech takes place off campus, they are significantly curtailed. Consequently, students have broad First
Amendment rights when it comes to off-campus speech; the Court noted that schools themselves have an interest in
protecting a student’s unpopular expression, especially when the expression takes place off school property, because
America’s public schools are the nurseries of democracy.2 As such, the Court affirmed a student’s right to engage in
unfettered online speech/expression, using the student’s personal cellphone, when it appears outside of school hours
from a location outside the school, the student does not identify the school in the post and does not target any
member of the school community with vulgar or abusive language, and the audience for the message consists of a
private circle of the students’ friends.

2. School-Sponsored Speech (i.e., student speech that a school affirmatively promotes as opposed to speech that the
school merely tolerates). Pursuant to Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier (1988), “expressive activities that
students, parents, and members of the public might reasonably perceive to bear the imprimatur of the school”
constitute “school-sponsored” speech over which the school may exercise editorial control, so long as its actions are
“reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.”

C. Identifying the Forum(s) Involved
In order to determine whether prior review and/or restraint (i.e., censorship/suppression) of student speech may occur, one
needs to know the nature of the forum in which the speech occurs.
The U.S. Supreme Court recognizes three types of forums:

1. Nonpublic Forum – a forum reserved by the government for its intended governmental purpose (e.g., a journalism
class that is limited to serving as a supervised learning experience for journalism students). The government can
control access to a nonpublic forum “based on subject matter and speaker identity so long as the distinctions drawn
are reasonable in light of the purpose served by the forum and are viewpoint neutral” (i.e., restrictions on speech
need only be “reasonable and not an effort to suppress expression merely because public officials oppose the
speaker’s view”). Thus, school officials are entitled to regulate in a reasonable manner the content of student media
that constitutes a nonpublic forum.
With respect to nonpublic forums, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Hazelwood that the First Amendment does not
prohibit school officials from exercising editorial control over “the style and content of student speech in schoolsponsored expressive activities so long as their actions are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.”
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Legitimate pedagogical concerns are not confined to academic issues, but rather include the teaching by example of
the shared values of a civilized social order, which consists of not only independence of thought and frankness of
expression but also discipline, courtesy/civility, and respect for authority.
It is clear that nonpublic forum school-sponsored speech can be censored if it is “ungrammatical, poorly written,
inadequately researched, biased or prejudiced, vulgar or profane, or unsuitable for immature audience.
If the District chooses Option D in the replacement version of Policy 5722, a nonpublic forum will be created for all
school-sponsored student media published or presented in the District. The replacement policy specifies that student
media related to classes that are not directly associated with student publications/productions are almost always
nonpublic forums.

2. Limited Public Forum3 – a forum that the government opens “[1] for use by the public at large for assembly and
speech, [2] for use by certain speakers, or [3] for the discussion of certain subjects.” A limited public forum is
created when the government gives its property/resources “for indiscriminate use by the general public, or by some
segment of the public” for assembly and speech. The government may also designate a forum for a limited purpose
such as use by certain speakers or the discussion of specific topics. A school facility or property may be deemed to be
a limited-purpose public forum if the school authorities, “by policy or practice,” open the facility or property for
indiscriminate use by the general public, or by some segment of the community (e.g., student reporters/editors,
members of a journalism class, or the student body in general). Like traditional public forums, the government may
impose content-based restrictions on speech only if they are necessary to serve a compelling state interest and are
narrowly tailored to that end.
If the District chooses Options A, B or C that are presented in the replacement version of Policy 5722, the District will
be creating a limited purpose public forum for some, or all, school-sponsored student publications and productions.
The primary difference between Option B and Option C is that Option C allows for limited prior review/restraint on
the basis of four identified criteria for those student publications and productions identified as limited-purpose public
forums. The significant difference between Option A and Options B or C is that Option A designates all schoolsponsored student media to be limited-purpose public forums. Again, the replacement policy differentiates schoolsponsored student media from student media that originates in classes that are not directly associated with student
publications/productions. The latter are almost always nonpublic forums. Critically, when the District designates a
student publication or production to be a limited-purpose public forum student journalists, content-creators, and
performers are expected to exercise responsible editorial control over the content of the publication/production and to
produce a final product that is consistent with professional journalism/theatrical/broadcast standards.

3. Traditional Public Forum – “a place, which by long tradition or by government fiat has been devoted to assembly
and debate.” The village square, a street corner, or a public park are examples of a traditional public forum. In a
traditional public forum, “the rights of the state to limit expressive activity are sharply circumscribed.” The
government may only enforce content-based restrictions if they are narrowly drawn to serve a compelling interest,
and may enforce content-neutral time, place, and manner restrictions only if they are “narrowly tailored to serve a
significant government interest, and leave open ample alternative channels of communication.” Public elementary
and secondary schools are generally not viewed as traditional public forums.
None of the four options that are presented in Policy 5722 create a traditional public forum.

D. Factors for Determining the Forum Involved
Courts rely upon a two-part test to assess the type of forum at issue: (1) whether the school intended to create a limitedpurpose public forum; and (2) the context in which the forum is found.
Courts consider the following factors when determining the nature of the forum:

1. Do the students publish/perform the publication (e.g., newspaper)/production as part of the High School curriculum?
If yes, it points toward a nonpublic forum;

2. Do the students receive credits and grades for completing the course? If yes, it points toward a nonpublic forum;
3. Does a faculty member oversee the publication/production? If yes, it points toward a nonpublic forum. In answering
this question, courts consider not only whether the expectation is that the faculty advisor exercises control over the
student publication/production, but also whether such control is actually exercised;

4. Did the school deviate from its policy of producing the student media as part of the educational curriculum? In
answering this question, courts consider the following:
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(a) Whether the student newspaper allows the
publication of letters to the editor and/or guest columns from persons outside the student staff. If yes, it points
toward a limited-purpose public forum.
(b) Who has the right/authority to approve such columns and letters? If it is students instead of the faculty
advisor/administration, it points toward a limited-purpose public forum.
(c) Whether the paper is distributed solely to the student/school population or whether it is distributed to the
community as a whole, including whether portions of or the entire student publication is reprinted in the community’s
general circulation newspaper. If it is the former (i.e., the distribution is limited to the school community), it points
toward a nonpublic forum. If it is the latter (i.e., the distribution is to the general public), it points toward a limitpurpose public forum;

5. The degree of actual control/review the administration and the faculty advisor exercise. The more control (i.e.,
routine, systemic prior review) they exercise, the more it points toward a nonpublic forum;

6. Applicable written policy statements of the board of education – In addition to looking at written policies, courts also
examine curriculum guides, course descriptions, and the masthead of the publication to determine what the board’s
intention is with regard to that medium. If the course descriptions or curriculum guidelines indicate that the purpose
of the publication/production is to provide general news and not just serves as an educational tool, the court often will
find a limited-purpose public forum exists. Other relevant factors are whether advertising revenue is generated by the
publication/production, and if so, whether such revenue is used to cover the printing/production costs associated with
the publication/production; and

7. The nature of the property at issue and its compatibility with expressive activity.
E. Intent is Critical
Courts generally recognize that the “government does not create a public forum by inaction or by permitting limited
discourse, but only by intentionally opening a non-traditional forum to public discourse.” As such, courts will not presume a
government converted a nonpublic forum into a limited public forum unless “by policy or by practice” the government
demonstrated a “clear intent” to do so

1. Thus, as long as the school has not intentionally created a limited public forum by policy or by practice, schoolsponsored student media is considered a non-public forum and the school may impose any “reasonable, nonviewpoint-based restriction on the students’ speech exhibited therein.

2. For example, a non-viewpoint-based restriction would be the prohibition of any articles about abortion in a schoolsponsored publication; however, if school authorities forbid the publication of pro-choice articles but permit the
publication of anti-abortion articles, such a decision would be subject to challenge in court, and it is unlikely the school
would prevail.

F. Extent of District Control
The case law makes clear that courts will closely examine the nature of a publication when determining whether it is a
nonpublic forum, or a limited-purpose public forum. In particular, they will examine whether the publication is prepared as
part of a graded and credited class, and the level of actual review conducted by the faculty advisor and/or administration.4
Courts do not look favorably on situations where faculty advisors and/or administrations have refrained for years from
engaging in any prior review of a publication and then suddenly exercise prior restraint when the publication addresses a
controversial topic.

G. Not All Speech is Protected
Importantly, unprotected speech (such as defamation, libel, obscenity, and speech harmful to juveniles) falls outside the
reach of the First Amendment and is not protected against prior review and restraint regardless of the type of forum that has
been established pursuant to board policy and/or practice.
RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES

FOR

DEVELOPMENT

AND

ADOPTION

OF A

REPLACEMENT VERSION

OF

POLICY 5722

A. Involve All District Stakeholders
When revising Policy 5722, Neola urges its clients to involve all district stakeholders. Boards of education should take an
active role, as a committee of the whole, in the consideration and assessment of its options when adopting a replacement
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version of Policy 5722. It is not recommended that work on this issue be solely delegated to the board’s policy committee.
However, boards may elect to establish a special committee to tackle the topic of student publications (even resurrecting the
special committee it may have created to assist in development and adoption of Policy 7544 – Use of Social Media) in order
to broaden the scope of the participants in the committee beyond those who normally make-up the board’s policy committee;
such a special committee could provide feedback and recommendations to the board as a whole after studying the issues
presented by school-sponsored student publications and productions.
As part of the process, the superintendent should be charged with carefully investigating and delineating the district’s current
practices with respect to school-sponsored student publications and productions. Upon adoption of the replacement policy,
the superintendent should promulgate a guideline that corresponds with the replacement policy (see revised AG 5722).

B. Recommended Process
Neola recommends superintendents use the following process as they work through this topic and before they begin to
consider the options listed in replacement Policy 5722:
Step 1. Identify what school-sponsored student publications/productions are currently being published/produced within the
district (i.e., identify all school-sponsored student media that fall within the scope of Policy 5722).
When surveying current school-sponsored student media, it will be helpful to have a copy of the survey completed in 20092010 when this policy was last updated.
It would also be helpful to have a copy of the survey the district completed when it developed and adopted Policy 7544. The
information gathered in that process may be of use in making sure you do not overlook any newer forms of student
publications and productions.
Step 2. Determine the level of prior review/restraint that is currently taking place with respect to each of the schoolsponsored student media. As noted above, reality may be different than the general understanding or expectation (i.e., what
is currently contained in board policy) of the board or superintendent. In conducting this analysis, the mission of each
publication and production should be clearly delineated.5
The Superintendent should solicit input/feedback on this topic from the various stakeholders before adopting a replacement
policy. Consideration of community values and preferences about the balance between Freedom of Speech and tolerance for
controversial subjects are an integral part of this process.
Step 3. Select the Intended Forum Applicable to Each School-Sponsored Student Publication/Production.
The greater the level of prior review and restraint that a board authorizes the faculty and administration to exercise, the
more it will need to confirm, by policy and by practice, that it is maintaining a nonpublic forum. If, on the other hand, the
board is willing to sanction greater freedom to the students developing the publication(s)/production(s), the board will want
to affirmatively create a limited-purpose public forum.
(a) This subject engenders heated opinion by community members on both sides of the topic. For this reason, we
recommend the public have an opportunity to provide feedback before the board adopts one of the options.

(b) It is also important to recognize that, given the hallowed place the First Amendment has in American society,
there are many organizations, including but not limited to the Student Press Law Center (“SPLC”), that will take up
the cause of a student publication when a school district decides to exercise prior review and restraint, when
previously it had not done so. It is, therefore, absolutely critical – if the district intends to maintain a nonpublic
forum – that it regularly and continually exercises its prior review authority with respect to a given
publication/production and not let it slip into a situation where for years at a time there is no prior review, but when one
specific topic comes up that is controversial, at that point in time the school staff and officials decide to suppress/censor it.
(c) The critical decision that must be made in developing the policy is whether the school-sponsored student
publication(s)/production(s) are to be designated as nonpublic forums or limited-purpose public forums. There are strong
arguments that can be raised in support of each.

C. The Case for Nonpublic Forums
A compelling argument in favor of the nonpublic forum option (Option D in the replacement version of Policy 5722) is that
the district retains the right to determine the style and content of the school-sponsored student media and who has an
opportunity to speak in the media, as long as it acts in a viewpoint neutral manner. Supreme Court Justice Byron White
(writing for the majority in Hazelwood) expressly recognized the importance of permitting schools to retain control over the
content of its school-sponsored student publications/productions:
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A school must be able to set high standards for the student speech that is disseminated under its auspices – standards that
may be higher than those demanded by some newspaper publishers or theatrical producers in the “real” world – and may
refuse to disseminate student speech that does not meet those standards. * * *
In addition, a school must be able to take into account the emotional maturity of the intended audience in determining
whether to disseminate student speech on potentially sensitive topics, which might range from the existence of Santa Claus
in an elementary school setting to the particulars of teenage sexual activity in a high school.
Justice White further wrote:
Educators are entitled to exercise greater control…of student expression to assure that participants learn whatever lessons
the activity is designed to teach, that readers or listeners are not exposed to material that may be inappropriate for their
level of maturity, and that the views of the individual speaker are not erroneously attributed to the school.
As such, “a school need not tolerate student speech that is inconsistent with its basic educational mission.” Previously, the
Supreme Court recognized in Bethel School District v. Fraser (1986), that schools must balance students’ freedoms with the
educational purpose of teaching good behavior to students: “The undoubted freedom to advocate unpopular and
controversial views in schools and classrooms must be balanced against the society’s countervailing interest in teaching
students the boundaries of socially appropriate behavior.” William Coats, the attorney who represented the Bethel School
District in Fraser, echoed this sentiment: “School officials have the responsibility to maintain an atmosphere that is
conducive to the school setting. Schools have to maintain order and control and school officials can teach students proper
decorum in different settings.”6
One difficulty with Option D is that districts need to consistently (i.e., routinely and systematically) exercise their right of
prior review/restraint in order not to jeopardize a publication’s/production’s status as a nonpublic forum. So long as the
District acts in a uniform manner in maintaining the nonpublic forum, it should be in a defensible position if challenged in
court for some act of prior review and/or restraint. On the other hand, if a district engages in arbitrary or sporadic prior
review/restraint its practices may be subject to legal challenge.
Another argument regularly raised in opposition to districts maintaining nonpublic forums and engaging in prior
review/restraint is that such an approach can be viewed as if the district’s “heavy-hand” is preventing students from learning
about the First Amendment Rights that they will be exercising after they leave school. David L. Hudson, Jr. articulated this
argument as follows: “Many free-speech experts believe that students will not learn the lessons of democracy if they cannot
experience firsthand the freedom to make their own choices. Therefore, school officials, politicians, teachers and parents
should balance legitimate safety concerns with the constitutional right of freedom of speech.”7

D. Limited-Purpose Public Forums
A primary argument in support of limited-purpose public forums (Options A, B, and C in the replacement version of Policy
5722) is that it demonstrates a respect for the First Amendment and a trust being extended to the members of the student
body who are involved in the publication/production. Such an approach can, in turn, serve as an educational opportunity for
students to learn about the responsibilities that come along with the rights afforded by the U.S. Constitution. Mark
Goodman, a former Executive Director of the SPLC, summarized this rationale as follows: “One of the primary purposes of
public education is to teach students the values of democracy. Students can only learn this lesson if they can operate in an
environment that fosters the spirit of democracy.”
Supreme Court Justice William Brennan (writing in dissent in Hazelwood) also raised this argument stating: “Such unthinking
contempt for individual rights is intolerable from any state official. It is particularly insidious from one to whom the public
entrusts the task of inculcating in its youth an appreciation for the cherished democratic liberties that our Constitution
guarantees.”8
Likewise, the Vision Statement for the national initiative entitled First Amendment Schools: Educating for Freedom and
Responsibility (which is co-sponsored by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) and the First
Amendment Center) expands upon this sentiment:
Today the need to sustain and expand our experiment in liberty is made more urgent by the challenge of living with our
deepest differences in a diverse and complex society. The need to commit ourselves as a people to the rights and
responsibilities that flow from the First Amendment has never been more vital – or more difficult. At a time in our history
when we most need to affirm what we share as citizens across our differences, the ignorance and contention now
surrounding the First Amendment threaten to divide the nation and undermine our freedom.
The key place to address this challenge is in our schools, the institutions most responsible for transmitting civic principles and
virtues to each succeeding generation. Schools must not only teach the First Amendment; they must also find ways to model
and apply the democratic first principles that they are charged with teaching. The rights and responsibilities of the First
Amendment provide a much-needed civic framework for reaffirming and renewing the civic aims of education.
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Recognizing the importance of student’s First Amendment rights, to date, fifteen states (Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and
Washington) have adopted anti-Hazelwood laws, which expressly limit the amount of censorship permitted in public high
schools.9
Some of the many reasons often referenced in support of such laws and the granting to students of control over the style and
content of school-sponsored student media are:10

1. It will teach student the importance of the Constitution and Bill of Rights, and will encourage them to honor and
embrace these ideals as they grow into mature adults;

2. It will teach student readers that tolerance of other viewpoints is expected;
3. It will provide a structured place for students to have a voice without having to resort to such alternatives as
underground newspapers and websites established for the purpose of publishing censored materials;

4. It will demonstrate to students and the local community that the school not only teaches the concepts put forth in the
Constitution and Bill of Rights but also puts them into practice; and

5. It will lessen the legal financial liability for content of the student media for the school and the administrator.11
Additionally, creation of a limited-purpose public forum requires the district to ensure that the faculty advisor/instructor
assigned to the class/activity takes proactive steps to educate the students, prior to publishing/producing their student
media, about what is legally protected speech and what is unprotected speech (e.g., speech that is defamatory, libel,
profane, obscene, or otherwise harmful to juveniles). The students participating in a limited-purpose public forum need to
be taught to understand that with the privilege of freedom of expression and the press comes the responsibility to use those
rights ethically and legally.
The primary argument against creation of a limited-purpose public forum for school-sponsored student media is that
controversial topics may be addressed in the publication/production. As such, there is always a chance that a segment of the
community/public will be displeased that such topics are being covered in a school-sponsored student
publication/production.12

E. Post-Publication Consequences
Policy 5722 addresses prior review of a publication/production – i.e., it controls whether a school has authority to prevent the
publication/performance of a student publication/production based on its content; it does not, however, prevent a school
from imposing post-publication/production consequences upon students who cross the line into the area of inappropriate or
unprotected speech. It simply allows the speech to occur and the consequences (i.e., discipline) to be imposed thereafter.
Overview and Explanation of Content and Options Presented in Policy 5722 and Related Recommendations
As you review the options presented in the template policy, we recommend you have copies of the following policies easily
accessible – Policy 7544 – Use of Social Media,13 Policy 8315 – Information Management, and Policy 8330 – Student Records – so
you can make sure any overlapping or related content is consistent among the documents.
Replacement Policy 5722 begins by defining “school-sponsored student media” and takes care to include all student publications
regardless of medium. Additionally, given the expectation that boards of education would always intend for classes to be non-public
forums, the definition excludes student expression related to classes that are not directly related to student
publications/productions.
The first set of options addresses whether the board intends to include various forms of online communication, including postings to
Social Media, as forms of covered student publications. The board can either select a blanket prohibition or adopt language that
specifies various forms of online communication, which could expressly include postings to social media.
Similarly, the term student production is defined, and the board will need to determine whether to include Social Media in the
definition.
If the Board includes Social Media in either or both of the definitions concerning student publications and/or student productions, the
board needs to include the language concerning complying with Policy 7544 – Use of Social Media and Policy 7540.02 – Web
Accessibility, Content, Apps, and Services.
The board next needs to select the appropriate options concerning the definition of school community.
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The following paragraph refers to the Children’s Internet Protection Act’s definition of material that is “harmful to minors.” The CIPA
definition, which can be found in Policy 7540.03 – Student Technology Acceptable Use and Safety, provides the term means “any
picture, image, graphic image file, or other visual depiction that – (i) taken as a whole and with respect to minors, appeals to a
prurient interest in nudity, sex, or excretion; (ii) depicts, describes, or represents, in a patently offensive way with respect to what is
suitable for minors, an actual or simulated sexual act or sexual contact, actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual acts, or a
lewd exhibition of the genitals; and (iii) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value as to minors.”
The introductory section of the policy next turns to expressly stating that student expression related to classrooms and/or
educational settings not otherwise associated with school-sponsored student publications/productions are nonpublic forums;
meaning that such student expression is subject to being regulated for legitimate pedagogical school-related reasons. This section
of the policy concludes by offering five options from which the board must select concerning setting limitations on the publishing or
performance of nonpublic forum student expression.
The policy then next turns to the primary options that board will need to select – Options A, B, C, or D. You may notice that Neola
has reversed the options from what was presented in the original policy. This change was intentional because given the increasing
use of online forms of communication – including Social Media – it seemed increasing unlikely that a school board would intentionally
make all forms of school-sponsored student media a nonpublic forum. For this reason, the policy now begins with an option (Option
A) that makes all school-sponsored student media a limited-purpose public forum that can be generally published/performed outside
the school community. Under this option that are a few truly optional sections that a board may select or not.
Recognizing that many boards will not be comfortable with such a permissive option, the next two options (Option B and Option C)
offer the board the opportunity to designate some student publications/productions as limited-purpose public forums and others as
nonpublic forums. The difference between Option B and Option C is Option B specifically designates certain student media to be
limited-purpose public forums and respects the full meaning of such a designation, while Option C also specifically designates
certain student media to be limited-purpose public forums but retains the authority for a school official to engage in limited and
consistent prior review/restraint on the basis of four identified reasons. All other forms of school-sponsored student
publication/production are designated as nonpublic forums, which are subject to routine prior review and restraint. With respect to
both Option B and Option C, the board will also need to select from one of five options concerning setting limitations on the
publishing or performance of forum student expression – i.e., whether it may be published/performed solely to members of the
school community or whether, under certain circumstances, it may be published/performed to the general public.
As noted above, the final option (Option D) is the most restrictive; it provides that all school-sponsored student media shall be a
nonpublic forum. Again, however, the board has five options from which to choose whether the student publications/productions
may be published/performed solely to members of the school community or whether, under certain circumstances, one or more of
them may be published/performed to the general public.
Given the significance of the decisions that the board will be making when it selects either Option A, Option B, Option C, or
Option D (including the applicable internal options that apply to Options B, C or D), it may want to consult with local counsel to
address any additional questions it may have concerning the First Amendment implications associated with each Option. This may
be particularly true with respect to determining the type of forum the board may want to apply to some of the newer mediums that
may now make up a larger number of the school-sponsored student publications/productions.
Following Options A – D, the policy turns to a few optional paragraphs. The first addresses who will be responsible for monitoring
comments posted to Social Media that has been designated as school-sponsored student media. The second one addresses the
board’s ability to discipline a student who engages in impermissible publication/performance of unprotected speech.
The final set of options address advertising as it relates to school-sponsored student publications/productions. The board must
select one of the three main options offered.
Unlike the policy, the template administrative guideline does not contain a lot of options that “must” be selected. Instead, the AG
offers the superintendent an opportunity to tailor the document to truly fit the district’s current or intended practices. Nevertheless,
there are a few places where an option has to be selected if the policy includes certain content. For example, if a school-sponsored
student media is subject to prior review and restraint, the superintendent needs to designate which school official(s) or staff
member will be responsible for conducting the review/restraint. The document also requires the superintendent provide some
details concerning the timing associated with a publication/production being submitted for review and the timing by which the review
will be completed.
The primary addition to the administrative guideline comes toward the end of the document (following the section that addresses the
duties of faculty advisors and assistant advisors) where new language is offered that outlines a process for individual(s) to follow
when monitoring comments posted to social media that has been approved for use as school-sponsored student media.14 The first
set of options provide for either students or staff to monitor comments to verify they are age-appropriate, comply with rules for use
of the forum, and do not contain unprotected speech. Comments that violate any of the preceding requirements will be removed.
The AG also affords the person(s) removing the comment with the ability to impose further consequences on the offending poster –
i.e., restricting, suspending, or terminating the individual’s ability to post comments in the future. The guideline delineates specific
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procedures that must be followed if a person’s right to post future comments is going to be restricted, suspended, or terminated.
Finally, the AG sets forth optional language that addresses how students or staff charged with deciding whether to publish a
submitted comment will fulfill this responsibility.
TRAINING
While the nature and scope of the professional development that is appropriate and necessary for staff related to this topic is beyond
the purview of this Toolkit (which is focused on facilitating districts’ ability to tailor the template replacement Policy 5722 and revised
AG 5722 to their respective needs and intentions), Neola would be remiss if it did not at least briefly comment on the critical
importance associated with training staff on the content of these two documents. In order for this policy and guideline to be
effective, staff need to be trained on the applicable legal requirements associated with their roles in overseeing and implementing
the policy and administrative guideline in the manner detailed in the documents and as intended by the board. Local counsel may
be of assistance in helping the district to develop its training materials.
As with so many policies and guidelines, the district’s ability to enforce the terms of the documents and hold staff and students
accountable for appropriate student expression through school-sponsored student media, is dependent upon the staff and school
officials being informed of and trained related to the requirements set forth in the policy and guideline. When establishing the
training program, the superintendent should consider who needs to be trained, the scope of the training (i.e., the topics that all
employees need to be trained on and subjects that are unique to specific categories of employees), and how often the training
should take place.
This publication is intended as general information and not legal advice. No attorney-client relationship exists.

1In Tinker, “[t]he record does not demonstrate any facts which might reasonably have led school authorities to forecast substantial
disruption of or material interference with school activities, and no disturbances or disorders on the school premises in fact
occurred.”
2The Court acknowledged that school districts retain a legitimate interest in regulating students’ off-campus speech when that
speech involves serious or severe bullying or harassment targeting particular individuals; threats aimed at teachers or other
students; the failure to follow rules concerning lessons, the writing of papers, the use of computers; or participation in other online
school activities, and breaches of school security devices.
3Also known as “limited-purpose public forum” or “designated public forum.”
4While courts will consider the content of board policies, if the policy has not been uniformly enforced and implemented, the courts
will rely upon the maxim that “actual practice” speaks louder than words in determining whether the government intended to create
a limited public forum.
5In his 2007 publication entitled, “Prior Review in the High School Newspaper: Perception, Practices, and Effects,” Joe Dennis
reports that some of the often-mentioned missions for high school newspapers are: forum for student expression; informational
publication for student body; public relations tool for the school; venue for developing writing skills; and venue for developing critical
thinking skills.
6Commonly cited reasons for engaging in prior restraint: (a) content deemed too mature for students; (b) content deemed too
critical of administration; (c) content deemed too critical of students; (d) article deemed disruptive to the school’s educational
mission; (e) article likely to be perceived embarrassing to the school; (f) article likely to generate bad publicity for the school; (g)
article not well-researched/contained factual omissions; (h) grammatical errors contained in the article; and (i) public will mistakenly
interpret the article as a school endorsement. From Joe Dennis’s publication entitled: “Prior Review in the High School Newspaper:
Perceptions, Practices, and Effects” (2007).
7 “The Silencing of Student Voices: preserving free speech in America’s schools” [published by the First Amendment Center], p. 6.
8The Supreme Court first recognized students’ rights in West Virginia v. Barnette (1943). Specifically, Justice Robert Jackson stated
that the Court must ensure “scrupulous protection of constitutional freedoms of the individual, if we are not to strangle the free mind
at its source and teach youth to discount important principles of our government as mere platitudes.”
9Most journalism education groups in the country have condemned the practice of administrative prior review as both educationally
and journalistically unsound.
10The following list is excerpted from Dianne Smith’s article entitled: “Advantages to Ending Prior Review and Censorship” in
Principal Leadership (March 2001).
11Specifically, courts have ruled that schools are responsible for the content of their student publications when administrators
engage in prior review or other forms of content control but are not responsible for the content of those student publications that are
not subject to prior review or censorship. Additionally, students may have more ability to reject advertisements than schools
(because it is not considered state action).
12Justice Brennan (again writing in dissent in Hazelwood) looked at the issue of public discomfort with controversy and concluded
that the censorship in Hazelwood was indefensible, and “aptly illustrates how readily school officials (and courts) can camouflage
viewpoint discrimination as the ‘mere’ protection of students from sensitive topics.”
13 For those Boards that did not initially elect to adopt Policy 7544 – Use of Social Media, Neola encourages them to reconsider this
decision; events that have transpired since the social media policy template was released two years ago have only heightened the
need for boards to proactively address and state how they want their districts to use social media to communicate with
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stakeholders. Thus, while the board is going through the above-described recommended process of surveying its diverse forms of
school-sponsored student media, it could also use this as an opportunity to identify the various social media platforms that are
currently in use throughout the district which is a critical step in developing and/or updating a social media policy.
14 If a board selects Option D in the Policy (i.e., all student publications/productions are nonpublic forums), there should be no
need to add the offered language because the board will not be allowing comments to be submitted.
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Vol. 40, No.1 - August 2021 Sample Resolution: Graduation Requirements for the Class of
2022

Code

13 - Sample Resolution

Status

From Neola

The Board of Education of the _______________ School District, met in regular session at _________ a.m./p.m. on the _______
day of ______________, 2021, at the ___________________________________________, with the following members present:

________________ SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF EDUCATION
RESOLUTION NO. ____
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE CLASS OF 2022

WHEREAS, in response to the ongoing challenges presented by COVID-19, it is anticipated that the pandemic will continue to
impact school operations during the 2021-2022 school year; and
WHEREAS, the _________ School District Board of Education (“Board of Education”) desires to provide flexibility to students who
may be eligible to graduate during the 2021-22 school year to the extent permitted by law.
NOW THEREFORE, be it resolved by the _________ School District Board of Education as follows:
SECTION I
The Board of Education hereby modifies the high school curriculum requirements for the 2021-22 school year to require that
students obtain the state minimum of 20 units of academic credits. A summary of the minimum requirements for graduation
applicable to the graduating class of the 2021-22 school year are set forth in the attached Exhibit A. The Superintendent will
evaluate a student’s eligibility to receive a district-issued diploma based on these modified curriculum requirements.
SECTION II
The Board of Education will permit a student who was enrolled in eleventh or twelfth grade during the 2020-21 school year, and who
either took or retook an end-of-course examination or who was unable to take or retake an end-of-course examination for any
reason during that year to use the student’s final course grade in lieu of a corresponding end-of-course examination to satisfy
conditions of a high school diploma. The final course grade shall be equivalent to a level of skill and competency as follows:

Any A letter grade shall be equivalent to an advanced level of skill and considered to meet the state competency requirement
with a point value of “5.”
Any B letter grade shall be equivalent to an accelerated level of skill and considered to meet the state competency
requirement with a point value of “4.”
Any C letter grade shall be equivalent to a proficient level of skill and considered to meet the state competency requirement
with a point value of “3.”
Any D letter grade shall be equivalent to a basic level of skill and does not meet the state competency requirement with a
point value of “2”.
Any F letter grade shall be equivalent to a limited level of skill and does not meet the state competency requirement with a
point value of “1.”
Any C letter grade or higher shall be equivalent to a competency score.
In the case of a course for which a pass or fail designation is issued rather than a letter grade for a final course grade, a “fail”
designation shall be equivalent to an F letter grade/limited level of skill which does not meet the state competency
requirement. A pass designation shall be equivalent to a “C” letter grade/proficient level of skill1.
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SECTION III
For the class of 2022, the Board of Education will issue a diploma to any student who fulfills one of the following options:

Earn at least 18 points on seven end-of-course exams;
Earn at least 12 points by receiving State Board of Education-approved, industry-recognized credential(s) in a single career
field and earn the required score on the WorkKeys test;
Earn remediation-free scores in mathematics and English language arts on either the ACT or SAT; or
Complete the new requirements applicable beginning with the class of 2023 by demonstrating competency and readiness for
a job, college, military, or self-sustaining profession.
SECTION IV
It is found and determined that all formal action of this Board concerning or related to the adoption of this Resolution was adopted in
an open meeting of this Board, and all deliberations of this Board and any of its committees that resulted in such formal actions
were adopted in meetings open to the public, in compliance with all applicable requirements of the Ohio Revised Code.
_________________________ moved and _____________________ seconded the motion that the above Resolution be
adopted.
Upon roll call and the adoption of the Resolution, the vote was as follows:

Yeas:

Nays:

ADOPTED this _______ day of __________, 2021.

________________________________________
Treasurer

CERTIFICATE
The undersigned hereby certifies that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a Resolution adopted at a meeting held on the
__________ day of _____________, 2021, together with a true and correct extract from the minutes of said meeting to the extent
pertinent to consideration and adoption of said Resolution.

_______________________________________
Treasurer

1 HB 67 declares that a school district is responsible for determining the level equivalence. Passing grades must at least be
“competent”, which is a C or higher.
In the case of a course for which a pass or fail designation is issued rather than a letter grade for a final course grade, a fail
designation shall be equivalent to an F letter grade and a limited level of skill. For a pass designation, the student's district or school
shall determine which level of skill is equivalent to the student's performance in the course. A pass designation also shall be
equivalent to a competency score.
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0169.1 - PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AT BOARD MEETINGS
The Board of Education recognizes the value to school governance of public comment on educational issues and the importance of
allowing members of the public to express themselves on school matters of community interest. The Board offers public participation
to members of the public in accordance with the procedures below. The Board applies these procedures to all speakers and does not
discriminate based on the identity of the speaker, content of the speech, or viewpoint of the speaker.
CURRENTLY, WE DO NOT HAVE THIS PARAGRAPH IN OUR POLICY
The Board is also committed to conducting its meetings in a productive and efficient manner that assures that the regular agenda of
the Board is completed in a reasonable period of time, honors the voluntary nature of the Board's time and using that time
efficiently, and allows for a fair and adequate opportunity for input to be considered. Consequently, public participation at Board
meetings will be governed by this bylaw.

Photographic and electronic audio and video broadcasting and recording devices may be used at regular and special Board meetings
legally open to the public according to the following guidelines.

1. Photographing, broadcasting and recording meetings are permitted only when all parties involved have been informed that
cameras, broadcasting and/or recording devices are being used.

2. Persons operating cameras, broadcasting and/or recording devices must do so with a minimum of disruption to those present
at the meeting. Specifically, the view between Board members and the audience must not be obstructed, interviews must not
be conducted during the meeting and no commentary is to be given in a manner that distracts Board members or the
audience.

3. The Board has the right to halt any recording that interrupts or disturbs the meeting. The Board may make the necessary
arrangements to make audio recordings of all regular meetings and any special meeting that it deems appropriate.
In order to permit the fair and orderly expression of such comment, the Board shall provide a period for public participation
(X) at every regular meeting of the Board
( ) at all regular and specialpublic meetings of the Board
( ) at those public meetings of the Board during which action may be taken
and publish rules to govern such participation in Board meetings.
The presiding officer of each Board meeting at which public participation is permitted shall administer the rules of the Board for its
conduct.
The presiding officer shall be guided by the following rules:

A. ( ) Public participation shall be permitted at the discretion of the presiding officer.
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( ) as indicated on the order of business. [RECOMMENDED]
( ) before the Board takes official action on any issue of substance.
( ) at the discretion of the presiding officer.

B. (X) Anyone having a legitimate interest in the actions of the Board may participate during the designated public
participation portion(s)public portion of a meeting.

C. (X) Attendees must register their intention to participate in the public participation portion of the meeting as directed by the
District.
( ) upon their arrival at the meeting.
( ) within two (2) business days before the meeting.
( ) within ___ business days before the meeting.
[DRAFTING NOTE: The time line for registration should be reasonably determined in consideration of the posting
of the meeting agenda and should be consistently applied.]

D. ( ) Individuals may not register others to speak during public participation.
E. (X) Participants must first be recognized by the presiding officer and will be requested to preface their comments by an
announcement of their name, address, and group affiliation, if and when appropriate.
( ) and will be requested to preface their comments by an announcement of their name,
( ) address, and
( ) group affiliation, if and when appropriate.

F. ( ) Each statement made by a participant shall be limited to five______ minutes duration unless reduced or extended by the
presiding officer.

G. ( ) During the portion of the meeting designated for public participation, nNo participant may speak more than once on the
same topic unless all others who wish to speak on that topic have been heard.

H. ( ) All statements shall be directed to the presiding officer; no person may address or question Board members individually.
I. ( ) Audio or video recordings are permitted. The person operating the recorder should contact the Superintendent prior to
the Board meeting to review possible placement of the equipment, and must agree to abide by the following conditions:

1. No obstructions are created between the Board and the audience.
2. No interviews are conducted in the meeting room while the Board is in session.
3. No commentary, adjustment of equipment, or positioning of operators is made that would distract either the Board or
members of the audience while the Board is in session and not disrupt the meeting.

J. (X) The presiding officer may:
1. X( ) interrupt, warn, or terminate a participant's session when they make comments that are repetitive, obscene,
and/or comments that constitute a true threat (i.e., statements meant to frighten or intimidate one (1) or more
specified persons into believing that they will be seriously harmed by the speaker or someone acting at the speaker's
behest).prohibit public comments that are frivolous, repetitive, and/or harassing;

2. X( ) interrupt, warn, or terminate a participant's statement when the statement is too lengthy, abusive, off-topic,
obscene, or irrelevant;

3. (X) request any individual to stop speaking and/or leave the meeting when that person does not observe reasonable
decorum or is disruptive to the conduct and/or orderly progress of the meeting;
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4. (X) request the assistance of law enforcement officers in the removal of a disorderly person when that person's
conduct interferes with the conduct and/or orderly progress of the meeting;

5. (X) call for a recess or an adjournment to another time when the lack of public decorum so interferes with the
orderly conduct of the meeting as to warrant such action.;

6. ( ) waive these rules.
( ) with the approval of the Board when necessary for the protection of privacy or the administration of the Board's
business.
[ ] The portion of the meeting during which the participation of the public is invited shall be limited to ( ) _______ minutes ( )
_____ hours unless extended by a vote of the Board.
[ ] The Board may permit individuals to attend meetings remotely through live broadcast; however, public participation will be
limited to those who are in attendance at the meeting site only. The Board is not responsible for any technology failures that prevent
or disrupt any individual from attending remotely.
OR
[ ] The Board permits individuals who attend meetings remotely to participate in public participation, subject to the same rules that
apply to individuals who attend in person. The Board is not responsible for any technology failures that prevent or disrupt any
individual from attending and/or participating remotely.
© Neola 20182021

Legal

R.C. 3313.20
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1530 - EVALUATION OF PRINCIPALS AND OTHER ADMINISTRATORS
Application
This policy shall apply to all persons employed by the Board of Education in a position requiring licensure as an administrator. This
definition excludes school counselors but includes professional pupil services personnel and administrative specialists (or equivalent
positions) who spend less than fifty percent (50%) of their time teaching or otherwise working directly in the presence of students.
This policy shall also apply to all persons employed in positions not requiring administrative licensure, but whose job duties enable
them to be considered either a supervisor or management level employee as defined in R.C. 4117.01.
Procedures
General Requirements
The Superintendent shall implement a program of regular evaluation for all administrative personnel which includes the following
elements:

A. The evaluation process shall fairly attempt to measure the administrator's effectiveness in performing the duties set forth in
his/her job description.

B. A written evaluation document shall be produced for each evaluation. Each administrator shall be evaluated at least once
annually.

C. The evaluation shall be conducted by the Superintendent or his/her designee (such designation may be oral or in writing)
prior to the Board's consideration of contract renewal or non-renewal, the Superintendent shall review the results of the
evaluation process with the Board.
Specific Requirements for Building Principals and Assistant Principals - Ohio Principal Evaluation System (OPES)
In addition to the above, procedures for the evaluation of District building principals and assistant principals will be based upon
comparable standards as set forth in the policy adopted by the Board for the evaluation of teachers pursuant to R.C. 3319.111, but
tailored to address the duties and responsibilities of building principals and assistant principals and the environment in which they
work. The Superintendent is authorized to develop administrative guidelines for the procedural and substantive evaluation of
building principals and assistant principals consistent with this policy and State law.
( ) and is further authorized to access the Ohio Principal Evaluation System (OPES) model as a resource in the development
and maintenance of an evaluation process.
Evaluation Instruments
The Superintendent may utilize model evaluation forms developed by the Ohio Department of Education for administrators evaluated
under OPES. The Superintendent may, in his/her discretion, utilize a single evaluation instrument for all administrative positions not
subject to evaluation under OPES, instruments particularized for each position, or a combination of both types of instruments.
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Evaluation instruments shall be developed and/or utilized by the Superintendent as s/he may determine in his/her best professional
judgment and may be modified from time-to-time by the Superintendent in the exercise of such professional judgment. Specific
Board approval of the evaluation instruments or modifications to such instruments shall not be required.
Basis for Evaluation
Each evaluation shall fairly attempt to measure the administrator's effectiveness in performing the duties of his/her job description.
Evaluations may be based upon the direct formal observations of the administrator, but may also consider informal or incidental
observations/walkthroughs and other relevant information which is within the knowledge of or brought to the attention of the
evaluator. Out-of-school conduct may be considered if such conduct impacts the individual's effectiveness as an administrator or as
a role model for students and staff.
Observations and Conferences
A pre-evaluation conference may be conducted if deemed necessary or advisable by the evaluator.
Formal observations may be made of the administrator, either announced or unannounced., but shall not be a required element of
the evaluation process except for principals and assistant principals who are subject to OPES. Whether formal observations are
deemed appropriate to other administrative positions shall be determined by the evaluator on a case-by-case basis. Administrators
evaluated under OPES will receive at least two (2) formal observations of at least thirty (30) minutes in length. Formal observations
for administrators who are not evaluated under OPES are optional as determined appropriate by the evaluator on a case-by-case
basis.
Following any formal observations and/or gathering of other evaluative data, and before finalizing any evaluation report, the
evaluator shall arrange a post-evaluation conference at which the results of the evaluation process are discussed with the
administrator. To the extent that any weaknesses or deficiencies have been identified in the evaluation process, the evaluator shall
offer suggestions for improvement. Identified weaknesses and suggestions for improvement shall be identified in the evaluation
report, but shall not be a required element of any evaluation. However, for Principals and assistant Principals, the requirements of
OPES shall apply in determining the need for professional growth and/or improvement plans.
A final written evaluation report shall be produced in a manner deemed appropriate by the evaluator, in consultation with the
administrator. This evaluation report may be combined with the evaluation instruments, or may be a separate document. The
evaluation report shall be signed and dated by the administrator and the evaluator at the conclusion of the post-evaluation
conference. The signature of the administrator shall not necessarily indicate that s/he agrees with the evaluator's comments or
conclusions, but only that s/he has been made aware of such comments or conclusions. A copy of the evaluation report shall be
provided to the administrator.
Number and Timing of Evaluations

A. Administrator Not in Final Year of Contract
An administrator not in the final year of his/her contract shall be evaluated at least once during the school year. A written
copy of the evaluation report shall be provided to the administrator no later than the end of the administrator's contract year
as defined by the administrator's annual salary notice.

B. Administrator in Final Year of Contract
An administrator whose contract is due to expire at the conclusion of the current school year shall have at least one (1)
preliminary evaluation and one (1) final evaluation during such year. A written copy of the preliminary evaluation report shall
be provided to the administrator at least sixty (60) days prior to any Board action on the renewal or non-renewal of the
contract. For principals and assistant principals, a signed written copy of the post-observation report shall serve as the
preliminary evaluation. A written copy of the final evaluation report shall be provided to the administrator at least five (5)
days prior to any Board action on the renewal or non-renewal of the contract.
The final evaluation report for an administrator in the last year of his/her contract shall include the administrator's final
holistic rating and the Superintendent's intended recommendation to the Board concerning the renewal or non-renewal of the
contract. The Board will consider the evaluation results when deciding whether to renew or not renew an administrator's
contract.
Meeting with Board
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Each administrator shall be provided the opportunity to meet with the Board in executive session prior to the Board's action on
his/her contract. In this meeting, the Board shall discuss its reasons for considering the renewal or non-renewal of the contract. The
administrator may be accompanied by a representative of his/her choosing at the meeting. However, no witnesses or other persons
may appear with or on behalf of the administrator without the express permission of the Board.
Written notice of the right to have such a meeting with the Board shall be provided in accordance with law to each administrator
whose contract is expiring at the conclusion of the current school year.
Written Rebuttal
The administrator may, at any time following the receipt of an evaluation report, submit a written rebuttal, not to exceed three (3)
pages in length, which shall be promptly attached to the evaluation report and any copies of the evaluation report which are retained
in the District's records or submitted to the Board for its consideration.
Legal Effect
This policy and the procedures contained herein shall not create a legal expectancy of continued employment or a property interest
in continued employment, and shall not be deemed a part of any individual administrator's contract or otherwise a contractual
obligation of the Board.
To the extent that any of the procedures contained herein exceed the requirements of Ohio law, such procedures shall not be
construed as a pre-condition to contract non-renewal and shall not prevent the Board from proceeding with a contract non-renewal
which otherwise satisfies the minimum requirements of Ohio law.
© Neola 20202021
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1617 - WEAPONS WE DO NOT HAVE THIS POLICY
The Board of Education prohibits staff members from possessing, storing, making, or using a weapon, including a concealed weapon,
in a school safety zone and any setting that is under the control and supervision of the Board for the purpose of school activities
approved and authorized by the Board including, but not limited to, property leased, owned, or contracted for by the Board, a
school-sponsored event, or in a Board-owned vehicle, except as permitted by law.
The term weapon includes any object which, in the manner in which it is used, is intended to be used, or is represented, is capable
of inflicting serious bodily harm or property damage, as well as endangering the health and safety of persons. Weapons include, but
are not limited to, firearms, guns of any type, including air and gas-powered guns (whether loaded or unloaded), knives, razors,
clubs, electric weapons, metallic knuckles, martial arts weapons, ammunition, incendiary devices, explosives, and other objects
defined as dangerous ordinances under State law.
The Superintendent shall immediately refer a staff member who violates this policy to law enforcement officials, regardless of
whether such staff member possesses a valid concealed weapon license. The staff member who violates this policy will also be
subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination, as permitted by applicable Board policy and the terms of existing
collective bargaining agreements.
Exceptions to this policy include:

A. weapons under the control of State or Federal agents authorized to carry deadly weapons who are acting within the scope of
their duties or law enforcement agents;

B. weapons carried by security personnel or other designated staff employed by the Board who are qualified under State law to
carry a weapon in a school safety zone while on active duty;
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Ohio Supreme Court has ruled that under current State law an employee must have
completed either the State-approved basic peace officer training program or have at least twenty (20) years of
active-duty experience as a peace officer in order to be qualified to carry a gun onto school property. Gabbard
v. Madison Local Sch. Dist. Bd. of Edn. Slip Opinion No. 2021-Ohio-2067 (June 23, 2021). Districts should
consult with legal counsel to confirm eligibility requirements under current law before designating an employee
to carry a concealed weapon onto school property.]

C. handguns in the possession of a person who has a valid concealed handgun license or who is an active duty member of the
armed forces with a valid military identification card and documentation of successful completion of firearms training if the
handgun remains in a vehicle with the individual or is left in a locked vehicle when the person exits the vehicle;

D. ( ) objects indistinguishable from a firearm used during school safety trainings;
E. ( ) items indistinguishable from a firearm approved by a principal as part of a class or individual presentation under adult
supervision, if used for the purpose of and in the manner approved (working firearms and ammunition shall never be
approved);

F. ( ) theatrical props used in appropriate settings;
G. ( ) starter pistols used in appropriate sporting events.
H. ( ) _____________________________________________.
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Staff members shall immediately report any information concerning weapons and/or threats of violence by students, staff members,
or visitors to the ______________. Failure to report such information may subject the staff member to disciplinary action, up to and
including termination.
The Board directs the Superintendent to post notices prohibiting the carrying and possession of concealed weapons in a school
safety zone, including schools and school buildings, on school premises and school buses, and at school activities. The notices shall
contain a statement substantially in the following form:
Unless otherwise authorized by law, pursuant to R.C. 2923.122, no person shall knowingly possess, have under the person's control,
convey, or attempt to convey a deadly weapon or dangerous ordnance into a school safety zone.
The Superintendent shall conspicuously post such notices at each entrance of a school and/or school building and in areas inside the
building where visitors are required to report. Notices shall also be posted at each entrance leading into a school activity (particularly
those activities held outside of the school building) and parcel of land. Further, notices shall be posted in each school bus and other
Board-owned vehicle, including a school van.
© Neola 2021
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2271 - COLLEGE CREDIT PLUS PROGRAM
The Board of Education recognizes the value to students and to the District for students to participate in programs offered by
accredited colleges and universities in Ohio.
The Board will approve participation by students who apply to the participating college or university (institute of higher education or
IHE) and meet the IHE’s and relevant academic program’s established standards for admission, enrollment, and course
placement. Participating students will be eligible to receive secondary credit for completing any of these programs. To be eligible,
students must be in seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, or twelfth grade and must either be remediation-free in one of the
assessments established under R.C. 3345.061(F), or meet an alternative remediation-free eligibility option as defined by the
Chancellor of Higher Education in consultation with the superintendent of public instruction. Students who participated in the College
Credit Plus program before September 30, 2021 and who qualified to participate in accordance with prior law by scoring within one
standard error of measurement below the remediation-free threshold for one of the required assessments and having a cumulative
high school grade point average of at least 3.0 or alternatively receiving a recommendation from a school counselor, principal or
career technical program advisor may remain eligible to participate.achieve remediation free status on an assessment established
under R.C. 3345.061(F)or meet alternative criteria under the law.
Underperforming and Ineligible Students
If a student participating in the College Credit Plus Program under the option set forth in R.C. 3365.06 (B) either: A) fails to
maintain a grade point average of 2.0 or higher in the college courses taken through the College Credit Plus Program; or B)
withdraws from, or receives no credit for two or more courses in the same term, the student will be considered an underperforming
student. If a student maintains underperforming student status for two (2) consecutive terms of enrollment, the student will be
deemed “ineligible.”
Probation
Immediately after determining a student has obtained underperforming student status, the Superintendent shall place the student
on probation within the College Credit Plus Program, and notify the underperforming student, his/her parents, and each IHE in which
the student is enrolled of his/her status. The underperforming student and his/her parents shall also be notified of the following
requirements for continued participation in the Program while on probation:

A. The student shall only enroll in one (1) college course during any term.
B. The student shall refrain from enrolling in a college course in the same subject as a college course in which the student
earned a grade of “D” or “F” or for which the student received no credit.

C. If the student had registered for more than one (1) college course for the next term prior to being placed on probation, the
student shall request each IHE in which s/he is enrolled to dis-enroll the student from those courses that conflict with the
terms of his/her probationary status.

1. If a student elects to remain enrolled in one (1) course for the next term, s/he shall inform the IHE of the course in
which the student would like to remain enrolled.

2. If the student fails to dis-enroll from any courses that conflict with his/her probationary status, the Superintendent
shall immediately notify the student and his/her parents that the student shall assume responsibility for any and all
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tuition, fees, and costs for textbooks for any courses from which the student was required to dis-enroll. In this
notification, the student and his/her parents shall also be advised that the student shall be deemed an ineligible
student and dismissed from the program for the next term in accordance with the dismissal procedures set forth
below.

D. If a student takes a course after being placed on probation and such course raises the student’s cumulative grade point
average to 2.0 or higher in the college courses taken through the College Credit Plus Program, the student shall be removed
from probation. The student may participate in the Program without restrictions unless s/he is declared to be an
underperforming student again.

E. If a student takes a course after being placed on probation and such course does not raise the student’s cumulative grade
point average to 2.0 or higher in the college courses taken through the College Credit Plus Program, the student shall be
dismissed from the Program in accordance with the dismissal procedures set forth below.
Dismissal
If a student is deemed ineligible to participate in the College Credit Plus Program, s/he will be dismissed from the Program. The
Superintendent shall notify the ineligible student, his/her parents, and each IHE in which the student is enrolled of his/her
dismissal. The ineligible student and his/her parents shall also be notified that the student shall not take any college courses through
the Program following his/her dismissal.
If the student had registered for more than one (1) college course for the next term prior to being dismissed from the Program, the
student shall request each IHE in which s/he is enrolled to dis-enroll the student from the Program.
If the student fails to dis-enroll following his/her dismissal from the Program, the Superintendent shall immediately notify the
student and his/her parents that the student shall assume responsibility for any and all tuition, fees, and costs for textbooks for any
courses from which the student was required to dis-enroll. In this notification, the student and his/her parents shall also be advised
that the Superintendent shall extend/continue the student’s dismissal from the Program for an additional term.
Reinstatement
Following one (1) term of dismissal, a student may submit a request to the Superintendent to be reinstated to the College Credit
Plus Program. Summer shall only be counted as a term if the student is enrolled in one (1) or more high school courses during the
summer. Upon receipt of the reinstatement request, the student’s full high school and college academic record will be reviewed to
determine whether the student has achieved academic progress and whether s/he will be reinstated on probation or without
restriction.
Reinstatement on Probation: In order to be reinstated to the College Credit Plus Program on probation, the student must meet the
following academic progress criteria:

A. (X) 3.0 in all course in semester prior to reinstatement_______________________
B. (X) 95% attendance reate in semester prior to reinstatement_______________________
C. (X) No suspensions or expulsion in semester prior to reinstatement_______________________
Reinstatement without Restriction: In order to be reinstated without any restrictions, the student must meet the following academic
progress criteria:

A. (X) 3.5 GPA______________________
B. (X) 98% attendance rate______________________
C. (X) No suspensions or expulsions______________________
If the student fails to demonstrate academic progress as defined above, the Superintendent shall extend/continue the student’s
dismissal for an additional term(s). During the dismissal period, the student shall remain ineligible to participate in the College Credit
Plus Program until academic progress is achieved.
Appeals
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Any student who is dismissed from the College Credit Plus Program or prohibited from taking a course in which the student earned a
grade of “D” or “F” or for which the student received no credit, may appeal the decision to the Superintendent. The appeal must be
filed within five (5) business days after the student is notified of the dismissal or prohibition against taking a course. Upon receiving
the appeal, the Superintendent must immediately notify each IHE in which the student is enrolled that the student has filed an
appeal.
When reviewing a student’s appeal, the Superintendent shall consider any extenuating circumstances separate from the student’s
academic performance that may have affected or otherwise impacted the student’s status in the College Credit Plus Program. After
considering such information, the Superintendent may:

A. allow the student to participate in the Program without restrictions;
B. allow the student to take a course in which the student earned a grade of “D” or “F” or for which the student received no
credit;

C. allow the student to participate in the Program on probation; or
D. maintain the student’s dismissal from the Program.
The Superintendent shall issue a decision on the student’s appeal within ten (10) business days after the date the appeal is
filed. The Superintendent’s decision shall be final, and s/he shall immediately provide notification of the decision to each IHE in
which the student is enrolled.

A. If the Superintendent decides to continue the student’s dismissal from the College Credit Plus Program, and the student is
enrolled in an Institution of Higher Education, such IHE shall permit the student to withdraw from all courses in which the
student is enrolled without penalty. The Board shall not be required to pay for such courses.

B. If the Superintendent fails to issue a timely decision after the date the appeal is made, and the student is enrolled in an
Institution of Higher Education, such IHE shall permit the student to withdraw from all courses in which the student is
enrolled without penalty. If the decision is issued after the IHE’s no-fault withdrawal date, the Board shall be required to pay
for such courses.
Home-Schooled Students
If a home-schooled student participating in the College Credit Plus Program is placed on probation or dismissed from the Program,
the parent of the student shall be responsible for notifying each IHE in which the student is enrolled of such probation or dismissal.
The Board will provide information about the College Credit Plus Program prior to February 1st to all students enrolled in grades six
through eleven and their parents as outlined in AG 2271. The Board will also promote the College Credit Plus Program on its website,
including the details of the Board's current agreements with partnering IHEs.
All students must meet the requirements for participating in the College Credit Plus Program outlined in AG 2271.
The Board ( ) shall (X) may deny high school credit for the College Credit Plus Program courses any portion of which are taken
during the period of a student’s expulsion. If the student has elected to receive credit for course(s) toward fulfilling graduation
requirements as well as the College Credit Plus Program credit, that election is automatically revoked for all college courses in which
the student enrolled during the college term in which the expulsion is imposed.
When a student is expelled, the Board directs the Superintendent to send written notice of the expulsion to any college in which the
expelled student is enrolled under R.C. 3365.03 (College Credit Plus Program) at the time the expulsion is imposed. This notice shall
indicate the date the expulsion is scheduled to expire and that the Board has adopted a policy under R.C. 3313.613 to deny high
school credit for College Credit Plus Program courses taken during an expulsion. If the expulsion period is later extended, the
Superintendent shall notify the college of the extension.
The Board will collect, report, and track program data annually in accordance with data reporting guidelines adopted by the
chancellor and the Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant to R.C. 3365.15.
The Superintendent shall establish the necessary administrative guidelines to comply with State law which will thereafter be properly
communicated to both students and their parents. The Superintendent shall also establish guidelines and procedures for the
awarding of credit and the proper entry on a student's transcript and other records of his/her participation in a College Credit Plus
Program.
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2370.01 - BLENDED LEARNING WE DO NOT HAVE THIS POLICY
The Board of Education authorizes the operation of a blended learning environment as an educational opportunity for students.
Blended learning is defined as delivery of instruction in a combination of time primarily in a supervised physical location away from
home and online delivery where the student has some element of control over time, place, path, or pace of learning. Students
participating in blended learning shall have the ability to advance from grade to grade and earn credits by demonstrating proficiency
of knowledge or skills through competency-based learning models rather than a minimum number of days or hours in a classroom or
on a digital learning device. Blended learning programs must have an annual instructional calendar of not less than 910 hours.
Students participating in blended learning shall have the ability to earn credits by demonstrating proficiency of knowledge or skills
through competency-based learning models rather than a minimum number of days or hours in a classroom or on a digital learning
device. Students may advance from grade to grade based upon credits earned.
If the school alters the hours that it is open for instruction in order to adapt blended learning opportunities that apply to all students,
the school shall be released from school year hourly requirements in R.C. 3313.48(A).
The Superintendent is authorized to develop program guidelines and specific procedures to address the following requirements:

A. The means of personalization of student-centered learning models to meet the needs of each student.
B. The evaluation and review of the quality of on-line curriculum delivered to students.
C. The assessment of each participating student's progress through the curriculum. Students will shall be permitted to advance
through each level of the curriculum based on demonstrated competency/mastery of the material.

D. The assignment of a sufficient number of teachers to ensure a student has an appropriate level of interaction to meet the
student's personal learning goals. Each participating student shall be assigned to at least one (1) teacher of record. [NOTE:
A school or classroom that implements blended learning cannot be required to have more than one (1) teacher
for every 125 students.]

E. The method by which each participating student will have access to the digital learning tools necessary to access the on-line
or digital content.

F. The means by which each school shall use a filtering device or install filtering software that protects against internet access
to materials that are obscene or harmful to juveniles on each computer provided to or made available to students for
instructional use. The school shall provide such device or software at no cost to any student who uses a device obtained from
a source other than the school.

G. The means by which the school will ensure that teachers have appropriate training in the pedagogy of the effective delivery
of on-line or digital instruction.
The Superintendent will collect, report, and track program data annually in accordance with data reporting guidelines and provide
regular reports to the Board.
The Superintendent shall establish the necessary administrative guidelines and procedures to comply with State law which will
thereafter be properly communicated to both students and their parents.
R.C. 3302.41
A.C. 3301-35-03
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3217 - WEAPONS
The Board of Education prohibits professional staff members from possessing, storing, making, or using a weapon, including a
concealed weapon, in a school safety zone and any setting that is under the control and supervision of the Board for the purpose of
school activities approved and authorized by the Board including, but not limited to, property leased, owned, or contracted for by the
Board, a school-sponsored event, or in a Board-owned vehicle, except as permitted by law.
( ) without the permission of the Superintendent.
The term weapon includesmeans any object which, in the manner in which it is used, is intended to be used, or is represented, is
capable of inflicting serious bodily harm or property damage, as well as endangering the health and safety of persons. Weapons
include, but are not limited to, firearms, guns of any type, including air and gas-powered guns (whether loaded or unloaded),
knives, razors, clubs, electric weapons, metallic knuckles, martial arts weapons, ammunition, incendiary devices, explosives, and
other objects defined as dangerous ordinances under State law.and explosives.
The Superintendent shall immediately refer a staff member who violates this policy to law enforcement officials, regardless of
whether such staff member possesses a valid concealed weapon license. The staff member who violates this policy will also be
subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination, as permitted by applicable Board policy and the terms of existing
collective bargaining agreements.
Exceptions to this policy include:

A. weapons under the control of State or Federal agents authorized to carry deadly weapons who are acting within the scope of
their duties or law enforcement agents;law enforcement personnel;

WE DO NOT HAVE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 8 OPTIONS IN OUR POLICY
B. weapons carried by security personnel or other designated staff employed by the Board who are qualified under State law to
carry a weapon in a school safety zone while on active duty;
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Ohio Supreme Court has ruled that under current State law an employee must have completed either
the State-approved basic peace officer training program or have at least twenty (20) years of active-duty experience as a
peace officer in order to be qualified to carry a gun onto school property. Gabbard v. Madison Local Sch. Dist. Bd. of Edn. Slip
Opinion No. 2021-Ohio-2067 (June 23, 2021). Districts should consult with legal counsel to confirm eligibility requirements
under current law before designating an employee to carry a concealed weapon onto school property.]

C. handguns in the possession of a person who has a valid concealed handgun license or who is an active duty member of the
armed forces with a valid military identification card and documentation of successful completion of firearms training if the
handgun remains in a vehicle with the individual or is left in a locked vehicle when the person exits the vehicle;

D. ( ) weapons carried by an on-duty security officer employed by the Board;
E. ( ) objects indistinguishable from a firearm used during school safety trainings;
F. ( ) items indistinguishable from a firearm approved by a principal as part of a class or individual presentation under adult
supervision, if used for the purpose of and in the manner approved; (working firearms and ammunition shall never be
approved)

G. ( ) theatrical props used in appropriate settings;
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H. ( ) starter pistols used in appropriate sporting events;
I. ( ) ______________________________________.
Staff members shall immediately report any information concerning weapons and/or threats of violence by students, staff members,
or visitors to the _____________. Failure to report such information may subject the staff member to disciplinary action, up to and
including termination.
The Board directs the Superintendent to post notices prohibiting the carrying and possession of concealed weapons in a school
safety zone, including schools and school buildings, on school premises and school buses, and at school activities. The notices shall
contain a statement substantially in the following form:
Unless otherwise authorized by law, pursuant to R.C. 2923.122, no person shall knowingly possess, have under the person's control,
convey, or attempt to convey a deadly weapon or dangerous ordnance into a school safety zone.
The Superintendent shall conspicuously post such notices at each entrance of a school and/or school building and in areas inside the
building where visitors are required to report. Notices shall also be posted at each entrance leading into a school activity (particularly
those activities held outside of the school building) and parcel of land. Further, notices shall be posted in each school bus and other
Board-owned vehicle, including a school van.
R.C. 109.78
R.C. 2923.11, 2923.12, 2923.122, 2923.19, 2923.161, 2923.22, 3313.20
18 U.S.C. 922
© Neola 20172021
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4217 - WEAPONS
The Board of Education prohibits classified staff members from possessing, storing, making, or using a weapon, including a
concealed weapon, in a school safety zone and any setting that is under the control and supervision of the Board for the purpose of
school activities approved and authorized by the Board including, but not limited to, property leased, owned, or contracted for by the
Board, a school-sponsored event, or in a Board-owned vehicle, except as permitted by law.
( ) without the permission of the Superintendent.
The term weapon includesmeans any object which, in the manner in which it is used, is intended to be used, or is represented, is
capable of inflicting serious bodily harm or property damage, as well as endangering the health and safety of persons. Weapons
include, but are not limited to, firearms, guns of any type, including air and gas-powered guns (whether loaded or unloaded),
knives, razors, clubs, electric weapons, metallic knuckles, martial arts weapons, ammunition, incendiary devices, explosives, and
other objects defined as dangerous ordinances under State law.and explosives.
The Superintendent shall immediately refer a staff member who violates this policy to law enforcement officials, regardless of
whether such staff member possesses a valid concealed weapon license. The staff member who violates this policy will also be
subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination, as permitted by applicable Board policy and the terms of existing
collective bargaining agreements.
Exceptions to this policy include:

A. weapons under the control of State or Federal agents authorized to carry deadly weapons who are acting within the scope of
their duties or law enforcement agents;law enforcement personnel;

B. weapons carried by security personnel or other designated staff employed by the Board who are qualified under State law to
carry a weapon in a school safety zone while on active duty;
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Ohio Supreme Court has ruled that under current State law an employee must have
completed either the State-approved basic peace officer training program or have at least twenty (20) years of
active-duty experience as a peace officer in order to be qualified to carry a gun onto school property. Gabbard v.
Madison Local Sch. Dist. Bd. of Edn. Slip Opinion No. 2021-Ohio-2067 (June 23, 2021). Districts should consult
with legal counsel to confirm eligibility requirements under current law before designating an employee to carry
a concealed weapon onto school property.]

C. handguns in the possession of a person who has a valid concealed handgun license or who is an active duty member of the
armed forces with a valid military identification card and documentation of successful completion of firearms training if the
handgun remains in a vehicle with the individual or is left in a locked vehicle when the person exits the vehicle;

D. ( ) weapons carried by an on-duty security officer employed by the Board;
E. ( ) objects indistinguishable from a firearm used during school safety trainings;
F. ( ) items indistinguishable from a firearm approved by a principal as part of a class or individual presentation under adult
supervision, if used for the purpose of and in the manner approved; (working firearms and ammunition shall never be
approved)

G. ( ) theatrical props used in appropriate settings;
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H. ( ) starter pistols used in appropriate sporting events.
I. ( ) _____________________________________________.
WE DO NOT HAVE ANY OF THE ABOVE LANGUAGE IN OUR CURRENT POLICY
Staff members shall immediately report any information concerning weapons and/or threats of violence by students, staff members,
or visitors to the ______________. Failure to report such information may subject the staff member to disciplinary action, up to and
including termination.
The Board directs the Superintendent to post notices prohibiting the carrying and possession of concealed weapons in a school
safety zone, including schools and school buildings, on school premises and school buses, and at school activities. The notices shall
contain a statement substantially in the following form:
Unless otherwise authorized by law, pursuant to R.C. 2923.122, no person shall knowingly possess, have under the person's control,
convey, or attempt to convey a deadly weapon or dangerous ordnance into a school safety zone.
The Superintendent shall conspicuously post such notices at each entrance of a school and/or school building and in areas inside the
building where visitors are required to report. Notices shall also be posted at each entrance leading into a school activity (particularly
those activities held outside of the school building) and parcel of land. Further, notices shall be posted in each school bus and other
Board-owned vehicle, including a school van.
R.C. 109.78
R.C. 2923.11, 2923.12, 2923.122, 2923.19, 2923.161, 2923.22, 3313.20
18 U.S.C. 922
© Neola 20172021
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5111 - ELIGIBILITY OF RESIDENT/NONRESIDENT STUDENTS
The Board of Education establishes the following residency policy for determining eligibility to attend the schools of this District.
The Board shall provide tuition-free education for the benefit of children at least five (5) but under twenty-two (22) years of age
whose parents reside in the District and such others as may be eligible pursuant to Federal and/or State law and the policies of the
Board, including disabled preschool children who are at least three (3) years of age but not of compulsory school age and who are
not currently enrolled in kindergarten, regardless of their citizenship or immigration status. The Board shall meaningfully
communicate material information about enrollment requirements and procedures with parents, including parents who have limited
proficiency in English. Access to information regarding enrollment requirements and procedures shall be available on the District’s
web site.
In addition, the Board shall provide tuition-free education for the benefit of a child whose grandparent(s) resides in the District and
who is the subject of a:

A. power of attorney designating the grandparent as the attorney-in-fact; or
B. caretaker authorization affidavit executed by the grandparent that provides the grandparent with authority over the care,
physical custody, and control of the child, including the ability to enroll the child in school, consent in all school-related
matters, and discuss with the District the child's educational progress.
In accordance with State law, the grandparent shall be considered the parent of the child who is the subject of the power of attorney
(Form 5111 F7) or caretaker authorization affidavit (Form 5111 F8). The child may attend the schools of this District (Form 5111
F9) unless the power of attorney or caretaker authorization form was created for the sole purpose of enrolling the child in the
District so that the child may participate in the academic or interscholastic programs of this District or another reason exists to
exclude the child under State law. Additionally, the child may attend the schools of the District until the power of attorney or
caretaker authorization affidavit terminates upon the occurrence of one (1) of the following events:

A. the child ceases to reside with the grandparent(s);
B. the document is terminated by court order; or
C. either the child who is the subject of the document or the grandparent dies.
Additionally, the power of attorney terminates if it is revoked in writing by the person who created it and that person gives written
notice of the revocation to the grandparent and the juvenile court with which the power of attorney was filed. Further, the caretaker
authorization affidavit terminates if the parent, guardian, or custodian of the child acts to negate, reverse, or otherwise disapprove
of an action or decision of the grandparent(s) who signed the affidavit with respect to the child, and the grandparent either
voluntarily returns the child to the physical custody of the parent, guardian or custodian or fails to file a complaint to seek custody
within fourteen (14) days after delivery of the written notice of negation, revocation or other disapproval. It is the responsibility of
the grandparent(s) to notify the District within one (1) week of the termination of the power of attorney or caretaker authorization
affidavit.
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The Board reserves the right to verify each student's residency and other conditions of eligibility for tuition-free education as well as
the validity of the claim of any student to an education in the District. In addition, if a student has recently been discharged or
released from the custody of the Department of Youth Services (DYS) and is seeking admittance or re-admittance into the District,
such students will not be admitted until the records required to be released by DYS to the Superintendent have been received (see
AG 5111 for listing of required records). Within twenty-four (24) hours of admission into the District, the Superintendent shall
request a copy of the student's school records from the school the student most recently attended.
Nonresident Eligibility for Tuition-Free Education
A student shall be entitled to attend school in this District free of any tuition obligation under the following circumstances:

A. A child whose parent has signed a contract to buy or build a house in this District and provides proper sworn statements shall
be enrolled without payment of tuition for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days. The Superintendent is authorized to
determine the number of days. The parent shall provide:

1. a sworn statement explaining the situation, the location of the house being purchased or built, and stating the
parent's intention to reside there upon its completion; and

2. a statement from the builder that the house is being built for the parent and its location or a statement from a real
estate broker or bank officer confirming that the parent has a contract to purchase, that the parent is waiting upon a
closing date, and that the house is at the location identified in the parent's sworn statement.
Such child shall also be eligible to participate in interscholastic athletics, if released by formal action of the district of current
residency and the OHSAA.

B. Children under a shared-parenting plan establishing both parents as residential parents when the child is residing with the
parent, if one (1) parent resides in the District. If a student resides in another school district but attends school in this
District (where one (1) parent resides), it is the obligation of the parents to provide transportation for that student from the
home of the nonresident parent. Where a court has vested legal custody with only one (1) parent, the child is entitled to
attend school tuition-free only in the district in which the custodial parent resides.

C. Children of active-duty uniformed services members who are subject to a transfer or relocation order and will be relocating to
but do not yet reside in the District shall be permitted to apply for enrollment in the same manner and at the same time as
resident students in accordance with the provisions of the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children
(see Policy 5111.02).

D. A child under the age of eighteen (18) years of age who is married and resides in the District.
E. Students between the ages of eighteen (18) and twenty-two (22) who support themselves by their own labor, live apart from
their parents, reside in the District, and have not successfully completed the District's high school program or their I.E.P.

F. Students who are considered by Federal law to be illegal aliens, children or youth in foster care, and/or homeless students
who are required to be admitted by Federal law and in accordance with State guidelines.

G. A child with a medical condition that may require emergency medical attention providing a parent is employed in the District
and submits the proper certification required by the Board, including a medical statement from the child's physician.

H. A child, living with a resident other than a parent and whose parent is in the armed services outside the State of Ohio,
providing the child's parent submits the appropriate affidavit stating that the parent is in the armed forces outside the State
of Ohio, intends to reside in the District upon return to the State, and provides the name and address of the person with
whom the child will reside. The child may attend school in the District tuition-free for a period not to exceed twelve (12)
months. If the parent does not intend to reside in the District, the child may attend school as a tuition student only.

I. A student who is living with a parent under the care of a shelter program for victims of domestic violence located in the
District.

J. A nonresident child who has been or is currently being placed for adoption with a resident of this District, unless the adoption
has been terminated or another district is required to educate the child.

K. Any student who enrolls in the District under the District's open enrollment policy.
Optional Tuition-Free Education
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The Board may admit students tuition-free under the following circumstances:

A. (X) Children under the age of twenty-two (22), who are:
1. in the legal custody of their parent;
2. residing with a resident grandparent; and
3. not in need of special education, provided the Board and the board of education of the child's district of residence
enter into a written agreement specifying there is good cause for the transfer, describing the nature of the good
cause, and consenting to the attendance.
The grandparent, and, if possible, the custodial parent shall sign the consent form providing the necessary authorizations.
This option does not apply to children who are residing with a resident grandparent and are the subject of either a power of
attorney or caretaker authorization affidavit that provides the grandparent with authority over the care, physical custody, and
control of the child, as set forth in an earlier section of this policy. The Board shall admit children who are the subject of
either a power of attorney or caretaker authorization affidavit tuition-free.

B. (X) Foreign-exchange students participating in a bona fide foreign-exchange program or residents of foreign nations who
request admission as foreign-exchange students or the student is a non-Ohio, U.S. resident admitted under an exchange
program operated by a student exchange organization.

C. ( ) Residents, regardless of age, who have graduated from an approved special education program and who wish to
participate in a vocational program offered by the District or the _______________ JVS, provided all of the conditions
established in the AG 5111 have been met.

D. ( ) Any member of the District's classified staff who wishes to participate in a vocational education program related to
his/her position that is offered by the District or the ______________ JVS, providing s/he is authorized for admission by the
Superintendent.

E. ( ) Any resident of the District who, although not otherwise eligible, meets the criteria for free admission as established by
the State Board of Education.

F. (X) Twelfth grade students whose parents move out of the District after the commencement of classes shall be allowed to
attend school tuition-free for the remainder of the current year and one (1) additional semester.
[X] The Superintendent may allow a student to remain in school beyond the additional semester, if, in his/her opinion, the
student is making adequate progress toward completion of the high school program or I.E.P. but, due to circumstances such
as illness, personal hardship, family responsibilities, or the need to work part-time has been unable to complete the program
or I.E.P. within the school year and/or one (1) additional semester.

G. ( ) Natural or legally-adopted children of full-time staff members who reside outside the District provided proper application,
prior to the first day of school, has been made.[NOTE: REFER TO TERMS OF APPLICABLE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENTS]

H. (X) A nonresident student under the age of twenty-two (22) is entitled to attend school in the District if the superintendent
of the student's district of residence and the Superintendent enter into a written agreement consenting to the attendance and
specifying that the purpose of the attendance is to protect the student's physical or mental well-being or to deal with other
extenuating circumstances deemed appropriate by the superintendents.
If the student is not receiving special education, there shall be no requirement for either district to provide transportation for
the student.
Any student admitted to the District under this provision shall be allowed to participate in all District student activities,
including interscholastic athletics, on the same basis as any student who has attended the District's schools while of
compulsory age.

I. ( ) A student whose parent is a full-time employee of an educational service center, provided his/her parent's job is
primarily located in the District, in the same manner that it enrolls a child whose parent is a full-time employee of the
District. [NOTE: REFER TO TERMS OF APPLICABLE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS]

J. ( ) A child may enroll free of any tuition obligation for a period not to exceed sixty (60) days, on the sworn statement of an
adult resident of the District that s/he has initiated legal proceedings for custody of the child. If the court fails to grant the
adult resident custody, continued enrollment beyond the sixty (60) days will be at the discretion of the Board. If enrollment
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continues, tuition shall be assessed in accordance with law. If the court awards custody to the adult resident, s/he shall
produce the journal entry awarding custody and tuition shall be determined in accordance with State law and/or the court
order.

K. (X) A child who becomes a nonresident at the time of a parent's death may continue to attend school in the District on a
nontuition basis for the remainder of the school year.
[ ] Optional Enrollment
A student under twenty-two (22) years of age who is lawfully in attendance may continue to attend school in the District if, at any
time following the end of the first full-week of October of the school year, the child or the child's parent has relocated to a new
address located outside of the District but within the same county as the child's or the parent's address immediately prior to the
relocation. In such case, the child may continue to attend school in the District, and at the school to which the child was assigned at
the end of the first full week of October of the current school year, for the balance of the school year, only if the following conditions
are met:

A. the District to which the child or child's parent has relocated, which must be within the same county as the child's or the
parent's address immediately prior to the relocation, has likewise adopted a policy to enroll children as described in this
section;

B. the child's parent provides written notification of the relocation outside of the District to the Superintendent of each of the
two (2) school districts.
Any person or entity owing tuition to the District on behalf of the child at the end of the first full week in October, as provided in
State law, shall continue to owe such tuition to the District for the child's attendance pursuant to this section for the lesser of the
balance of the school year or the balance of the time that the child attends school in the District under this section. If the child's
attendance was tuition-free prior to moving to his/her new district of residence, the child may continue to attend tuition-free for the
remainder of the school year.
Transportation for a child attending school pursuant to this section shall be provided in accordance with any agreement regarding
transportation that exists between this District and the student's new district of residence, or, if no such agreement exists, in the
same manner as for students attending under open enrollment.
[END OF OPTION]
Students Suspended or Expelled from Other District
After offering an opportunity for a hearing, the Superintendent, at his/her discretion, may deny admission to a student who has
been suspended or expelled from another public school within or outside the State, for the period of unexpired time of the
suspension or expulsion. If the expulsion is from an out-of-state public school, the lesser of the period of such expulsion or the
period of expulsion which would have been applied had the student committed the offense in this District will be imposed. When the
suspension or expulsion from the other district has expired, the student is to be admitted providing all other eligibility requirements
have been met. This provision also applies to a student who is the subject of power of attorney designating the child's grandparent
as the attorney-in-fact or caretaker authorization affidavit executed by the child's grandparent.
Mandatory Admission/Payment of Tuition
The Board shall admit students who reside in the District but his/her parents do not reside in the District and tuition payments shall
be assessed pursuant to State law if:

A. the student is in the legal or permanent custody of a governmental agency or a person other than his/her natural or adoptive
parents;

B. the student resides in a home as defined by State law;
C. the student requires special education;
D. the child resides in the District and the child's parent is in a residential facility, correctional facility, or juvenile placement and
the other parent, if living and not in such a facility or placement, is not known to reside in this State.
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If the District admits a student to the District who is not otherwise entitled to attend or whose attendance tuition is not an obligation
of another district, the Board shall collect tuition from the student's parents.
The Superintendent shall develop administrative guidelines for the enrollment of nonresident children which:

A. ( ) admit such children only on the proper application of the parent or guardian; release by the board of education of
residency, if required; and the approval of the Board;

B. ( ) do not exclude any child, otherwise eligible, on the basis of such child's race, color, national origin, sex (including sexual
orientation and transgender identity), disability, religion, or ancestry;

C. ( ) verify claims of residency;
D. ( ) deny admission where the educational program maintained for the children of this District is inadequate to meet the
needs of the applicant;

E. ( ) make continued enrollment of any nonmandatory nonresident, regular-education student contingent upon maintaining
good standards of citizenship and discipline.
The Superintendent shall:
(X) develop administrative guidelines for the enforcement of this policy.recommend to the Board for their approval
the admission of qualified applicants.
(X) report to the Board annually regarding enrollment trends and nonresident student informationat each regular meeting
for its information and consent the enrollment of each nonresident student.
Tuition rates shall be determined as required by Ohio Statutes.
Tuition shall be charged
( ) monthly, in advance of attendance.
( ) ________________________ [other].
Safe at Home/Address Confidentiality
If a parent (or adult student), presents information to the District certifying that the parent (or adult student), his/her child, or a
member of the parent’s household is a participant in the Safe at Home/Address Confidentiality Program administered by the
Secretary of State, the Board shall use the address designated by the Secretary of State to serve as the student’s address for
enrollment purposes. The District shall place a copy of any certification provided by the parent in the enrollment files.
© Neola 20182021

Legal

R.C. 111.41, 111.42, 111.43, 111.46, 111.99
R.C. 3313.48, 3313.64, 3313.645, 3313.649, 3313.65, 3313.66, 3313.90, 3313.97
R.C. 3313.98, 3317.08, 3317.081, 3321.01(B), 3321.03, 3323.141
R.C. 3327.04, 3327.05, 3327.06, 2152.18, 5139.05, 3313.672, 3313.533
A.C. 3301-42-01
42 U.S.C. 11431 et seq.
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5111.02 - EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR MILITARY CHILDREN
Children of an active duty member of the United States armed services shall be entitled to all of the rights and protections afforded
under the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children (Compact).
The intent of this policy is to minimize the potential challenges to educational success for children of military families because of
frequent moves and deployment of their parents by:

A. facilitating the timely enrollment and placement of children of military families in educational and other school programs and
activities;

B. facilitating the on-time graduation of children of military families; and
C. providing for the uniform collection and sharing of information between and among schools and military families.
Children of active-duty uniformed services members parents/guardians who are subject to a transfer or relocation order and will be
relocating to but do not yet reside in the District shall be permitted to apply for enrollment in the same manner and at the same
time as resident students.
Enrollment applications shall be accepted by electronic means, including those for specific schools or programs within the District.
Parents/guardians must provide proof of residence within ten (10) days after establishing residence in the District. A temporary onbase billeting facility, a purchased or leased home or apartment, or a Federal government or public-private venture off-base military
housing are all acceptable forms of residency.
The children of military families shall be permitted to participate in technology-based educational opportunities to minimize
disruptions when those students’ families transition from one military installation to another. The District shall make necessary
provisions to enable students to participate in technology-based opportunities when those students’ families receive permanent
change of station orders out of the state until the students are enrolled in the schools of a new local education agency.
The Superintendent shall maintain guidelines for implementation of this policy which are consistent with the Compact and State law.
The guidelines shall apply to children of military families within the state as well as between member states.
© Neola 20102021
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R.C. 3301.60
Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children
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5200 - ATTENDANCE
The educational program offered by this District is predicated upon the presence of the student and requires continuity of instruction
and classroom participation. Attendance shall be required of all students enrolled in the schools during the days and hours that the
school is in session.
(X) or during the attendance sessions to which s/he has been assigned.
A student in grades 9 through 12 may be considered a full-time equivalent student provided the student is enrolled in at least five
(5) units of instruction, as defined by State law, per school year.
In accordance with statute, the Superintendent shall require, from the parent of each student of compulsory school age or from an
adult student who has been absent from school or from class for any reason, a (X) written [END OF OPTION] statement of the
cause for such absence. The Board of Education reserves the right to verify such statements and to investigate the cause of each
single absence or prolonged absence.
[X] The Board considers the following factors to be reasonable excuses for time missed at school:

A. personal illness (a written physician's statement verifying the illness may be required)
B. appointment with a health care provider
C. illness in the family necessitating the presence of the child
D. quarantine of the home
E. death in the family
F. necessary work at home due to absence or incapacity of parent(s)/guardian(s)
G. observation or celebration of a bona fide religious holiday
H. out-of-state travel (up to a maximum twenty-four (24) hours per school year that the student's school is open for instruction)
to participate in a District-approved enrichment or extracurricular activity
Any classroom assignment missed due to the absence shall be completed by the student.
If the student will be absent for twenty-four (24) or more consecutive hours that the student's school is open for instruction,
a classroom teacher shall accompany the student during the travel period to provide the student with instructional
assistance.

I. such good cause as may be acceptable to the Superintendent
J. medically necessary leave for a pregnant student in accordance with Policy 5751
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K. (X) service as a precinct officer at a primary, special or general election in accordance with the program set forth in Policy
5725

L. college visitation
[ ] The District requires verification of the date and time of the visitation by the college, university, or technical college.

M. absences due to a student's placement in foster care or change in foster care placement or any court proceedings related to
their foster care status

N. absences due to a student being homeless
[X] Attendance need not always be within the school facilities, but a student will be considered to be in attendance if present at any
place where school is in session by authority of the Board.
[X] The Board shall consider each student assigned to a program of other guided learning experiences to be in regular attendance
for the program provided that s/he reports to such staff member s/he is assigned for guidance at the place in which s/he is
conducting study, and regularly demonstrates progress toward the objectives of the course of study.
[X] The Superintendent may excuse a student over fourteen (14) years of age from attendance at school for a future limited period
for the purpose of performing essential work directly or exclusively for his/her parents or guardians. Such excuse should not exceed
five (5) days and may at the discretion of the Superintendent be renewed for five (5) additional days. At no time, however, shall
such excuse cause a student to be absent from school for a period of more than ten (10) consecutive days.
At the discretion of the Superintendent, a student may be excused for a longer period of time than ten (10) days if a child's parent
or guardian has recently died or become totally or partially incapacitated and there is no older brother or sister living in the home
who is out of school. (The Superintendent may request a certificate of a physician attesting to the physical condition of the parent or
guardian.)
[ ] Attendance shall be taken at the beginning of every block/period in buildings with block/period-based scheduling. Absences from
a class block/period shall be accounted for to the nearest full hour.
[X] Attendance shall be taken at the commencement of the school day in buildings with non-period-based schedules. Attendance for
students arriving late or leaving early must be tracked and recorded to the nearest full hour.
Contacting the Parent/Guardian of an Absent Student
When a parent, guardian, or other person having care of a student has failed to initiate a telephone call or other communication
notifying the school or building administration of the student's excused or unexcused absence within 120 minutes after the
beginning of the school day, the attendance officer or designee for each school building shall make at least one (1) attempt to
contact the parent, guardian, or other person having care of any student who is recorded as absent without legitimate excuse within
120 minutes after the beginning of each school day by a method designated by the Superintendent in accordance with Ohio law (see
AG 5200).
Excessive Absences
When a student of compulsory school age is absent from school with combined nonmedical excused absences and unexcused
absences in excess of thirty-eight (38) or more hours in one (1) school month, or sixty-five (65) or more hours in a school year, that
student is considered excessively absent from school. The District or school shall notify the child's parent or guardian of the child's
absences, in writing, within seven (7) school days after the date of the absence that triggered the notice requirement. At the same
time written notice is given, any appropriate intervention action listed herein may be taken.
The following “medical excuses” will not count toward a student’s excessive absence hours: (1) personal illness; (2) illness in the
family necessitating the presence of the child; (3) quarantine of the home; (4) health care provider appointments (doctor, dentist,
mental health provider, etc.); (5) medically-necessary leave for a pregnant student in accordance with Policy 5751; (6) death in the
family; or (7) other set of circumstances the Superintendent deems on a case-by-case basis to be a good and sufficient cause for
medical absence from school. [DRAFTING NOTE: Use the last option to permit an excused medical absence for student
mental health (e.g., school phobia, anxiety, emotional disability) or for students whose chronic conditions could be
impacted by recognized pandemic/epidemic (COVID-19) or other causes. Document the reason for the medical
excuse.]
A medically excused absence occurs any time a student is out of school due to illness or medical visit (physician, dentist, mental
health, etc.). A medical excuse for personal illness will be accepted in the form of doctor’s note. within ( ) five (5) ( )____ school
days of the absence or parent call-in on the day of the absence due to illness or doctor’s visit. A student may have up to ( ) ten (10)
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( ) ____ medically excused absences without a doctor’s note, but with a phone call from a parent/guardian. For the 2020-2021,
medical excuse absences will be accepted through this process for students participating both in-person and remotely. This policy
will be extended beyond ( ) ten (10 ) ( ) ___ days if the student or someone in the student’s family is in quarantine due to
recognized pandemic/epidemic (e.g., COVID-19) or experiencing symptoms of the pandemic/epidemic.
Habitually Truant
A student will be considered habitually truant if the student is of compulsory school age and absent without a legitimate excuse for
thirty (30) or more consecutive hours, for forty-two (42) or more hours in one (1) school month, or for seventy-two (72) or more
hours in one (1) school year.
Legitimate excuses for the absence of a student who is otherwise habitually truant include but are not limited to:

A. the student was enrolled in another school district;
B. the student was excused from attendance in accordance with R.C 3321.04; or
C. the student has received an age and schooling certificate.
Absence Intervention Team
[DRAFTING NOTE: A school district with a chronic absenteeism percentage that is less than five percent (5%), as
displayed on the district's most recent report card, and the school buildings within that district, shall be exempt from
the following requirement to assign habitually truant students to an absence intervention team for the following
school year and shall instead take any appropriate action as an intervention strategy listed in this policy. Should those
intervention strategies fail, within sixty-one (61) days after their implementation, the attendance officer shall
determine whether criteria are met to file a complaint against the student in juvenile court, and if so, shall file the
complaint. The language “to the extent required by law as determined on an annual basis” refers to this exemption.]
To the extent required by law as determined on an annual basis, within ten (10) days of a student becoming habitually truant, the (
) Superintendent (X) Principal shall assign the student to an absence intervention team.
Within fourteen (14) school days after the assignment of a student to an absence intervention team, the team shall develop an
intervention plan for that student in an effort to reduce or eliminate further absences. Each intervention plan shall vary based on
the individual needs of the student, but the plan shall state that the attendance officer shall file a complaint not later than sixty-one
(61) days after the date the plan was implemented, if the child has refused to participate in, or failed to make satisfactory progress
on, the intervention plan. Within seven (7) school days after the development of the plan, reasonable efforts shall be made to
provide the student's parent/guardian/custodian, with written notice of the plan.
[X] As part of the absence intervention plan, the ( ) Superintendent (X) Principal may, in his/her discretion contact the appropriate
juvenile court and ask to have a student informally enrolled in any alternative to adjudication described in R.C.
2151.27(G). [DRAFTING NOTE: Any school that chooses this option must develop a written policy regarding the use of,
and selection process for, offering alternatives to adjudication to ensure fairness.]
Each absence intervention team may vary based on the needs of each individual student but shall include a representative from the
child's building, another representative from the child's building who knows the child, and the child's parent or parent's designee, or
the child's guardian, custodian, guardian ad litem, or temporary custodian. The team also may include a (X) school psychologist,
(X) counselor, (X) social worker, or (X) representative of a public or nonprofit agency designed to assist students and their families
in reducing absences. [DRAFTING NOTE: Schools must obtain written permission to release confidential information
about a student to third parties, such as a representative of an outside agency on an intervention team.]
The members of the absence intervention team shall be selected within seven (7) school days of the student meeting the habitually
truant threshold. Within the same period of seven (7) school days, the ( ) Superintendent (X) Principal shall make at least three (3)
meaningful, good faith attempts to secure the participation of the student's parent/guardian/custodian, guardian ad litem, or
temporary custodian on that team. A good faith attempt to secure the participation of the parent shall include, but not be limited to,
contacting (or attempting to contact) the parent by telephone, email, or regular mail. If the student's parent responds to any of
those attempts, but is unable to participate for any reason, the ( ) Superintendent (X) Principal shall inform the parent of the
parent's right to appear by designee. If seven (7) school days elapse and the student's parent/guardian/custodian, guardian ad
litem, or temporary custodian fails to respond to the attempts to secure participation, the attendance officer shall investigate
whether the failure to respond triggers mandatory abuse or neglect reporting to the public children services agency. At the same
time, the absence intervention team shall continue to develop an intervention plan for the child notwithstanding the absence of the
child's parent/guardian/custodian, guardian ad litem, or temporary custodian.
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Intervention Strategies
In order to address the attendance practices of a student who is habitually truant, the intervention team may, as part of an
intervention plan, take any of the following intervention actions:

A. (X) provide counseling to the student
B. (X) request or require the student's parent to attend a parental involvement program
C. (X) request or require a parent to attend a truancy prevention mediation program
D. (X) notify the Registrar of Motor Vehicles of the student's absences
E. (X) take appropriate legal action
F. (X) assignment to an alternative school [DRAFTING NOTE: If the District has established an alternative school, it
must appear as an alternative intervention strategy.]
In the event that a student becomes habitually truant within twenty-one (21) school days prior to the last day of instruction of a
school year, the ( ) Superintendent (X) Principal may, in his/her discretion, assign a staff memberthe ______________ [one (1)
school official] to work with the child's parent/guardian/custodian, guardian ad litem, or temporary custodian to develop an
absence intervention plan during the summer.
[X] The plan shall be implemented not later than seven (7) days prior to the first day of instruction of the next school year.
OR
[ ] The absence intervention process shall commence upon the first day of instruction of the next school year.
Reporting Requirements
The attendance officer shall file a complaint in the juvenile court against a student on the sixty-first (61st) day after the
implementation of an absence intervention plan or other intervention strategies, provided that all of the following apply:

A. The student is habitually truant.
B. The school district or school has made meaningful attempts to re-engage the student through the absence intervention plan,
other intervention strategies, and any offered alternatives to adjudication, if applicable.

C. The student has refused to participate in or failed to make satisfactory progress on the plan, as determined by the absence
intervention team, or any offered intervention strategies or alternative to adjudication.
If the student, at any time during the implementation phase of the absence intervention plan or other intervention strategies, is
absent without legitimate excuse for thirty (30) or more consecutive hours or forty-two (42) or more hours in one school month, the
attendance officer shall file a complaint in juvenile court against that student, unless the absence intervention team has determined
that the student has made substantial progress on the absence intervention plan.
In the event that the sixty-first (61st) day after the implementation of the absence intervention plan or other intervention strategies
falls on a day during the summer months, ( ) the absence intervention team (X) the attendance officer may extend the
implementation of the plan and delay the filing of the complaint for an additional thirty (30) days from the first day of instruction of
the next school year.
The Superintendent is authorized to establish an educational program for parents of truant students which is designed to encourage
parents to ensure that their children attend school regularly. Any parent who does not complete the program is to be reported to law
enforcement authorities for parental education neglect, a fourth class misdemeanor if found guilty.
Whenever any student of compulsory school age has sixty (60) consecutive hours in a single month or a total of ninety (90) hours
of unexcused absence from school during the school year, s/he will be considered habitually absent under R.C. 3321.13(b)(2). The
Board authorizes the Superintendent to inform the student and his/her parents, guardian, or custodian of the record of absences
without a legitimate excuse as well as the District's intent to notify the Registrar of Motor Vehicles, if appropriate, and the Judge of
the Juvenile Court of the student's unexcused absences and habitually absent status. [DRAFTING NOTE: The term “habitually
absent” as used here refers to the level of unexcused absences that will trigger notice to the Registrar of Motor
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Vehicles and Juvenile Court Judge under R.C. 3321.13(B)(2). It is not to be confused with “excessively absent” or
“habitually truant” as those terms are defined above.]
[DRAFTING NOTE: A student is designated a habitual truant only through the measurement of unexcused absences.
Schools must initiate intervention procedures for habitually truant students. If the interventions fail, the school must
file a complaint against the habitually truant student in juvenile court. Excessive absenteeism is marked by an
accumulation of both excused and unexcused absences. Intervention strategies may be implemented for students
designated excessively absent, but a notice to parents is required. No further action toward the excessively absent
student is required unless the student becomes habitually truant. The parent notice is purely a warning that the child
has missed an excessive amount of school hours, both with and without a legitimate excuse.]
If a student who is habitually truant violates the order of a juvenile court regarding the student’s prior adjudication as an unruly
child for being a habitual truant, s/he may further be adjudicated as a delinquent child.
The District shall report to the Ohio Department of Education, as soon as practicable, and in a format and manner determined by the
Department, any of the following occurrences:

A. when a notice that a student has been absent with or without legitimate excuse for thirty-eight (38) or more hours in one (1)
school month, or sixty-five (65) or more hours in a school year is submitted to a parent/guardian/or custodian;

B. when a child of compulsory school age has been absent without legitimate excuse from the public school the child is
supposed to attend for thirty (30) or more consecutive hours, forty-two (42) or more hours in one school month, or seventytwo (72) or more hours in a school year;

C. when a child of compulsory school age who has been adjudicated an unruly child for being a habitual truant violates the court
order regarding that adjudication;

D. when an absence intervention plan has been implemented for a child under this policy.
This policy was developed after consultation with the judge of the juvenile court of Franklin_________ County/Counties, with the
parents, guardians, or other persons having care of the students attending school in the District, and with appropriate State and
local agencies.
[ ] Tracking Remote Attendance for the 2020-2021 School Year
Consistent with the District's remote learning plan (e.g., Blended Learning, On-Line Learning, etc.)Remote Learning Plan submitted
to the Ohio Department of Education, the District will provide a variety of instruction models, including both teacher-led remote
learning and self-directed remote learning.
Student attendance in teacher-led remote learning (synchronous web-based instruction) shall be tracked in the same manner as
hourly, in-person instruction. Teachers shall determine hourly attendance by evidence of student login and logoff data. ( )
Teachers are encouraged to verify meaningful attendance in a method selected by the teacher, such as an ungraded quiz at the
close of a lesson, a survey or poll questions (unrelated to the lesson and unpredictable) at the end of the lesson, or asking students
questions at random throughout a session.
In addition to the reasons listed at the beginning of this policy, absences from teacher-led remote learning (synchronous web-based
instruction) may be considered excused under the following circumstances, with ( ) written [END OF OPTION] notice from a
parent/guardian:

A. (X) temporary internet outage for individual students or households;
B. (X) unexpected technical difficulties for individual students or households, such as password resets or software upgrades
occurring during a teacher-led remote learning lesson;

C. (X) computer/device malfunction;
D. (X) malfunction of a District-owned device for which the District is providing technical assistance, repair, or replacement.
Attendance in self-directed remote learning (asynchronous) shall be tracked by evidence of participation, which may include, but is
not limited to:
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A. daily logins to learning management systems;
B. daily interactions with the teacher to acknowledge attendance, which may include, but are not limited to, messages, emails,
telephone calls, video chats or other formats that enable teachers to engage with students; and

C. assignment completion.
WE DO NOT HAVE THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH IN OUR CURRENT POLICY
The teacher will determine the number of hours a typical student would take to complete an assignment and report those
hours of attendance when the assignment is completed. A teacher ( ) may ( ) should adjust the number of hours of
attendance based on the length of time the student actually spent on the assignment, as reported by the student, parent, or
other person with knowledge. [DRAFTING NOTE: If a teacher knows that a regular education student or special
education student took “significantly” longer (i.e., more than a de minimis additional amount of time) than the
“typical” amount of time to complete an assignment, the student should be given additional attendance
“credit.” The administration will need to determine how it intends to verify the amount of time the student or
parent reports it took the child to complete the assignment from the time a “typical” student would be expected
to take to complete the assignment.]
R.C. 2151.011, 3313.6643313.668, 3317.034, 3321.01 et seq., 3321.13(B)(2), 3321.19, 3321.191
R.C. 3321.22, 3321.38, 3323.041, 3331.05
A.C. 3301-35-03(G), 3301-47-01, 3301-69-02
© Neola 20202021
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5330 - USE OF MEDICATIONS
The Board of Education shall not be responsible for the diagnosis and treatment of student illness. With the exception of diabetes
care covered under Policy 5336, the administration of prescribed medication and/or medically-prescribed treatments to a student
during school hours will be permitted only when failure to do so would jeopardize the health of the student, the student would not be
able to attend school if the medication or treatment were not made available during school hours, or if the child is disabled and
requires medication to benefit from his/her educational program.
For purposes of this policy, "medication" shall include all medicines including those prescribed by a licensed health professional
authorized to prescribe drugs and any nonprescribed (over-the-counter) drugs, preparations, and/or remedies. "Treatment" refers
both to the manner in which a medication is administered and to health-care procedures which require special training, such as
catheterization.
Before any prescribed medication (i.e., a drug) or treatment may be administered to any student during school hours, the Board
shall require a written statement from a licensed health professional authorized to prescribe drugs ("prescriber") accompanied by the
written authorization of the parent. Before any nonprescribed medication or treatment may be administered, the Board shall require
the prior written consent of the parent along with a waiver of any liability of the District for the administration of the medication.
These documents shall be kept in the office and made available to the persons designated by this policy as authorized to administer
medication or treatment. A copy of the parent's written request and authorization and the prescriber's written statement must be
given, by the next school day following the District's receipt of the documents, to the person authorized to administer drugs to the
student for whom the authorization and statement have been received. No student is allowed to provide or sell any type of over-thecounter medication to another student. Violations of this rule will be considered violations of Policy 5530 - Drug Prevention Policy
5500 - Student Code of Conduct.
Only medication in its original container; labeled with the date, if a prescription; the student's name; and exact dosage will be
administered. The Superintendent shall determine a location in each building where the medications to be administered under this
policy shall be stored, which shall be a locked storage place, unless the medications require refrigeration in which case they shall be
stored in a refrigerator in a place not commonly used by students, and unless the medication to be administered is diabetes
medication, which must be kept in an easily accessible location pursuant to Policy 5336.
All students in grades K-56 must have a staff member or parent administer medication.
Parents may administer medication or treatment.
Additionally, students may administer emergency prescription medication or treatment to themselves, if authorized in writing by
their parents.
Students in grades 67-12 may administer over-the-counter medication to themselves, if authorized in writing by their parents.
Students may only carry/possess up to one (1) week’s dosage.
However, students shall be permitted to carry and use, as necessary, an asthma inhaler, provided the student has prior written
permission from his/her parent and physician and has submitted, Authorization for the Possession and Use of Asthma Inhalers/Other
Emergency Medication(s), to the principal and any school nurse assigned to the building.
Additionally, students shall be permitted to carry and use, as necessary, an epinephrine autoinjector to treat anaphylaxis, provided
the student has prior written approval from the prescriber of the medication and his/her parent/guardian, if the student is a minor,
and has submitted written approval, Authorization for the Possession and Use of Epinephrine Autoinjector (epi-pen)) to the principal
and any school nurse assigned to the building. The parent/guardian or the student shall provide a back-up dose of the medication to
the principal or school nurse. This permission shall extend to any activity, event, or program sponsored by the school or in which the
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school participates. In the event epinephrine is administered by the student or a school employee at school or at any of the covered
events, a school employee shall immediately request assistance from an emergency medical service provider (911). Students with
diabetes authorized to attend to their diabetes care and management may do so in accordance with Policy 5336.
Students shall be permitted to possess and self-administer over-the counter topical sunscreen products while on school property or
at a school-sponsored event.
With the exception of diabetes care covered under Policy 5336, only employees of the Board who are licensed health professionals or
who have completed a drug administration training program conducted by a licensed health professional and are designated by the
Board may administer prescription drugs to students in school.
With the exception of diabetes care covered under Policy 5336, provided they have completed the requisite training, the following
staff are authorized to administer medication and treatment to students:

A. principal
B. teacher
C. school nurse
D. building secretary
E. aide
F. others as designated by student’s IEP and/or 504 plan
G. other authorized employees
No employee will be required to administer a drug to a student if the employee objects, on the basis of religious convictions, to
administering the drug.
Students who may require administration of an emergency medication may have such medication in their possession upon written
authorization of their parent(s) or, such medication, upon being identified as aforenoted, may be stored in the Principal’s office and
administered in accord with this policy and Policy 5336.
All dental disease prevention programs, sponsored by the Ohio Department of Health and administered by school employees,
parents, volunteers, employees of local health districts, or employees of the Ohio Department of Health, which utilize prescription
drugs for the prevention of dental disease and which are conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Ohio
Department of Health are exempt from all requirements of this policy.
The Superintendent shall prepare administrative guidelines, as needed, to address the proper implementation of this policy.
© Neola 2017
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5336 - CARE OF STUDENTS WITH DIABETES
The Board of Education is committed to ensuring that each student enrolled in the District who has diabetes receives appropriate
and needed diabetes care in accordance with an order signed by the student's treating physician.
The diabetes care to be provided includes any of the following:

A. checking and recording blood glucose levels and ketone levels or assisting the student with checking and recording these
levels;

B. responding to blood glucose levels that are outside of the student's target range;
C. in the case of severe hypoglycemia, administering glucagon and other emergency treatments as prescribed; ( ) and in
accordance with AG 5330.04;

D. administering insulin or assisting the student in self-administering insulin through the insulin delivery system the student
uses;

E. providing oral diabetes medications;
F. understanding recommended schedules and food intake for meals and snacks in order to calculate medication dosages
pursuant to the student's physician's order;

G. following the physician's instructions regarding meals, snacks, and physical activity; and
H. administering diabetes medication, as long as the conditions described below are satisfied.
Within fourteen (14) days after the District receives an order signed by the student's treating physician, the Board will inform the
student's parent or guardian that the student may be entitled to a Section 504 Plan regarding the student's diabetes.
[SELECT OPTION #1 or #2:]
[X ] BEGIN OPTION #1
With regard to the administration of diabetes medication:

A. The diabetes medication may be administered by a school nurse, or in the absence of a school nurse, such medication can be
administered by a school employee who has received training provided by the Board that complies with the Ohio Department
of Education's training guidelines and complies with the following additional requirements:

1. The training must be coordinated by a school nurse, or if the school does not employ a school nurse, a medical or
osteopathic doctor, a registered nurse, or a licensed practical nurse with expertise in diabetes.

2. The training will take place prior to the beginning of each school year or, as needed, not later than fourteen (14) days
after the Board receives a physician's order related to a student with diabetes.
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3. Upon completion of the training, the Board will determine whether each trained employee is competent to provide
diabetes care.

4. The school nurse, medical or osteopathic doctor, registered nurse, or licensed practical nurse who provided the
training will promptly provide all necessary follow-up training and supervision to an employee who receives training.

B. The principal of a school attended by a student with diabetes will distribute a written notice (see Form 5336 F1) to each
employee containing the following information:

1. A statement that the school is required to provide diabetes care to a student with diabetes and is seeking employees
who are willing to be trained to provide that care.

2. A description of the tasks to be performed.
3. A statement that participation is voluntary and that the school district will not take action against an employee who
does not agree to provide diabetes care, including that the employee will not be penalized or disciplined for refusing to
volunteer to be trained in diabetes care.

4. A statement that training will be provided by a school nurse, a medical or osteopathic doctor, a registered nurse, or a
licensed practical nurse with expertise in diabetes to an employee who agrees to provide care.

5. A statement that a trained employee will not be subject to disciplinary action by the Board for providing care or
performing duties to students with diabetes.

6. A statement that a trained employee is immune from liability for damages in a civil action for injury, death, or loss to
person or property allegedly arising from providing care or performing duties (unless the act or omission constitutes
willful or wanton misconduct).

7. The name of the individual to contact if an employee is interested in providing diabetes care.
The school nurse and/or the school employee can only administer diabetes medication as described above if the requirements of
Policy 5330 are met.
[END OF OPTION #1]
[ ] BEGIN OPTION #2
Diabetes medication may be administered by a school nurse.
The school nurse can only administer diabetes medication as described above if the requirements of Policy 5330 are met.
[ ] END OF OPTION #2]
[END OF SELECTION]
A student's diabetes medication will be kept in an easily accessible location.
A student with diabetes will be permitted to attend to his or her diabetes care and management, in accordance with the student's
physician's order, during regular school hours and school sponsored activities only if:

A. the student's parent or guardian provides a written request that the student be permitted to attend to his or her diabetes
care and management while at school (see Form 5330 F1); and

B. the student's physician has authorized such self-care and determined that the student is capable of performing diabetes care
tasks (see Form 5330 F1).
A student with diabetes is permitted to perform diabetes care tasks in a classroom, in any area of the school or school grounds, and
at any school-related activity. The student must have access to a private area for performing diabetes care tasks if the student or
the student's parent or guardian makes such a request.
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A student with diabetes is permitted to possess on the student's self at all times all necessary supplies and equipment to perform
diabetes care tasks. If the student performs any diabetes care tasks or uses medical equipment for purposes other than the
student's own care, the Board will revoke the student's permission to attend to the care and management of the student's diabetes.
[X] [OPTIONAL SELECTION]
The Board will provide training in the recognition of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia and actions to take in response to emergency
situations involving these conditions, to both of the following:

A. a school employee who has primary responsibility for supervising a student with diabetes during some portion of the school
day, and

B. a bus driver employed by the Board who transports a student with diabetes.
[END OF SELECTION]
[ ] [OPTIONAL SELECTION]
The Board authorizes the Superintendent to procure and maintain a supply of injectable or nasally administered Glucagon for use in
emergency situations. In the circumstance of severe hypoglycemia, staff will follow the procedures and protocols set forth in AG
5330.04 relating to the administration of Glucagon.
[END OF SELECTION]
By December 31 of each year, the Board will report to the Ohio Department of Education the following information regarding
students with diabetes:

A. the number of students with diabetes enrolled in the District during the previous school year, and
B. the number of errors associated with the administration of diabetes medication to students with diabetes during the previous
school year.
R.C.
R.C.
R.C.
R.C.

3313.7110
3313.7112
3313.713
3313.7115 (A)
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5350 - STUDENT MENTAL HEALTH AND SUICIDE PREVENTION
The Board of Education recognizes that mental health conditions and self-injury are problems of increasing severity among children
and adolescents. A student who suffers from a mental health condition such as depression and who has attempted self-injury poses
a danger both to himself/herself and to other students.
In accordance with law, the Board will provide appropriate instruction on personal safety and assault prevention to all students in
grades K-6. Additionally, beginning in the 2023-2024 school year, the District will include in health education at least one (1) hour
(or a standard class period) of evidence-based instruction for students in grades 6-12 in each of the following topics:

A. suicide awareness and prevention;
B. safety training and violence prevention; and
C. social inclusion.
The Board shall use a training program that is approved by the Ohio Department of Education (ODE). Instruction may be provided
during student assemblies, digital learning, and homework to satisfy the instruction requirement. Upon request of a parent/guardian,
a student will be excused from instruction in these areas.
All school personnel should be alert for students who exhibit signs of unusual mental health-related behavior or who threaten or
attempt self-injury or suicide. Any such signs or the report of such signs from another student or staff member should be taken with
the utmost seriousness.
In accordance with Policy 8462, designated staff shall receive professional development training in accordance with Board-adopted
curriculum that includes the risk factors, warning signs, and resources regarding youth suicide awareness and prevention at least
every two (2) years.
Additional professional development training in youth suicide risk assessment and intervention shall be provided to mental health
employees, counselors, teachers, administrators, school psychologists, and school nurses.
The Board shall adopt or adapt an evidence-based awareness and prevention curriculum approved by the Ohio Department of
Education (ODE), or alternatively will utilize a suicide awareness and prevention curriculum that has been developed in consultation
with public or private agencies/persons involved in youth suicide awareness and prevention and that has been approved by the ODE.
The Superintendent shall develop and implement administrative guidelines whereby members of the professional staff understand
how to use an intervention procedure which includes the following:

Step 1 - Stabilization
Step 2 - Assessment of the Risk
Step 3 - Use of Appropriate Risk Procedure
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Step 4 - Communication with Appropriate Parties
Step 5 - Follow-up

Throughout any intervention, it is essential that Board policies and District guidelines regarding confidentiality be observed at all
times.
© Neola 20192021
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WE DO NOT HAVE THIS POLICY
5464 - EARLY HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
[DISTRICTS MUST SELECT A COMPREHENSIVE POLICY(S) REGARDING ACCELERATION. CHOOSE EITHER THE
COMBINATION OF NEOLA'S POLICY TEMPLATES 5409 - STUDENT ACCELERATION, 5410 - PROMOTION, ACADEMIC
ACCELERATION, PLACEMENT, AND RETENTION, AND 5464 - EARLY HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION OR NEOLA'S POLICY
TEMPLATE 5408 - ACADEMIC ACCELERATION, EARLY ENTRANCE TO KINDERGARTEN, AND EARLY HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATION. POLICY 5408 IS THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S MODEL ACCELERATION POLICY.]
The Board of Education acknowledges that some students seek to pursue educational goals that include graduation from high school
at an earlier date than their designated class.
A student who completes the requirements for early high school graduation may participate in the graduation ceremonies with
his/her designated class or the class graduating in the year in which s/he completes the District's requirements for high school
graduation.
Early High School Graduation - General
Application for early high school graduation must be submitted to the high school principal.
The principal may honor this request if all conditions for high school graduation are met and the student fulfills the high school
graduation requirements.
Early High School Graduation - Advanced Learners
Any student residing in the District may be referred for early high school graduation by a staff member or parent/guardian to the
principal of his/her school. Students may refer themselves or a peer through a staff member who has knowledge of the referred
child's abilities. Copies of referral forms will be available at each school building. ( ) The principal of each school (or his/her
designee) will solicit referrals of students for early high school graduation annually and will notify all staff s/he supervises the
referral process.
Students referred for early high school graduation will be evaluated in a prompt manner. The building principal will schedule the
evaluations. Normally, changes in a student's schedule will only occur at the start of a ( ) grading period ( ) semester.
Before a student is evaluated for early high school graduation, the principal (or his/her designee) must obtain written permission
from the student's parent/guardian.
Evaluations related to referrals that occur during the school year will ordinarily be completed and a written report issued within
forty-five (45) calendar days. Evaluations related to referrals that occur at the end of a school year or during the summer will be
completed and a written report issued either before the end of the school year, if possible, or within forty-five (45) calendar days of
the start of the next school year.
Upon referral, the student's principal (or his/her designee) shall convene an acceleration evaluation committee to determine the
appropriateness of early high school graduation for the student. The committee shall include the following:

A. a parent/legal guardian of the referred student
B. a gifted education coordinator or gifted intervention specialist, or, if neither is available, a school psychologist or guidance
counselor with expertise in early high school graduation
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C. a principal or assistant principal from the student's current school
D. a current teacher of the referred student
The acceleration evaluation committee shall be responsible for conducting a fair and thorough evaluation of the student.
Students referred for early high school graduation shall be evaluated based on past academic performance, measures of
achievement based on State academic content standards, and successful completion of State mandated graduation requirements.
The acceleration evaluation committee will consider the student's own thoughts on possible accelerated placement in its
deliberations.
The acceleration evaluation committee shall issue a written decision on the outcome of the evaluation process to the principal and
the student's parent/guardian. This notification shall include instructions for appealing the decision.
Appeals must be made in writing to the Superintendent within thirty (30) calendar days of the parent/guardian receiving the
committee's decision. The Superintendent or his/her designee shall review the appeal and notify the parent/guardian of his/her final
decision within _______ (___) [not to exceed thirty (30)] calendar days of receiving the appeal. The Superintendent or his/her
designee's decision shall be final.
If the student is recommended for early high school graduation, the acceleration evaluation committee will develop a written
acceleration plan designed to allow the student to complete high school graduation requirements on an accelerated basis. The plan
may include the provision of educational options in accordance with A.C. 3301-35-06(G), waiving District graduation requirements
that exceed those by the State, and early promotion to a higher grade level to allow the student to take end-of-course examinations
or other required State tests.sophomore (or higher) status to allow the student to take the Ohio Graduation Test.
A staff member will be assigned to oversee implementation of the written acceleration plan and to monitor the adjustment of the
student to the accelerated setting.
© Neola 20072021
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po5516
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Adopted

December 18, 2017

5516 - STUDENT HAZING
Hazing activities of any type are inconsistent with and disruptive to the educational process, and prohibited at any time in school
facilities, on school property, and/or off school property if the misconduct is connected to or associated with Board-sponsored
activities (e.g., extracurricular teams, clubs, or groups) or incidents that have occurred on school property. No administrator,
employee, faculty member, teacher, consultant, alumnus, or volunteer of the District shall encourage, permit, authorize, condone, or
tolerate any hazing activities. The preceding prohibition includes recklessly permitting the hazing of any person associated with the
District. Additionally, no student shall plan, encourage, or engage in any hazing.
Hazing is defined as doing any act or coercing another, including the victim, to do any act of initiation into any class, team, or
organization or any act to continue or reinstate membership in or affiliation with any class, team, or organization that causes or
creates a substantial risk of causing mental or physical harm to any person, including coercing another to consume alcohol or a drug
of abuse. No person shall recklessly participate in the hazing of another. Permission, consent, or assumption of risk by an individual
subjected to hazing shall not lessen the prohibitions contained in this policy.
Administrators, employees, faculty members, teachers, ( ) consultants, ( ) alumni, or ( ) volunteers of the District shall be alerted
to possible situations, circumstances, or events that might include hazing. If hazing or planned hazing is discovered, the students
involved shall be informed by the discoverer of the prohibitions contained in this policy and shall be ordered to end all hazing
activities or planned activities immediately. All hazing incidents shall be reported immediately to the Superintendent. Additionally,
no administrator, employee, faculty member, teacher, consultant, alumnus, or volunteer of the District who is acting in an official
and professional capacity shall recklessly fail to immediately report the knowledge of hazing to a law enforcement agency in the
county in which the victim of hazing resides or in which the hazing is occurring or has occurred. Students, administrators,
employees, faculty members, and teachers who fail to abide by this policy may be subject to disciplinary action and may be held
personally liable for civil and criminal penalties in accordance with law. ( ) Likewise, ( ) consultants, ( ) alumni, and ( ) volunteers
associated with the District who fail to abide by this policy may be prohibited from continuing their involvement and/or participation
in activities associated with the District and may be held personally liable for civil and criminal penalties in accordance with law.
The Superintendent shall distribute this policy to all students, Board employees, consultants, and volunteers, and shall incorporate it
into building, staff, and student handbooks. It shall also be posted on the District’s website. This policy shall be the subject of
discussion at employee staff meetings or in-service programs.
Board employees, ( ) consultants, and volunteers shall not intentionally remain ignorant of hazing or potential hazing activities.
Hazing activities of any type are inconsistent with and disruptive to the educational process, and prohibited at any time in school
facilities, on school property, and/or off school property if the misconduct is connected to activities or incidents that have occurred
on school property. No administrator, faculty member, or other Board of Education employee shall encourage, permit, authorize,
condone, or tolerate any hazing activities. No student shall plan, encourage, or engage in any hazing.
Hazing is defined as performing any act or coercing another, including the victim, to perform any act of initiation into any class,
team, or organization that causes or creates a substantial risk of causing mental or physical harm. Permission, consent, or
assumption of risk by an individual subjected to hazing shall not lessen the prohibitions contained in this policy.
Administrators, faculty members, and other employees of the Board shall be alerted to possible situations, circumstances, or events
that might include hazing. If hazing or planned hazing is discovered, the students involved shall be informed by the discoverer of the
prohibitions contained in this policy and shall be ordered to end all hazing activities or planned activities immediately. All hazing
incidents shall be reported immediately to the Superintendent. Students, administrators, faculty members, and other employees
who fail to abide by this policy may be subject to disciplinary action and may be held personally liable for civil and criminal penalties
in accordance with law.
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The Superintendent shall distribute this policy to all students and Board employees, and shall incorporate it into building, staff, and
student handbooks. It shall also be the subject of discussion at employee staff meetings or in-service programs.
Administrators, staff members and volunteers shall not intentionally remain ignorant of hazing or potential hazing activities.

Violations of this policy are subject to discipline as outlined in the student handbook.
R.C. 2307.44, 2903.31, 2903.311, 3313.661
© Neola 20052021
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5630.01 - POSITIVE BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION AND SUPPORTS AND LIMITED USE OF RESTRAINT AND SECLUSION
The Board of Education is committed to implementation of Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports (PBIS) framework on a
District-wide basis and the establishment of a school environment focused on the care, safety, and welfare of all students and staff
members. Staff are directed to work to prevent the use of physical restraint and/or seclusion. The PBIS framework shall serve as the
foundation for the creation of a learning environment that promotes the use of evidence-based academic and behavioral practices
aimed at enhancing academic, social and behavioral outcomes for all students. An emphasis shall be placed on promoting positive
interventions and solutions to potential crises. If a student's behavior, however, presents a threat of immediate physical harm to the
student or others, staff may, as a last resort (i.e., there is no other safe and effective intervention available) and in accordance with
the terms of this policy, use approved physical restraint or seclusion to maintain a safe environment.
The Board is committed to the District-wide use of Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports (PBIS) with students and the
establishment of a school environment focused on the care, safety, and welfare of all students and staff members. Student
Personnel shall work to prevent the need for the use of restraint and/or seclusion. PBIS shall serve as the foundation for the creation
of a learning environment that promotes the use of evidence-based behavioral interventions, thus enhancing academic and social
behavioral outcomes for all students. An emphasis shall be placed on promoting positive interventions and solutions to potential
conflicts. PBIS emphasizes prevention of student behavior problems through the use of non-aversive techniques, which should
greatly reduce, if not eliminate, the need to use restraint and/or seclusion.
Professional staff members and support staff determined appropriate by the Superintendent are permitted to physically restrain
and/or seclude a student, but only when there is immediate risk of physical harm to the student and/or others, there is no other
safe and effective intervention possible, and the physical restraint or seclusion is used in a manner that is age and developmentally
appropriate
( ) and protects the safety of all children and adults at school.
All physical restraint and seclusion shall only be done in accordance with this policy, which is based on the standards adopted by the
State Board of Education regarding the use of student restraint and seclusion.
Training in methods of PBIS and the use of physical restraint and seclusion will be provided to all professional staff and support staff
determined appropriate by the Superintendent. Training will be in accordance with the State's Standards. OAbsent an emergency,
only school staff who are trained in permissible seclusion and physical restraint measures shall use such techniques.
Every use of restraint and seclusion shall be documented and reported in accordance with this policy.
The Board shall annually notify parents of this policy, which will be publishedand publish it on the District’s website.
DEFINITIONS
Aversive behavioral interventions means interventions that arean intervention that is intended to induce pain or discomfort to a
student for the purpose of eliminating or reducing maladaptive behaviors, including such interventions as application of noxious,
painful, and/or intrusive stimuli, including any form of noxious, painful, or intrusive spray, inhalant, or taste, or other sensory stimuli
such as climate control, lighting, and sound.
Behavioral Intervention Plan (“BIP”) means a comprehensive plan for managing problem behavior by changing or removing
contextual factors that trigger or maintain it, by strengthening replacement skills, teaching new skills and by providing positive
behavior intervention and supports and services to address behavior.
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Chemical restraint means a drug or medication used to control a student's behavior or restrict freedom of movement that is not:

A. Prescribed by a licensed physician, or other qualified health professional acting under the scope of the professional's authority
under Ohio law, for the standard treatment of a student's medical or psychiatric condition; and

B. Administered as prescribed by the licensed physician or other qualified health professional acting under the scope of the
professional's authority under Ohio law.
De-escalation techniques are interventions that are used to prevent violent and aggressive behaviors and reduce the intensity of
threatening, violent and disruptive incidents.strategically employed verbal or non-verbal interventions used to reduce the intensity of
threatening behavior before a crisis situation occurs.
Functional behavior assessment (FBA) is a school-based process for students with disabilities and students without disabilities
that includes the student’s parent and, as appropriate, the child, to determine why a child engages in challenging behaviors and how
the behavior relates to the child’s environment. Consent from the parent and, as appropriate, the child (eighteen (18) years of age
or older), must be obtained at the initial Functional Behavior Assessment. collaborative problem-solving process that is used to
describe the function or purpose that is served by a student's behavior. Understanding the function that an impeding behavior
serves for the student assists directly in designing educational programs and developing behavior plans with a high likelihood of
success.
Mechanical restraint means any method of restricting a student's freedom of movement, physical activity, or normal use of the
student's body, by using an appliance or device manufactured for this purpose. Mechanical restraint does not mean a devicedevices
used by trained Student Personnelschool personnel, or used by a student, for the specific and approved therapeutic or safety
purposes for which thesuch devices waswere designed and, if applicable, prescribed, including:

A. restraints for medical immobilization;
B. adaptive devices or mechanical supports used to allow greater freedom of mobility than would be possible without the use of
such devices or mechanical supports; or

C. vehicle safety restraints when used as intended during the transport of a student in a moving vehicle.
Parent means:

A. a biological or adoptive parent;
B. a guardian generally authorized to act as the child's parent, or authorized to make decisions for the child (but not the State if
the child is a ward of the State);

C. an individual acting in the place of a biological or adoptive parent (including a grandparent, stepparent, or other relative) with
whom the child lives, or an individual who is legally responsible for the child's welfare;

D. a surrogate parent who has been appointed in accordance with Ohio Administrative Code 3301-51-05(E); or
E. any person identified in a judicial decree or order as the parent of a child or the person with authority to make educational
decisions on behalf of the child.
Physical escort means the temporary touching or holding of the hand, wrist, arm, shoulder, waist, hip, or back for the purpose of
inducing a student to move to a safe location.
Physical restraint means the use of physical contact that immobilizes or reduces the ability of a student to move the
student'shis/her arms, legs, body, or head freely. Physical restraint does not include a physical escort, mechanical restraint, or
chemical restraint. Physical restraint does not include brief physical contact for the following or similar purposes to:

A. break up a fight;
B. knock a weapon away from a student's possession;
C. calm or comfort;
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D. assist a student in completing a task/response if the student does not resist the contact; or
E. prevent imminent risk of injury to the student or othersan impulsive behavior that threatens the student's immediate safety
(e.g., running in front of a car).
Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports (PBIS) means a school-wide, behavioral framework developed and implemented
for the purpose of improving systematic approach to embed evidence-based practice and data-driven decision making to improve
school climate and culture in order to achieve improvedacademic and social outcomes, and increase learning for all students. multitiered, school-wide, behavioral framework developed and implemented for the purpose of improving academic and social outcomes,
and increasing learning for all students. PBIS includes a decision-making framework that guides selection, integration, and
implementation of evidence-based academic and behavior practices for improving academic and behavior outcomes for all students.
PBIS encompasses a range of systemic and individualized positive strategies to reinforce desired behaviors, diminish reoccurrences
of challenging behaviors, and teach appropriate behaviors to students.
PBIS Leadership Team means the assigned team at the District and building level that plans, coaches and monitors PBIS
implementation in the District and buildings. The PBIS Leadership Teams may include, but is not limited to, school administrators,
teacher representatives across grade level and programs, staff able to provide behavioral expertise, and other representatives
identified by the District or school such as bus drivers, food service staff, custodial staff, and paraprofessionals.
Positive Behavior Support Plan means the design, implementation, and evaluation of individual or group instructional and
environmental modifications, including programs of behavioral instruction, to produce significant improvements in behavior through
skill acquisition and the reduction of problematic behavior.
Prone restraint means physical or mechanical restraint while the student is in the face-down position.for an extended period of
time.
Seclusion means the involuntary isolation of a student in a room, enclosure, or space from which the student is prevented from
leaving by physical restraint or by a closed door or other physical barrier. It does not include a timeout.
Student means an individuala child or adult aged three (3) to twenty-one (21) enrolled in the District.
Student Personnel means teachers, principals, counselors, social workers, school resource officers, teachers' aides, psychologists,
bus drivers, related service providers, nursing staff, or other District staff who interact directly with students.
Timeout means a behavioral intervention in which the student, for a limited and specified time, is separated from the class within
the classroom or in a non-locked setting for the purpose of self-regulating and controlling his or her own behavior. In a timeout, the
student is not physically restrained or prevented from leaving the area by physical barriers.
POSITIVE BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION AND SUPPORTS FRAMEWORK
The District will implement PBIS on a system-wide basis in accordance with R.C. 3319.46 and A.C. 3301-35-15. The District’s PBIS
framework involves comprehensive, school-wide data systems that enable monitoring of academic progress, behavioral incidents,
attendance, and other critical indicators across classrooms. The administration is encouraged to use data-based decision making to
select, monitor, and evaluate outcomes, practices, and systems. The PBIS framework further involves a school-wide investment in
evidence-based curricula and effective instructional strategies, matched to students’ needs, and data to support teachers’ academic
instruction. Evidence-based practices along a multi-tiered continuum of supports will be used. The District’s PBIS framework will
further focus on improving staff climate and culture regarding the role of discipline in the classroom, by using positive and proactive
communication and staff recognition. Finally, classroom practices shall be linked to and aligned with the school-wide system so
progress monitoring can occur with fidelity and target outcomes. The PBIS framework will strive to enable accurate and sustainable
implementation of practices.
As part of its implementation of the PBIS framework, the District will provide Student Personnel with appropriate professional
development, engage in explicit instruction of school-wide behavior expectation, employ consistent systems of acknowledging and
correcting behavior, create teaching environments designed to eliminate behavior triggers, and promote family and community
involvement.
Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports (PBIS) creates structure in the environment using a non-aversive effective behavioral
system to improve academic and behavior outcomes for all students.
The PBIS frameworkprevention-oriented framework or approach shall apply to all students and staff, and in all settings. It shall
include:
PBIS shall include:
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A. school staff trained to identify conditions such as where, under what circumstances, with whom, and why specific behaviors
inappropriate behavior may occur;

B. preventativefunctional behavior assessments that include:
1. review of existing data;
2. interviews with parents, family members, and students; and
3. examination of previous and existing behavioral intervention plans.
C. development and implementation of positive behavior interventions and supports preventative behavioral interventions, and
the teaching of appropriate behavior, including:

1. modification of environmental factors that escalate inappropriate behavior;
2. supporting the attainment of appropriate behavior; and
3. use of verbal de-escalation techniques to defuse potentially violent dangerous behavior.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF PBIS
In order to successfully implement the PBIS framework on a District-wide basis, the Board shall provide or Student Personnel shall
receive professional development as follows:

A. the professional development will occur at least every three (3) years;
B. the professional development must be provided by a building or District PBIS Leadership Team or an appropriate State,
regional, or national source in collaboration with the building or District PBIS Leadership Team;

C. the trained PBIS Leadership team will provide the professional development in accordance with the District-developed PBIS
training plan, which the Superintendent will develop;

D. the Superintendent shall retain records of completion of the professional development; and
E. the professional development will include the following topics:
1. an overview of PBIS;
2. the process for teaching behavioral expectations;
3. data collection;
4. implementation of PBIS with fidelity;
5. consistent systems of feedback to students for acknowledgment of appropriate behavior and corrections for behavior
errors; and

6. consistency in discipline and discipline referrals.
F. the training will be appropriately modified for the intended audience.
The Superintendent is charged with arranging for continuous training structures to be in place to provide ongoing coaching and
implementation with fidelity.
SECLUSION
Seclusion may be used only when a student's behavior poses an immediate risk of physical harm to the student or others and no
other safe orand effective intervention is availablepossible. Seclusion may be used only as a last resort to providesafety intervention
that provides the student with an opportunity to regain control of the student'shis/her actions. Seclusion must be used in a manner
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that is age and developmentally appropriate, for the minimum amount of time necessary for the purpose of protecting the student
and/or others from physical harm, and otherwise in compliance with this policy and the Ohio Department of Education's (ODE)
modelcorresponding policy.
Seclusion shall be implemented only by Student Personnel who are trained have been trained in accordance with this Policy to
protect the care, welfare, dignity, and safety of the student, including trained to detect indications of physical or mental distress that
require removal and/or immediate medical assistance. Student Personnel must document their observations of the student during
the seclusion.
Additional requirements for the use of seclusion:
If Student Personnel use seclusion, they must:

A. continually observe the student in seclusion for indications of physical or mental distress and seek immediate medical
assistance if there is a concern;

B. use communicationverbal strategies and research-based de-escalation techniques in an effort to help the student regain
control ( ) as quickly as possible;

C. remove the student from seclusion when the immediate risk of physical harm to the student and/or others has dissipated;
D. assess the student for injury or psychological distress after the use of seclusion, and monitor the student as needed following
the incident;

E. conduct a debriefing including all involved staff to evaluate the trigger for the incident, staff response, and methods to
address the student's behavioral needs; and

F. complete all required reports and document their observations of the student.;
G. ( ) ensure safety of other students and protect the dignity and respect of the student involved;
H. ( ) combine the use of seclusion with other non-physical interventions (which are always preferred) that will diminish the
need for seclusion in the future;

I. ( ) if at any point the staff assess that the intervention is insufficient to maintain safety of all involved, contact emergency
personnel;

J. ( ) use seclusion for the least amount of time necessary.
Requirements for a room or area used for seclusion:
A room or area used for seclusion must provide for adequate space, lighting, ventilation, and clear visibility in order to allow Student
Personnel to observe the student.clear visibility, and the safety of the student.
A room or area used for seclusion must not be locked or otherwise prevent the student from exiting the area should staff become
incapacitated or leave the area.
Additional prohibited seclusion practices:
Seclusion shall never be used as a punishment or to force compliance.
Seclusion shall not be used:

A. for the convenience of staff;
B. as a substitute for an educational program;
C. as a form of discipline or punishment;
D. as a substitute for other less restrictive means of assisting a student in regaining controlless restrictive alternatives;
E. as a substitute for inadequate staffing;
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F. as a substitute for staff training in positive behavior intervention and supports framework and crisis managementsupports
framework and crisis management prevention and intervention; or

G. as a means to coerce, retaliate, or in a manner that endangers a student.; or
H. if it deprives the student of basic needs.
Seclusion of preschool-age children is prohibited, except that a preschool-age child may be separated fromsecluded from his or her
classmates, either in the classroom or in a safe, lighted, and well-ventilated space, for an amount of time that is brief in duration
and appropriate to the child's age and development, if the child is always within sight and hearing of a preschool staff member.
PHYSICAL RESTRAINT
Prone restraint, including any physical restraint that obstructs the airway of the student, or any physical restraint that impacts a
student’s primary mode of communication, is prohibited. Student Personnel may use physical restraint only as a last resort and in
accordance with this policy and the requirements of A.C. 3301-35-15.There are different types of restraint, as defined above,
including physical restraint, prone restraint, mechanical restraint, and chemical restraint. The use of restraint other than physical
restraint is prohibited.
Physical restraint may be used only when the student's behavior poses an immediate risk of physical harm to the student and/or
others and no other safe and/or effective intervention is available possible. The physical restraint must be implemented in a manner
that is age and developmentally appropriate, does not obstruct the student's ability to breathe, does not interfere with the student's
ability to communicate in the student's his/her primary language or mode of communication, and otherwise in compliance with this
policy and the ODE's corresponding model policy.
Only Student Personnel trained in safe restraint techniques may implement pPhysical restraint, shall be implemented only by
Student Personnel who have been trained in accordance with this Policy to protect the care, welfare, dignity and safety of the
student, except in the case of rare and unavoidable emergency situations when trained personnel are not immediately available.
Student Personnel must be trained to protect the care, welfare, dignity, and safety of the student.
Additional requirements for the use of physical restraint:
If Student Personnel use physical restraint, they must:

A. continually observe the student in restraint for indications of physical or mental distress and seek immediate medical
assistance if there is a concern;

B. use communicationverbal strategies and research-based de-escalation techniques in an effort to help the student regain
control ( ) as quickly as possible;

C. remove the student from physical restraint immediately when the immediate risk of physical harm to the student and/or
others has dissipated;

D. assess the student for injury or psychological distress after the use of physical restraint, and monitor the student as needed
following the incident;

E. conduct a debriefing including all involved staff to evaluate the trigger for the incident, staff response, and methods to
address the student's behavioral needs; and

F. complete all required reports and document their observations of the student.;
G. ( ) implement in a manner that accommodates age and body size diversity;
H. ( ) ensure safety of other students and protect the dignity and safety of the student involved;
I. ( ) combine with other non-physical interventions (which are always preferred) that will diminish the need for physical
intervention in the future;

J. ( ) use the least amount of force necessary for the least amount of time necessary;
K. ( ) if at any point the staff assesses that the intervention is insufficient to maintain safety for all involved, contact emergency
personnel.
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Physical restraint shall not be used for punishment or discipline, or as a substitute for other less restrictive means of assisting a
student in regaining control.
Prohibited Restraint Practices
The following restraint practices are prohibited under all circumstances, including emergency safety situations:

A. prone restraint; as defined in Executive Order 2009-13 (which defines prone restraint to mean all items or measures used to
limit or control the movement or normal functioning of any portion, or all, of an individual's body while the individual is in a
face-down position for an extended period of time);

B. any form of physical restraint that involves the intentional, knowing, or reckless use of any technique that:
1. involves the use of pinning down a student by placing knees to the torso, head, or neck of the student;
2. uses pressure point, pain compliance, or joint manipulation techniques;
3. otherwise involves techniques that are used to unnecessarily cause pain;
4. ( ) causes loss of consciousness or harm to the neck or restricting respiration in any way;
5. ( ) involves dragging or lifting of the student by the hair or ear or any type of mechanical restraint;
6. ( ) uses other students or untrained staff to assist with the hold or restraint;
7. ( ) involves securing a student to another student or fixed object;
C. corporal punishment as defined in R.C. 3319.41;
D. child endangerment as defined in R.C. 2919.22;
E. deprivation of basic needs;
F. physical restraint that restricts the airway of a student or obstructs the student's ability to breathe;
G. physical restraint that impacts the student's primary mode of communication;
H. seclusion or restraint of preschool-age students in violation of A.C. 3301-37-10(D) and A.C. 3301-35-15., except for holding
a child for a short period of time, such as in a protective hug, so that the child may regain control;

I. restraint that deprives the student of basic needs;
J. restraint that unduly risks serious harm or needless pain to the student, including physical restraint that involves the
intentional, knowing, or reckless use of any of the following techniques:

1. using any method that is capable of causing loss of consciousness or harm to the neck or restricting/obstructing
respiration in any way;

2. pinning down the student by placing knees to the torso, head and/or neck of the student;
3. using pressure points, pain compliance, or joint manipulation;
4. dragging or lifting of the student by the hair or ear or by any type of mechanical restraint;
5. using other students or untrained staff to assist with the hold or restraint; or
6. securing the student to another student or to a fixed object.
K. mechanical restraint; (that does not include devices used by trained Student Personnel, or by a student, for the specific and
approved therapeutic or safety purposes for which such devices were designed and, if applicable, prescribed); or
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L. chemical restraint; (which does not include medication administered as prescribed by a licensed physician).
M. aversive behavioral interventions; and
N. seclusion in a locked room or area.
ADDITIONAL PROHIBITED PRACTICES
The following practices are prohibited under all circumstances, including emergency safety situations:

A. corporal punishment;
B. child endangerment as defined in Ohio Revised Code 2919.22; and
C. aversive behavioral interventions.
CONTACT LAW ENFORCEMENT AND/OR EMERGENCY RESPONSE PERSONNEL
In accordance with the Board’s Emergency Management Plan (see Policy 8400), District personnel shall contact law enforcement
and/or appropriate emergency response personnel if at any point they determine that an intervention (either a physical restraint or
seclusion) is insufficient to maintain the safety of all involved.
MULTIPLE INCIDENTS OF RESTRAINT AND/OR SECLUSION – CONDUCTING A FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT
AND DEVELOPING A BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN
FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT AND BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN
After a student’s third incident of physical restraint or seclusion in a school year, a meeting must occur within ten (10) school days
of the third incident as follows:

A. For a student who has been found eligible for special education services or has a 504 plan, the student’s individualized
education program or 504 team must meet to consider the need to conduct or develop a FBA or BIP, or amend an existing
FBA or BIP.

B. For all other students (i.e., students not described in the preceding paragraph), a team, consisting of the student’s parent, an
administrator or designee, a teacher of the student, a staff member involved in the incident (if not the teacher or
administrator already invited), and other appropriate staff members must meet to discuss the need to conduct or review a
FBA and/or develop a BIP.

C. Nothing in this section is meant to prevent the completion of a FBA or BIP for any student who might benefit from these
measures, but has fewer than three (3) incidents of restraint or seclusion.

D. Nothing in this section is meant to prevent the District from conducting any evaluations or other obligations the staff feel are
appropriate under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act.
If a student repeatedly engages in dangerous behavior that leads to instances of restraint and/or seclusion, District personnel shall
conduct a functional behavioral assessment to identify the student's needs and more effective ways of addressing those needs. If
necessary, District personnel shall also develop a behavior intervention plan that incorporates positive behavioral interventions.
TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR USE OF CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND DE-ESCALATION TECHNIQUES
The District shall provide training and professional development for the use of crisis management and de-escalation techniques that
includes the use of restraint and seclusion. Specifically, the District shall annually train an appropriate number of personnel in each
building in evidence-based crisis management and de-escalation techniques, as well as the safe use of physical restraint and
seclusion. At a minimum, the training will cover the following topics: as follows:

A. proactive measures to prevent the use of seclusion or restraint;
B. crisis management;
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C. documentation and communication about the restraint or seclusion with appropriate parties;
D. the safe use of restraint and seclusion;
E. instruction and accommodation for age and body size diversity;
F. directions for monitoring signs of distress during and following physical control; and
G. debriefing practices and procedures.
The training will occur face-to-face and allow for a simulated experience of administering and receiving physical restraint so that
participants can demonstrate proficiency in the topics identified above.
The Superintendent is charged with maintaining written or electronic documentation concerning the training provided that includes
the following:

A. the name, position, and building assignment of each person who has completed training;
B. the name, position, and credentials of each person who has provided the training;
C. when the training was completed; and
D. what protocols, techniques, and materials were included in training.
As part of the required training, Student Personnel shall be trained to perform the following functions:

A. identify conditions such as: where, under what conditions, with whom and why specific inappropriate behavior may occur;
and

B. use preventative assessments that include at least the following:
1. a review of existing data;
2. input from parents, family members, and students; and
3. examination of previous and existing behavior intervention plans.
All Student Personnel, as defined in this Policy, shall be trained annually on the requirements of the Ohio Department of Education's
Policy on Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports, and Restraint and Seclusion; Ohio Administrative Code 3301-35-15; and this
Policy.

A. The Superintendent, in consultation with each school building's principal
( ) and/or assistant principal
, shall identify which District employees should receive additional training so that an adequate number of personnel in each
building are trained in crisis management and de-escalation techniques, including the use of restraint and seclusion. District
employees who receive such additional training must keep their training current in accordance with the requirements of the
provider of the training.

B. The Superintendent shall develop a plan to provide training to school personnel, as defined in this Policy, so that Positive
Behavior Intervention and Supports are implemented on a District-wide basis.
[ ] Implementation of PBIS throughout the District may be a multi-year process, with training taking place over several
years.
The District shall maintain written or electronic documentation on training provided and lists of participants in each training.
Only individuals trained in accordance with this policy in the appropriate use of restraint and seclusion may use those techniques.
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MONITORING AND COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
The Superintendent shall monitor the implementation of A.C. 3301-35-15 and this policyA.C. 3301-35-15 and this policy, and
annually conduct a review of A.C. 3301-35-15 and this policy related to the use of PBIS, physical restraint, and seclusion.
Additionally, the administration will annually notify parents of the District's policy and procedures related to the requirements of
PBIS, physical restraint, and seclusion, including the following complaint process.
Any parent of a child enrolled in school in the District may submit a written complaint to the Superintendent regarding an incident of
restraint or seclusion. The Superintendent shall investigate each written complaint and respond in writing to the parent's complaint
within thirty (30) days of receipt of the complaint. The Superintendent will make reasonable efforts to have an in-person follow-up
meeting with the parent.
[X] If the parent is not satisfied with the response provided, the parent may request to meet with the Board in executive session to
address the situation.
A parent may also file a complaint with local law enforcement, the county department of job and family services, or the office of
integrated student supports within the Ohio Department of Education. The procedures and timeline for filing a complaint with the
Ohio Department of Education are outlined in A.C. 3301-35-15(L).
[ ] A parent of a child with a disability (as defined by R.C. 3323.01) may file a complaint with the Ohio Department of Education,
Office of Exceptional Children, in accordance with the complaint procedures available under A.C. 3301-51-05(K)(4)-(6).
REQUIREMENTS FOLLOWING AN INCIDENT OF SECLUSION OR PHYSICAL RESTRAINT
REQUIRED DATA AND REPORTING
Each use of physical restraint or seclusion shall be:

A. documented in writing;
B. reported to the building administration immediately;
C. reported to the parent immediately; and
D. documented in a written report (see Ohio Department of Education’s Model Restraint and Seclusion Debriefing Form).
A copy of the written report shall be issued made available to the student's parent or guardian within twenty-four (24) hours of the
use of restraint or seclusion. The District shall maintain the written report, including placing a copy of the written report in the
student's file.A copy of the written report shall also be main the student's file.
All written documentation of the use of restraint or seclusion are educational records pursuant to the Family Educational Right to
Privacy Act (FERPA), and dDistrict personnel are prohibited from releasing any personally identifiable information to anyone other
than the parent, in accordance with FERPA's requirements.
The Superintendent shall develop a process for the collection of data regarding the use of physical restraint and seclusion.
The administration shall develop a support plan for substitute teachers if they need assistance with PBIS or crisis management and
de-escalation (including restraint and seclusion).
The Superintendent shall report information regarding the District's concerning the use of restraint and seclusion annually to the
Ohio Department of Education in the form and manner prescribed by the Department as requested by that agency, and shall make
the District's records concerning PBIS, restraint and seclusion available to the staff of the Ohio Department of Education upon
request.
* Adapted from the Ohio Department of Education's Policy on Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports and Restraint and
Seclusion Model Policy and Procedures, issued July 2021., adopted January 15, 2013.
© Neola 20172021
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5722 - SCHOOL-SPONSORED PUBLICATIONS AND PRODUCTIONS
The Board of Education sponsors student publications and productions as means by which students learn, under adult
direction/supervision, the rights and responsibilities inherent when engaging in the public expression of ideas and information in our
democratic society.
For purposes of this policy, school-sponsored student media shall include both student publications and productions. Schoolsponsored student media does not include student expression related to classes that are not directly associated with student
publications/productions. The term publication shall include distribution, transmission, and dissemination of a student publication
regardless of its medium. Student publications shall include any written materials, (including, but not limited to, banners, flyers,
posters, pamphlets, notices, newspapers, playbills, yearbooks, literary journals, books, and t-shirts and other school-sponsored
clothing)
( ), as well as material in electronic or on-line form (including, but not limited to, Apps and Services (as defined in Bylaw
0100, webpages/sites, web logs ('Blogs), video or audio clips, ( ) (postings of Social Media (as defined in Bylaw 0100), and
newsletters of announcements transmitted by e-mail, ( ) text, wireless broadcast, or other similar
distribution/dissemination).
[ ] The Board expressly prohibits the use of Social Media related to student publications.
The term performance shall include presentation and broadcast of a student production. Student productions shall include vocal,
musical, and/or theatrical performance, impromptu dramatic presentation, or any electronic media (including, but not listened to,
radio and television programs, videoblogs (vlogs), podcast,
( ) Social Media (as defined in Bylaw 0100), and other video or audio productions that are recorded for re-broadcast or
broadcast in real time using any available broadcast technology).
( ) and other video or audio productions that are recorded for re-broadcast or broadcast in real time using any available
broadcast technology). The Board expressly prohibits the use of Social Media related to student productions.
[DRAFTING NOTE: A Board should only select the following OPTION if it selected either or both of the first
OPTIONS under student publication or student production.]
Only District-approved social media (as defined in Bylaw 0100) may be used to host school-sponsored student media, in accordance
with Policy 7544. School-sponsored student media must also comply with Policy 7540.02.
For purposes of this policy, school community is defined to include students, Board employees (i.e., administrators, and professional
and classified staff), parent/family members
( ) and other individuals who are
( ) invited by the Superintendent
( ) authorized or otherwise permitted by the Superintendent
to view a performance or receive directly from the District a publication
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( ) and those who have been issued credentials to access the District's secure portal.
The following speech is unprotected and prohibited in all school-sponsored student publications and productions: speech that is
defamatory, libelous, obscene, or harmful to minors (as that term is defined in Children's Internet Protection Action (CIPA)); speech
that is reasonably likely to cause substantial disruption of or material interference with school activities or the educational process;
speech that infringes upon the privacy or rights of others; speech that violates copyright law; speech that promotes activities,
products or services that are unlawful (illegal) as to minors as defined by State or Federal law; and speech that otherwise violates
school policy and/or State or Federal law. The Board authorizes the administration to engage in prior review and restraint of schoolsponsored publications and productions to prevent the publication or performance of unprotected speech.
Student expression relates to classrooms or educational settings not otherwise directly associated with school-sponsored student
publications/productions are nonpublic forums. As nonpublic forums, the content of such student expression can be regulated for
legitimate pedagogical school-related reasons. School officials shall routinely and systematically review and, if necessary, restrict
the content of these student expressions prior to publication/performance in a reasonable manner that is neutral as to the viewpoint
of the speaker.
[DRAFTING NOTE: With respect to student expression related to classrooms or educational settings not otherwise
directly associated with school-sponsored student publications/productions, select OPTION #1, OPTION #2,
OPTION #3, OPTION #4, or OPTION #5.]
[ ] OPTION #1
[ ] Nonpublic forum student expression may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general public). ( )
See Board Policy 9160 – Public Attendance at School Events.
[END OF OPTION #1]
[ ] OPTION #2
[ ] While nonpublic forum student expression generally may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the
general public), the following nonpublic forum student expression may only be published/performed to members of the school
community: ________________ [identify] ( ) See Board Policy 9160 – Public Attendance at School Events.
[END OF OPTION #2]
[ ] OPTION #3
[ ] While ordinarily nonpublic forum student expression may only be published/performed to members of the school community, the
Superintendent may authorize specific nonpublic forum student expression to be published/performed outside the school community
(i.e., to the general public). A teacher, student, or group of students who wish to have nonpublic forum student expression
published/performed outside the school community must submit to the Superintendent a request for prior written approval for such
publication/performance. ( ) See Board Policy 9160 – Public Attendance at School Events.
[END OF OPTION #3]
[ ] OPTION #4
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should select either OPTION #2 or OPTION #3 if it has authorized the limited use of
District-approved Social Media to publish/perform nonpublic forum student expression.]
[ ] While ordinarily nonpublic forum student expression may only be published/performed to members of the school community, the
following nonpublic forum student expression may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e. to the general public):
_____________ [identify]. ( ) See Board Policy 9160 – Public Attendance at School Events.
[END OF OPTION #4}
[ ] OPTION #5
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should select this OPTION if it has prohibited the use of District-approved Social Media to
publish/perform nonpublic forum student media, with the exception of nonpublic forum student media that is
disseminated through District-approved Social Medial that employs a secure portal that restricts access to members of
the school community through the use of a User ID and Password (or other form of biometric authentication
security).]
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[ ] Nonpublic forum student expression may only be published/performed to members of the school community. ( ) See Board
Policy 9160 – Public Attendance at School Events.
[END OF OPTION#5]
[DRAFTING NOTE: PLEASE CHOOSE ONE (1) OF THE FOLLOWING FOUR (4) OPTIONS (A-D). The order in which the
below four (4) OPTIONS are listed is not meant to convey a preference or recommendation. Boards should select the
OPTION that best reflects their current practice or a new practice they which to henceforth follow. As they consider
the following OPTIONS, Board and administrators are encouraged to consult the accompanying Toolkit for a discussion
of the different types of forums - e.g., nonpublic forum and limited public forum.]
[ ] OPTION A [Select if the Board intends to designate all school-sponsored student media, to be limited-purpose
public forums (i.e., not subject to prior review/restraint) and allows them to be generally published/performed
outside the school community. This is the most permissive of the OPTIONS.]
[ ] The Board designates all school-sponsored student media as limited-purpose public forums where students can address matters
of concern and/or interest to their readers/viewers. All school-sponsored student media may be published/performed outside the
school community. The student journalists, content-creators and/or performers involved in these publications/productions have the
right to determine the content of the student media.
[ ] The content may address general matters of public concern and is open to the public at large for comment at the discretion of
the student journalists/content-creators/performers. School officials will not review or restrict the content of school-sponsored
student media prior to publication/performance, except with respect to unprotected speech.
[ ] Each medium should provide a full opportunity for students to inquire, question, and exchange ideas.
[ ] Content should reflect all areas of student interest and may include topics about which there may be dissent and/or controversy.
All school-sponsored student media shall contain a notice to the reader/viewer that the material, while school-sponsored, is studentdirected and not subject to prior review. Given all student publications and/or productions have been designated as limited-purpose
public forums, the school assumes no liability for their content. With editorial control comes responsibility. Student journalists,
content-creators, and performers are expected to establish and enforce standards, for their publications/productions that are
consistent with professional journalism/artistic/theatrical/broadcast standards.
[END OF OPTION A]
[ ] OPTION B [Select if the Board intends to identify specific school-sponsored student publications/productions to be
limited-purpose public forums (i.e., not subject to prior review/restraint), which may be published/performed outside
the school community. School-sponsored student publications/productions not listed are considered nonpublic forums
and will be subject to routine and systematic prior review and restraint. This is the second most permissive OPTION
and only permits prior review/restraint of nonpublic forums, and generally allows limited-purpose public forums to be
generally published/performed outside the school community.]
The Board designates the following official, school-sponsored student media to be limited-purpose public forums:
[List all publications so designated:]

A. _________________________________________________________
B. _________________________________________________________
C. _________________________________________________________
D. _________________________________________________________
E. _________________________________________________________
As limited-purpose public forums the student journalists, content-creators, or performers associated with the above-listed
publications and/or productions may address matters of concern and/or interest to their readers/viewers. The student journalists,
content-creators, and/or performers involved in the above-listed publications/productions have the right to determine the content of
this student media.
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[ ] The content may address general matters of public concern and is open to the public at large for comment at the discretion of
the student journalists/content-creators/performers.
School officials will not routinely and systematically restrict the content of the publications and/or productions listed above prior to
their publication/performance, except with respect to unprotected speech.
[ ] Each medium should provide a full opportunity for students to inquire, question, and exchange ideas.
[ ] Content should reflect all areas of student interest and may include topics about which there may be dissent and/or controversy.
The above-listed publications and/or productions shall contain a notice to the reader/viewer that the material, while schoolsponsored, is student-directed and not subject to prior review. Given the listed student publications and/or productions have been
designated as limited-purpose public forums, the school assumes no liability for their content, with editorial control comes
responsibility. Student journalists, content-creators, and performers are expected to establish and enforce standards for their
publications/productions that are consistent with professional journalism/artistic/theatrical/broadcast standards.
All other school-sponsored student media including classroom and/or other curricular, co-curricular, or extra-curricular/club-related
publications and/or productions, are nonpublic forums. As nonpublic forums, the content of these other student publications and
productions can be regulated for legitimate pedagogical school-related reasons. School officials shall routinely and systematically
review and, if necessary, restrict the content of all school-sponsored student media except for those publications/productions listed
above, prior to publication/performance in a reasonable manner that is neutral as to the viewpoint of the speaker. [DRAFTING
NOTE: It is critical that the school officials actually engage in prior review/restraint and not just reserve the right to
engage in such review/restraint. If the school officials fail to routinely and consistently exercise this authority, a court
reviewing a student challenge to a review/restraint may hold that this policy is not being implemented as written, and
therefore the Board may be found to have lost the authority it attempted to preserve for its administrators. The Board
shall provide school officials with guidance and training in order to implement this duty of review/restraint effectively
and legally.]
[DRAFTING NOTE: Select OPTION B-1, OPTION B-2, OPTION B-3, OPTION B-4, or OPTION B-5.]
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should only select this OPTION if it has prohibited all nonpublic forum school-sponsored
student publication/performance on Social Media, with the exception of nonpublic forum school-sponsored student
media that is disseminated through District-approved Social Media that employs a secure portal that restricts access to
members of the school community through the use of a User ID and Password (or other form of biometric
authentication security).]
[ ] Nonpublic forum school-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community.
[END OF OPTION B-1]
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should select either OPTION B-2 or OPTION B-3 if it has authorized the limited use of
District-approved Social Media to publish/perform nonpublic forum school-sponsored student media; as mentioned
above, it is critically important that school officials routinely and consistently exercise their limited authority to engage
in prior review/restraint with respect to the publication/performance of all nonpublic forum school-sponsored student
media.]
[ ] OPTION B-2
[ ] While ordinarily nonpublic forum school-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school
community, the following nonpublic forum student media may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the
general public): ____________ [identify] ( ) high school newspaper [could substitute with the name of the publication] ( )
high school yearbook _________________________ [insert name(s) of specific school-sponsored student
publication/production. ( ) See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION B-2]
[ ] OPTION B-3
[ ] While ordinally nonpublic forum school-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school
community, the Superintendent may authorize specific nonpublic forum student media to be published/performed outside the school
community (i.e. to the general public). A student or group of students who wish to have his/her/their nonpublic forum student
media published/performed outside the school community must submit to the Superintendent a request for prior written approval for
such publication/performance.
[END OF OPTION B-3]
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[ ] OPTION B-4
[ ] While nonpublic forum school-sponsored student media generally may be published/performed outside the school community
(i.e. to the general public), the following nonpublic forum student media may only be published/performed to members of the school
community: ______________________ [identify]. ( ) See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION B-4]
[ ] OPTION B-5
[ ] Nonpublic forum school-sponsored student media may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e. to the general
public). ( ) See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION B-5]
[END OF OPTION B]
[ ] OPTION C [Select if the Board intends to identify specific student publications/productions to be limited-purpose
public forums but wants to retain the authority to engage in limited and consistent prior review/restraint on the basis
of four (4) identified reasons. School-sponsored publications/productions not listed are considered nonpublic forums
and will be subject to routine prior review and restraint. This is the second most restrictive and permits some prior
review/restraint involving what are otherwise limited-purpose public forums.]
The Board designates the following official, school-sponsored student media to be limited-purpose public forums:
[List all publications so designated:]

A. _________________________________________________________
B. _________________________________________________________
C. _________________________________________________________
D. _________________________________________________________
E. _________________________________________________________
As limited-purpose public forums the student journalist, content-creators, or performers associated with the above-listed
publications and/or productions may address matters of concern and/or interest to their readers/viewers. The student journalists,
content creators and/or performers involved in the above-listed publications/productions have the right to determine the content of
this student media. ( ) While designated as limited-purpose public forums, the listed publications/productions are not intended to
address general matters of public concern and are not open to public comment.
School officials will not routinely and systematically restrict the content of the publications and/or productions listed above prior to
their publication/performance; however, school officials may review the content and reject an article/posting/publication/production
due to one (1) of the following four (4) reasons:

A. where poor grammar or writing is evident;
B. where a legitimate question of age appropriateness of the material exists;
C. where matters beyond the limited scope of the forum are included; and/or
D. where the content involves unprotected speech.
[ ] The above-listed school-sponsored student publications/productions, while limited-purpose public forums are not intended to
address general matters of public concern and therefore are not open to public comment.
The listed publications and/or productions shall contain a notice to the reader/viewer that the material, while school-sponsored, is
student-directed and subject only to limited prior review. Given the listed student publications and/or productions have been
designated as limited-purpose public forums, the school assumes no liability for the content beyond that covered by the school
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officials' limited prior review, with editorial control comes responsibility. Student journalists, content-creators, and performers are
expected to establish and enforce standards for their publications/productions that are consistent with professional
journalism/artistic/theatrical/broadcast standards.
[DRAFTING NOTE: Select OPTION C-1, OPTION C-2, OPTION C-3, OPTION C-4, or OPTION C-5.]
[ ] OPTION C-1
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should only select this OPTION if it has prohibited all school-sponsored student
publication/performance on Social Media, with the exception of school-sponsored student media that is disseminated
through District-approved Social Media that employs a secure portal that restricts access to members of the school
community through the use of a User ID and Password (or other form of biometric authentication security.]
[ ] School-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community.
[END OF OPTION C-1]
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should select either OPTION C-2 or OPTION C-3 if it has authorized the limited use of
District-approved Social Media to publish/perform school-sponsored student media; as mentioned below, it is critically
important that school officials routinely and consistently exercise their limited authority to engage in prior
review/restraint with respect to the publication/performance of all school-sponsored student media.]
[ ] OPTION C-2
[ ] While ordinarily school-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community, the
following student media may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general public):
__________________ [identify] ( ) high school newspaper [could substitute with the name of the publication] ( ) high
school yearbook [could substitute with the name of the yearbook] ( ) _________________ [insert name(s) of specific
school-sponsored student publications/productions]. ( ) See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION C-2]
[ ] OPTION C-3
[ ] While ordinarily school-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community, the
Superintendent may authorize specific student media to be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general
public). A student or group of students who wish to have his/her/their student media published/performed outside the school
community must submit to the Superintendent a request for prior written approval for such publication/performance.
[END OF OPTION C-3]
[ ] OPTION C-4
[ ] While school-sponsored student media generally may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general
public), the following student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community: ______________
[identify]. ( ) See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION C-4]
[ ] OPTION C-5
[ ] School-sponsored student media may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general public). ( )
See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION C-5]
All other school-sponsored student publications and productions, including classroom and/or other curricular, or extracurricular/club-related publications and/or productions, are nonpublic forums. As nonpublic forums, the content of these other
student publications and productions can be regulated for legitimate pedagogical school-related reasons. School officials shall
routinely and systematically review and, if necessary, restrict the content of all school-sponsored student media except those
publications/productions listed above, prior to publication/performance in a reasonable manner that is neutral as to the viewpoint of
the speaker. [DRAFTING NOTE: It is critical that the school officials actually engage in prior review/restraint and not
just reserve the right to engage in such review/restraint. If the school officials fail to routinely and consistently
exercise this authority, a court reviewing a student challenge to a review/restraint may hold that this policy is not
being implemented as written, and therefore the Board may be found to have lost the authority it attempted to
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preserve for its administrators. The Board should provide school officials with guidance and training in order to
implement this duty of review/restraint effectively and legally.]
[END OF OPTION C]
[ ] OPTION D [Select if the Board intends all school-sponsored student media (i.e, publications/productions) to be
nonpublic forums - i.e., subject to routine prior review/restraint. This is the most restrictive OPTION.]
[DRAFTING NOTE: for OPTIONs D-1 through D-5: It is critical that the school officials actually engage in prior
review/restraint and not just reserve the right to engage in such review/restraint. If the school officials fail to
routinely and consistently exercise this authority, a court reviewing a student challenge to a review/restraint may hold
that this policy is not being implemented as written, and therefore the Board will be considered to have lost the
authority it attempted to preserve for its administrators. The Board should provide school officials with guidance and
training in order to implement this duty of review/restraint effectively and legally.]
All school-sponsored student media are nonpublic forums. While students may address matters of interest or concern to their
readers/viewers, as nonpublic forums, the style and content of the student publications and productions can be regulated for
legitimate pedagogical, school-related reasons. School officials shall routinely and systematically review and, if necessary, restrict
the type and/or content of all school-sponsored student media prior to publication/performance in a reasonable manner that is
neutral as to the viewpoint of the speaker. Legitimate pedagogical concerns are not confined to academic issues but include the
teaching by example of the shared values of a civilized social order, which consists of not only independence of thought and
frankness of expression but also discipline, courtesy/civility, and respect for authority. School officials may further prohibit speech
that is grammatically incorrect, poorly written, inadequately researched, biased or prejudiced, vulgar, or profane, or unsuitable for
immature audiences.
[DRAFTING NOTE: Select OPTION D-1, OPTION D-2, OPTION D-3, OPTION D-4, or OPTION D-5.]
[ ] OPTION D-1
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should only select this OPTION if it has prohibited all school-sponsored student
publication/performance on Social Media, with the exception of school-sponsored student media that is disseminated
through District-approved Social Media that employs a portal that restricts access to members of the school
community through the use of a User ID and Password (or other form of biometric authentication security).]
[ ] School-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community.
[END OF OPTION D-1]
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board should select either OPTION D-2 or OPTION D-3 if it has authorized the limited use of
District-approved Social Media to publish/perform school-sponsored media; as mentioned above, it is critically
important that school officials routinely and consistently exercise their authority to engage in prior review/restraint
with respect to the publication/performance of all school-sponsored student media.]
[ ] OPTION D-2
[ ] While ordinarily school-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community, the
following student media may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general public): ___________
[identify] ( ) high school newspaper [could substitute with the name of the publication] ( ) high school yearbook [could
substitute with the name of the yearbook] ( ) ___________________ [insert name(s) of specific school-sponsored
student publications/productions]. ( ) See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION D-2]
[ ] OPTION D-3
[ ] While ordinarily school-sponsored student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community, the
Superintendent may authorize specific student media to be published/performed outside the school community, (i.e., to the general
public). A student or group of students who wish to have his/her/their student media published/performed outside the school
community must submit to the Superintendent a request for prior written approval for such publication/performance.
[END OF OPTION D-3]
[ ] OPTION D-4
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[ ] While school-sponsored student media generally may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general
public), the following student media may only be published/performed to members of the school community: _______________
[identify]. ( ) See Board Policy 9160.
[END OF OPTION D-4]
[ ] OPTION D-5
[ ] School-sponsored student media may be published/performed outside the school community (i.e., to the general public). ( )
See Board Policy 9160
[END OF OPTION D-5]
[END OF OPTION D]
[END OF OPTIONS A THROUGH D]
[NOTE: The following paragraph is OPTIONAL.]
[ ] Students ( ) Staff will monitor comments posted to social media platforms/sites that have been approved under Policy 7544 for
use as school-sponsored student media. Comments will be monitored to verify the age-appropriateness of the material, whether
unprotected speech is involved, and whether there is compliance with posted rules for use of the forum and the platform/site's
applicable terms of service. Comments that are not age-appropriate for the student-audience for the school-sponsored publication,
constitute unprotected speech, and/or violate the posting rules for the use of the forum and/or the platform/site's applicable terms
of service will be removed. The review of posted comments will be conducted in a viewpoint neutral manner, and consistent with
State and Federal law.
[ ] Students shall not be disciplined and/or retaliated against for exercising and/or asserting their free speech rights as defined in
this policy. Nothing in this policy, however, restricts the Board's ability to impose post-publication/performance discipline related to
a student engaging in the impermissible publication/performance of unprotected speech.
[DRAFTING NOTE: CHOOSE ONE (1) OF THE FOLLOWING THREE (3) OPTIONS RE: ADVERTISING.]
[ ] OPTION #1 [Select if the Board intends to permit advertising in some or all school-sponsored student media but
requires a school employee/official to pre-approve the advertisements.]
Advertising is permitted in
( ) all school-sponsored student media.
( ) the following school-sponsored student publications/productions: [identify publications/productions]

A. __________________________________________________________________________
B. __________________________________________________________________________
C. __________________________________________________________________________
Any advertisements must be consistent with Policy 9700.01 ( ) and AG 9700B.
Advertisements submitted for publication or inclusion in a production shall be reviewed by
( ) the class/activity advisor
( ) the building principal
( ) the Superintendent
( ) school officials
for a determination that they are appropriate for juveniles. The ( ) Superintendent ( ) Board retains the final authority to determine
whether an advertisement is appropriate and will be included in a publication/production. Advertisements may be rejected for
legitimate pedagogical school-related reasons unrelated to the viewpoint of the advertiser (e.g., the advertisement
encourages action that would endanger the health and safety of students).
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[ ] OPTION #2 [Select if the Board intends to permit advertising in some or all school-sponsored student media that
are designated to be limited-purpose public forums, and the students involved in the specific publications/productions
will be responsible for accepting or rejecting the advertisements.]
Advertising is permitted in
( ) all school-sponsored student media that have been designated as limited-public forums.
( ) the following school-sponsored student media that have been designated as limited-purpose public forums: [identify
publications/productions]

A. ____________________________________________________________________________________________
B. ____________________________________________________________________________________
C. ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Any advertisements must be consistent with Policy 9700.01 ( ) and AG 9700B.
The students in the class(es)/activity(ies) associated with
( ) all school-sponsored student media that have been designated as limited-purpose public forums
( ) the above-listed student media
will determine whether to include advertisements in the publications/productions. Acceptance or rejection of specific advertisements
is within the control of the publication/production staff, which may accept those for activities, products, or services that are illegal
for students and/or that violate State or Federal law.
[ ] The publication/production staff is encouraged to consider the age appropriateness of the ads they select.
[ ] OPTION #3 [Select if the Board intends to prohibit advertisements in all student publications/productions.]
Advertising is not permitted in school-sponsored student media.
[END OF OPTIONS RE: ADVERTISING]
General Prohibitions
Regardless of their status as non-public or limited-purpose public forums, the Board prohibits publications, productions, and
advertisements that:

A. promote, favor, or oppose any candidate for election or the adOPTION of any bond issue, proposal, or question submitted at
any election;

B. ( ) fail to identify the student or organization responsible for the publication/performance;
C. ( ) solicit funds for non-school organizations or institutions when such solicitation has not been approved by the Board.
© Neola 2021
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6114 - COST PRINCIPLES - SPENDING FEDERAL FUNDS
The TreasurerSuperintendent is responsible for the efficient and effective administration of grant funds through the application of
sound management practices. Such funds shall be administered in a manner consistent with all applicable Federal, State and local
laws, the associated agreements/assurances, program objectives, and the specific terms and conditions of the grant award.
Cost Principles
Except where otherwise authorized by statute, costs shall meet the following general criteria in order to be allowable under Federal
awards:

A. Be necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient performance and administration of the Federal award and be allocable
thereto under these principles.
To determine whether a cost is reasonable, consideration shall be given to:

1. whether a cost is a type generally recognized as ordinary and necessary for the operation of the District or the proper
and efficient performance of the Federal award;

2. the restraints or requirements imposed by such factors as sound business practices, arm's length bargaining, Federal,
State, local, tribal, and other laws and regulations;

3. market prices for comparable goods or services for the geographic area;
4. whether the individuals concerned acted with prudence in the circumstances considering their responsibilities; and
5. whether the cost represents any significant deviation from the established practices or Board of Education policy which
may unjustifiably increase the expense.
While Federal regulations do not provide specific descriptions of what satisfies the necessary element beyond its inclusion in
the reasonableness analysis above, whether a cost is necessary is determined based on the needs of the program.
Specifically, the expenditure must be necessary to achieve an important program objective. A key aspect in determining
whether a cost is necessary is whether the District can demonstrate that the cost addresses an existing need, and can prove
it.
When determining whether a cost is necessary, consideration may be given to whether:

1. the cost is needed for the proper and efficient performance of the grant program;
2. the cost is identified in the approved budget or application;
3. there is an educational benefit associated with the cost;
4. the cost aligns with identified needs based on results and findings from a needs assessment;
5. the cost addresses program goals and objectives and is based on program data.
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A cost is allocable to the Federal award if the goods or services involved are chargeable or assignable to the Federal award in
accordance with the relative benefit received. This standard is met if the cost: is incurred specifically for the Federal award;
benefits both the Federal award and other work of the District and can be distributed in proportions that may be
approximated using reasonable methods; and is necessary to the overall operation of the District and is assignable to the
Federal award in accordance with cost principles mentioned here.

B. Conform to any limitations or exclusions set forth in the cost principles in Part 200 or in the terms and conditions of the
Federal award.

C. Be consistent with policies and procedures that apply uniformly to both Federally-financed and other activities of the District.
D. Be accorded consistent treatment. A cost cannot be assigned to a Federal award as a direct cost if any other cost incurred for
the same purpose in like circumstances has been allocated to a Federal award as an indirect cost under another award.

E. Be determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
F. Be representative of actual cost, net of all applicable credits, or offsets.
The term applicable credits refers to those receipts or reductions of expenditures that operate to offset or reduce expense
items allocable to the Federal award. Typical examples of such transactions are: purchase discounts; rebates or allowances;
recoveries or indemnities on losses; and adjustments of overpayments or erroneous charges. To the extent that such credits
accruing to or received by the State relate to the Federal award, they shall be credited to the Federal award, either as a cost
reduction or a cash refund, as appropriate.

G. Be not included as a match or cost-share, unless the specific Federal program authorizes Federal costs to be treated as such.
H. Be adequately documented:
1. in the case of personal services, the Superintendent shall implement a system for District personnel to account for
time and efforts expended on grant-funded programs to assure that only permissible personnel expenses are
allocated;

2. in the case of other costs, all receipts and other invoice materials shall be retained, along with any documentation
identifying the need and purpose for such expenditure if not otherwise clear.

I. Be incurred during the approved budget period.
The budget period means the time interval from the start date of a funded portion of an award to the end date of that funded
portion during which recipients are authorized to carry out authorized work and expend the funds awarded, including any
funds carried forward or other revisions pursuant to the law. Prior written approval from the Federal awarding agency or
State pass-through entity may be required to carry forward unobligated balances to subsequent budget periods, unless
waived.
Selected Items of Cost
The District shall follow the rules for selected items of cost at 2 C.F.R. Part 200, Subpart E when charging these specific expenditures
to a Federal grant. When applicable, District staff shall check costs against the selected items of cost requirements to ensure the
cost is allowable. In addition, State, District, and program-specific rules, including the terms and conditions of the award, may deem
a cost as unallowable and District personnel shall follow those rules as well.
The following rules of allowability must apply to equipment and other capital expenditures:

A. Capital expenditures for general purpose equipment, buildings, and land are unallowable as direct charges, except with the
prior written approval of the Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity.

B. Capital expenditures for special purpose equipment are allowable as direct costs, provided that items with a unit cost of
$5,000 or more have the prior written approval of the Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity.

C. Capital expenditures for improvements to land, buildings, or equipment which materially increase their value or useful life are
unallowable as a direct cost except with the prior written approval of the Federal awarding agency, or pass-through entity.

D. Allowability of depreciation on buildings, capital improvements, and equipment shall be in accordance with 2 CFR 200.436
and 2 CFR 200.465.
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E. When approved as a direct cost by the Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity under Sections A - C, capital
expenditures will be charged in the period in which the expenditure is incurred, or as otherwise determined appropriate and
negotiated with the Federal awarding agency.

F. If the District is instructed by the Federal awarding agency to otherwise dispose of or transfer the equipment, the costs of
such disposal or transfer are allowable.
Cost Compliance
The TreasurerSuperintendent shall require that grant program funds are expended and are accounted for consistent with the
requirements of the specific program and as identified in the grant application. Compliance monitoring includes accounting for direct
or indirect costs and reporting them as permitted or required by each grant. Costs incurred for the same purpose in like
circumstances shall be treated consistently as either direct or indirect costs, but may not be double charged or inconsistently
charged as both.
Determining Whether a Cost is Direct or Indirect:

A. Direct costs are those costs that can be identified specifically with a particular final cost objective, such as a Federal award,
or other internally or externally funded activity, or that can be directly assigned to such activities relatively easily with a high
degree of accuracy.
These costs may include: salaries and fringe benefits of employees working directly on a grant-funded project; purchased
services contracted for performance under the grant; travel of employees working directly on a grant-funded project;
materials, supplies, and equipment purchased for use on a specific grant; program evaluation costs or other institutional
service operations; and infrastructure costs directly attributable to the program (such as long-distance telephone calls
specific to the program, etc.). Direct costs may also include capital expenditures if approved by the Federal awarding agency
or pass-through entity, as well as capital expenditures for special purpose equipment with a unit cost of less than $5,000.

B. Indirect costs are those that have been incurred for a common or joint purpose benefitting more than one (1) cost objective,
and not readily assignable to the cost objectives specifically benefitted, without effort disproportionate to the results
achieved. Costs incurred for the same purpose in like circumstances shall be treated consistently as either direct or indirect
costs.
These costs may include: general data processing, human resources, utility costs, maintenance, accounting, etc.
Federal education programs with supplement not supplant provisions must use a restricted indirect cost rate. In a restricted
rate, indirect costs are limited to general management costs. General management costs do not include divisional
administration that is limited to one (1) component of the District, the governing body of the District, compensation of the
Superintendent, compensation of the chief executive officer of any component of the District, and operation of the immediate
offices of these officers.
The salaries of administrative and clerical staff should normally be treated as indirect costs. Direct charging of these costs
may be appropriate only if all of the following conditions are met:

1. Administrative or clerical services are integral to a project or activity.
2. Individuals involved can be specifically identified with the project or activity.
3. Such costs are explicitly included in the budget or have the prior written approval of the Federal awarding agency.
4. The costs are not also recovered as indirect costs.
Where a Federal program has a specific cap on the percentage of administrative costs that may be charged to a grant, that
cap shall include all direct administrative charges as well as any recovered indirect charges.
Effort should be given to identify costs as direct costs whenever practical, but allocation of indirect costs may be used where
not prohibited and where indirect cost allocation is approved ahead of time by the Ohio Department of Education (ODE) or
the pass-through entity (Federal funds subject to 2 C.F.R. Part 200 pertaining to determining indirect cost allocation).
Equipment and other capital expenditures are unallowable as indirect costs.
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Timely Obligation of Funds
Financial obligations are orders placed for property and services, contracts and subawards made, and similar transactions that
require payment. This term is used when referencing a recipient's or subrecipient's use of funds under a Federal award.
The following list illustrates when funds are determined to be obligated under the U.S. Department of Education regulations:
If the obligation is for:

A. Acquisition of property - on the date which the District makes a binding written commitment to acquire the property.
B. Personal services by an employee of the District - when the services are performed.
C. Personal services by a contractor who is not an employee of the District - on the date which the District makes a binding
written commitment to obtain the services.

D. Performance of work other than personal services - on the date when the District makes a binding written commitment to
obtain the work.

E. Public utility services - when the District receives the services.
F. Travel - when the travel is taken.
G. Rental of property - when the District uses the property.
H. A pre-agreement cost that was properly approved by the Secretary under the cost principles in 2 C.F.R. Part 200, Subpart E Cost Principles - on the first day of the project period.
Period of Performance
All financial obligations must occur during the period of performance. Period of performance means the total estimated time interval
between the start of an initial Federal award when the District is permitted to carry out the work authorized by the grant and the
planned end date. The period of performance may include one (1) or more funded portions or budget periods. The period of
performance is dictated by statute and will be indicated in the Grant Award Notification (GAN). As a general rule, State-administered
Federal funds are available for obligation within the year that Congress appropriates the funds for. However, given the unique nature
of educational institutions, for many Federal education grants, the period of performance is twenty-seven (27) months. This
maximum period includes a fifteen (15) month period of initial availability, plus a twelve (12) month period for carryover. For direct
grants, the period of performance is generally identified in the GAN.
In the case of a State-administered grant, financial obligations under a grant may not be made until the application is approved or is
in substantially approvable form, whichever is later. In the case of a direct grant, a grantee may use grant funds only for obligations
it makes during the grant period, unless an agreement exists with the awarding agency or the pass-through entity (e.g., ODE) to
reimburse for pre-approval expenses.
If a Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity approves an extension, or if the District extends under C.F.R. 200.308(e)(2),
the Period of Performance will be amended to end at the completion of the extension. If a termination occurs, the Period of
Performance will be amended to end upon the effective date of termination. If a renewal is issued, a distinct Period of Performance
will begin.
For both State-administered and direct grants, regardless of the period of availability, the District shall liquidate all financial
obligations incurred under the award not later than ninety (90) days after the end of the funding period unless an extension is
authorized. Any funds not obligated within the period of performance or liquidated within the appropriate timeframe are said to lapse
and shall be returned to the awarding agency. Consequently, the District shall closely monitor grant spending throughout the grant
cycle.
2 C.F.R. 200.344(b), 200.403-.407, 200.413(a)-(c), 200.430(a), 200.439(b)(2), 200.431(a)
34 C.F.R. 76.707-.708(a), 75.703
2 C.F.R. 200.458
© Neola 2021
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2 C.F.R. 200.344(b), 200.403-.407, 200.413(a)-(c), 200.430(a), 200.439(b)(2), 200.431(a)
34 C.F.R. 76.707-.708(a), 75.703
2 C.F.R. 200.458
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7300 - DISPOSITION OF REAL PROPERTY/PERSONAL PROPERTY
The Board of Education believes that the efficient administration of the District may require the disposition of real property and/or
personal property that is no longer necessary to meet the educational or operational needs of the School District.
Real Property means land, including land improvements, structures and appurtenances thereto, but excludes moveable machinery
and equipment.
Personal Property means tangible property other than real property. It may be tangible, having physical existence, or intangible and
may include automotive vehicles, equipment, and materials.
[ ] All property considered for disposition (sale) ( ) shall ( ) may be subjected to a current, outside, professional appraisal prior to
the solicitation of offers.
Disposition of Personal Property under $10,000
Personal property, the value of which does not exceed $10,000, shall be disposed of by the Superintendent in such a manner as will
be in the public interest and benefit the School District (see Policy 7300 - Disposition of Real Property/Personal Property and Policy
7310 - Disposition of Surplus Property). If the Board decides to trade an item of personal property as a part or an entire
consideration on the purchase price of an item of similar personal property, the Board may trade the personal property upon such
terms as are agreed upon by the parties.
Disposition of Real Property under $10,000
Real property, the value of which does not exceed $10,000, shall be disposed of by the Board in such manner as will be in the public
interest and benefit to the School District and may be accomplished by private sale. If the Board identifies a parcel of real property
that it determines is needed for school purposes, the Board may, upon majority vote of the members of the Board, acquire such
parcel by exchanging its real property for the parcel or using the real property as part or an entire consideration for the purchase
price of the identified real property. Any exchange or acquisition shall be made by conveyance executed by the President and the
Treasurer of the Board.
Disposition of Personal and Real Property over $10,000
Property, (personal and real), the value of which exceeds $10,000, shall be sold at public auction to the highest bidder in accordance
with law. The Board may offer real property for sale as an entire tract or in parcels.

A. Unless the property is being:
1. sold to an exempt entity, as defined in R.C. 3313.41(C);
2. sold and/or leased to a community school or the board of trustees of a college preparatory boarding school, or a STEM
school as set forth in R.C. 3313.411 or 3313.413; or

3. exchanged for an identified parcel of real property that the Board determines it needs for school purposes or the
property is being used as part or an entire consideration for the purchase price of the identified real property,
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pursuant to R.C. 3313.41(F); or

4. traded as a part or an entire consideration on the purchase price for a similar item of personal property upon such
terms as agreed to by the parties to the trade pursuant to R.C. 3313.41(D) or
the District shall attempt to sell the property by public auction after giving at least thirty (30) days notice of the auction by:

1. (X) posting in Board of Education agenda; and publication in a newspaper of general circulation; or
2. (X) posting on the District website.posting notices in five (5) of the most public places in the District in which the
property, if it is real property, is situated, or if it is personal property, in the District of the Board that owns the
property.

B. If, after the property has been offered once by public auction, no acceptable bids have been received, the District may sell
the property at private sale. The following procedures shall apply:

1. ( ) Regardless of how the property was offered at public auction, at a private sale, the Board shall, as it considers
best, sell real property as an entire tract or in parcels. Personal property shall be sold in either a single lot or several
lots.

2. ( ) All written offers on real property under consideration for disposition shall be presented as an item on the agenda
of a public Board meeting. A preliminary review of offers to purchase or lease shall include: source of offer, date of
offer, expiration date of offer, and intended use of property.

3. ( ) Written offers shall be referred to the Board Finance Committee for review and recommendations. Offers, when
received, will be distributed to the members of the Board.

4. (X) All property considered for lease or sale shall be reviewed by the Board prior to solicitation of offers. The
solicitation of offers by the Board shall include an expiration date.

5. ( ) The authorized agents of the Board are to review all purchase or lease offers pertaining to sale or lease of
property shall be selected by legal counsel and the ___________. The Board shall give final approval of all contracts.

6. (X) In consideration of the best interest of the District and of the residents and taxpayers, the Board reserves the
right to reject any and all offers at its sole discretion, regardless of price and terms.

7. (X) Potential purchasers or lessees shall demonstrate financial capability to meet the terms and conditions of their
purchase or lease offer.

8. ( ) Potential purchasers shall demonstrate reasonable likelihood of obtaining necessary city/township approvals
and/or compliance with city/township zoning ordinances.

C. If the Board decides to dispose of real property, prior to disposing of the property in the manner set forth above, the Board
shall first offer the property to the governing authorities of all start-up community schools, the board of trustees of any
college-preparatory boarding schools, and the governing bodies of any STEM schools located within the territory of the
District. The Board shall give priority to governing authorities of high performing community schools that are located within
the territory of the District. If more than one (1) governing authority of a high-performing community school offered the
property notifies the Treasurer in writing of its intent to purchase the property within sixty (60) days after the offer is made,
the Board shall conduct a public auction utilizing the process described above. If no governing authority from a high
performing community school expresses an intent to purchase the property within sixty (60) days after the offer is made, the
Board shall proceed with the offers from all other governing authorities of the start-up community schools and the board of
trustees of any college preparatory boarding school and the governing bodies of any STEM schools located within the territory
of the District.

1. The Board shall offer the property to any community school governing authority, college preparatory boarding school
board of trustees or governing body of a STEM school at a price that is not higher than the appraised fair market
value of the property as determined in an appraisal of the property that is not more than one (1) year old.

2. In the event that more than one (1) community school governing authority, college preparatory boarding school board
of trustees or STEM school governing body notifies the Treasurer of its intent to purchase the property within the
prescribed time, the Board shall conduct a public auction utilizing the process described above.
[DRAFTING NOTE: The Board may dispose of the property by public auction only if no high performing
community school, start-up community school governing authority, college preparatory boarding school
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board of trustees or STEM school governing body that are located within the territory of the District
accepts the Board’s offer within sixty (60) days.]

D. Disposition of Unused School Facilities
1. Unused School Facilities means any real property that has been used by the District for school operations, including
but not limited to academic instruction or administration, since July 1, 1998, but has not been used in that capacity
for one (1) year or one in which less than sixty percent (60%) of the building was used for direct academic instruction
during the preceding school year.

2. The Board shall first offer any unused school facilities it owns for lease or sale to the governing authority of any
community school, the board of trustees of any college preparatory boarding school, and the governing bodies of any
STEM schools that are located within the territory of the District.
The Board shall give priority to the governing authorities of high-performing community schools that are located
within the territory of the District.
At the same time the Board makes the offer to lease or sale, the Board may, but is not required to, offer the property
for lease or sell to the governing authority of any community school with plans, as stated in applicable contracts,
either to relocate to or add facilities in the District.

3. If only one (1) governing board of a high-performing community school accepts the Board’s offer within the prescribed
time, the Board shall sell or lease the property to that party for the appraised fair market value of the property as
determined in an appraisal that is not more than one (1) year old. If more than one (1) governing board of a highperforming community school offered the property accepts the Board's offer within sixty (60) days, the Board shall
conduct a public auction utilizing the process described above or, in the event of a lease, the Board shall conduct a
lottery to select the one (1) qualified governing authority to which the Board shall lease the property.
If no governing authority of a high-performing community school notifies the Treasurer of its intent to purchase or
lease the property within the prescribed time, the Board shall then proceed with the offers from all other start-up
community schools, college-preparatory boarding schools, and STEM schools that responded within the prescribed
time. If more than one (1) such entity notifies the Treasurer of its intent to purchase or lease the property, the Board
shall conduct a public auction or, in the event of a lease, a lottery to select the one qualified governing authority to
which the Board shall lease the property.
Only the parties that notify the Board within sixty (60) days may offer a bid at the auction or participate in a lottery.
The Board is not required to accept a bid that is lower than the appraised fair market value of the property as
determined by an appraisal that is no more than one (1) year old.

4. Any subsequent lease or sale of the property shall proceed in accordance with law.
5. If no governing authority of any start-up community school or STEM school or board of trustees accepts the offer to
lease or buy the property within sixty (60) days after the subsequent offer is made, the Board may offer the property
for sale or lease to any other permissible entity.

E. Further, the Board may dispose of property upon the majority vote of the members of the Board and a concurring vote of the
legislative authority of a municipal corporation, declaring that an exchange of real property held by the District for school
purposes for real estate held by the municipal corporation for municipal purposes will be mutually beneficial to both the
District and the municipal corporation. The exchange may be made by conveyances that are executed by the President and
Treasurer of the Board and the Mayor and Clerk of the municipal corporation, respectively.

F. The Board President and Treasurer shall execute and deliver deeds or other necessary instruments of conveyance to
complete any sale or trade under this policy.
Donation of Real or Personal Property

A. If the School District has property that the Board, by resolution, determines is not needed for school purposes, is obsolete, or
is not fit for the use for which it was acquired, the Board may donate the property if the estimated fair market value of such
property is $2,500 or less in the opinion of the Board. The property may only be donated to an eligible 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization located in the State of Ohio and exempt from Federal income taxation under 26 U.S.C. 501(a) and 501(c)(3).

B. Prior to donating the property, the Board shall adopt a resolution that contains the following:
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1. a statement expressing the Board's intent to make unneeded, obsolete or unfit-for-use, District property available to
nonprofit organizations;

2. guidelines and procedures the Board considers to be necessary to implement the donation program;
3. an indication of whether the District will conduct such program or by a representative under contract with the Board;
4. contact information for such representative, if the person is known when the resolution is adopted;
5. a requirement that any nonprofit organization desiring to obtain donated property submit a written notice to the board
or its representative that includes:

a. evidence that the organization is a nonprofit organization that is located in the State of Ohio and exempt from
Federal income taxation;

b. a description of its primary purposes;
c. a description of the type or types of property the organization needs; and
d. the name, address, and telephone number of a person designated by the organization to receive donated
property as its agent.

C. Upon the adoption of the resolution, the Board shall publish at least twice in a newspaper of general circulation, notice of its
intent to donate unneeded, obsolete, or unfit-for-use property to eligible nonprofit organizations. The notice must also
include a summary of the information provided in the resolution. A similar notice must also be continually posted in the
Board's office and on the District's Internet website, if one exists. The second and subsequent notices shall be posted not less
than ten (10) and not more than twenty (20) days after the previous notice.

D. The Board or its representative must maintain a list of:
1. all eligible 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations that submit a written notice described above; and
2. a list of all real or personal property that qualifies for the program.
The list of qualifying property must be continually posted at the same locations at which the resolution creating the program
must be posted.

1. An item of property on the list must be donated to the 501(c)(3) organization that first declares to the Board or its
representative its desire to obtain the item unless the Board previously established in a separate and distinct
resolution, a list of eligible 501(c)(3) organizations that are to be given priority for an item's donation.

2. The resolution giving priority to certain nonprofit organizations must specify the reasons for giving the organizations
this priority. Such priority may be given based on a direct relationship between the purposes of the organization and
specific purposes of the programs provided or administered by the Board.

E. Members of the Board must consult with the Ohio Ethics Commission and comply with R.C. Chapters 102 and 2921 when
donating property to a 501(c)(3) organization of which a Board member, his/her family member(s) or a business associate(s)
of a Board member is a trustee, officer, Board member, or employee.
Proceeds from the Sale of Real Property
When the Board disposes of real property pursuant to R.C. 3313.41, 3313.411, or 3313.413, the proceeds received from the sale
shall be used for either of the following purposes: 1) to retire any debt that was incurred by the District with respect to that real
property - any proceeds in excess of the funds necessary to retire that debt may be paid into the District’s capital and maintenance
fund and used only to pay for the costs of non operating capital expenses related to technology infrastructure and equipment to be
used for instruction and assessment; or 2) paid into a special fund for the construction or acquisition of permanent improvements.
© Neola 20192021
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Title

Copy of Vol. 40, No. 1 - August 2021 Revised PROPERTY INVENTORY

Code

po7450

Status
Adopted

December 18, 2017

Last Revised

April 12, 2021

7450 - PROPERTY INVENTORY
As steward of this District's property, the Board of Education recognizes that efficient management and full replacement upon loss
requires accurate inventory and properly maintained property records.
The Board shall
( ) conduct a complete inventory
(X) maintain a continuous inventory
of all Board-owned equipment and supplies and the results reconciled with the property records at least once
( ) annually.
(X) every ten______ (10__) years. [specify number; Federal regulations require at least once every two (2) years]
( ) at such intervals as will coincide with property insurance renewal.
( ) and G.A.A.P. reporting requirements.
For purposes of this policy equipment shall mean a unit of furniture or furnishings, an instrument, a machine, an apparatus, or a set
of articles which retains its shape and appearance with use, is nonexpendable, costs at least $5,000.00_____
(X) to replace
( ) as a single unit
and does not lose its identity when incorporated into a more complex unit. When defining Food Service supplies for inventory
purposes, no items will be counted whose total value is less than $25.00_______.[DRAFTING NOTE: The Federal regulation (2
CFR 200.439) allows for a $5,000 threshold. Capital expenditures with a unit cost of $5,000 or more require prior
written approval of the Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity.]
It shall be the duty of the
( ) Superintendent
( ) Business Manager
(X) _______________
to ensure that inventories are recorded systematically and accurately and property records of equipment are updated and adjusted
annually by reference to purchase orders and withdrawal reports.
[ ] Major items of equipment shall be subject to annual spot check inventory to determine loss, mislocation, or depreciation; any
major loss shall be reported to the Board.
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[ ] Property records of consumable supplies shall be maintained on a continuous inventory basis.
[X] The Treasurer___________ shall maintain a system of property records which shall show, as appropriate to the item recorded,
the:

A. (X) description and identification;
B. ( ) manufacturer;
C. (X) year of purchase;
D. (X) initial cost;
E. (X) location;
F. ( ) condition and depreciation;
G. ( ) evaluation in conformity with insurance requirements.
Equipment acquired under a Federal award will vest upon acquisition to the District, subject to the following conditions:

A. The equipment shall be used for the authorized purposes of the award project during the period of performance or until the
equipment is no longer needed for the purposes of the project.

B. The equipment shall not be encumbered without the approval of the Federal awarding agency or the pass-through entity.
C. The equipment may only be used and disposed of in accordance with the provisions of the Federal awarding agency or the
pass-through entity and Policy 7300 and Policy 7310, AG 7300 and AG 7310.

D. Property records shall be maintained that include a description of the equipment, a serial number or other identification
number, the source of funding for the equipment (including the FAIN), title entity, acquisition date, cost of the equipment,
percentage of Federal participation in the project costs for the award under which the equipment was acquired, the location,
use, and condition of the equipment, and ultimate disposition data, including date of disposal and sale price of the
equipment.

E. A physical inventory of the property must be taken and results reconciled with property records at least once every two (2)
years.

F. A control system shall be developed to provide adequate safeguards to prevent loss, damage, or theft of the property. Any
such loss, damage, or theft shall be investigated.

G. Adequate maintenance procedures shall be implemented to keep the property in good condition.
H. Proper sales procedures shall be established to ensure the highest possible return, in the event the District is authorized or
required to sell the equipment/property.

I. When original or replacement equipment acquired under a Federal award is no longer needed for the original project/program
or for activities currently or previously supported by a Federal awarding agency, and except as otherwise provided by Federal
statutes, regulations, or Federal awarding agency disposition instructions, the District shall request disposition instructions
from the Federal awarding agency if required by the terms and conditions of the Federal award. Disposition of the equipment
shall be made in accordance with the provisions of 2 C.F.R. 200.313.
2 C.F.R. 200.313, 200.439(b)(2)
© Neola 2021
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8330 - STUDENT RECORDS
In order to provide appropriate educational services and programming, the Board of Education must collect, retain, and use
information about individual students. Simultaneously, the Board recognizes the need to safeguard students' privacy and restrict
access to students' personally identifiable information.
Student personally identifiable information (PII) includes, but is not limited to: the student's name; the name of the student's parent
or other family members; the address of the student or student's family; a personal identifier, such as the student's social security
number, student number, or biometric record; other indirect identifiers, such as the student's date of birth, place of birth, and
mother's maiden name; other information that, alone or in combination, is linked or linkable to a specific student that would allow a
reasonable person in the school community, who does not have personal knowledge of the relevant circumstances, to identify the
student with reasonable certainty; or information requested by a person who the District reasonably believes knows the identity of
the student to whom the education record relates.
The Board is responsible for the records of all students who attend or have attended schools in this District. Only records mandated
by the State or Federal government and/or necessary and relevant to the function of the School District or specifically permitted by
this Board will be compiled by Board employees.
In all cases, permitted, narrative information in student records shall be objectively-based on the personal observation or knowledge
of the originator.
Student records shall be available only to students and their parents, eligible students, designated school officials who have a
legitimate educational interest in the information, or to other individuals or organizations as permitted by law.
The term parents includes legal guardians or other persons standing in loco parentis (such as a grandparent or stepparent with
whom the child lives, or a person who is legally responsible for the welfare of the child). The term eligible student refers to a student
who is eighteen (18) years of age or older, or a student of any age who is enrolled in a postsecondary institution.
Both parents shall have equal access to student records unless stipulated otherwise by court order or law. In the case of eligible
students, parents may be allowed access to the records without the student's consent, provided the student is considered a
dependent under section 152 of the Internal Revenue Code.
A school official is a person employed by the Board as an administrator, supervisor, teacher/instructor (including substitutes), or
support staff member (including health or medical staff and law enforcement unit personnel); and a person serving on the Board.
The Board further designates the following individuals and entities as school officials for the purpose of FERPA:

A. persons or companies with whom the Board has contracted to perform a specific task (such as an attorney, auditor,
insurance representative, or medical consultant), and

B. contractors, consultants, volunteers, or other parties to whom the Board has outsourced a service or function otherwise
performed by the Board employees (e.g. a therapist, authorized information technology (IT) staff, and approved online
educational service providers)
The above-identified outside parties must (a) perform institutional services or functions for which the Board would otherwise use it
employees, (b) be under the direct control of the Board with respect to the use and maintenance of education records, and (c) be
subject to the requirements of 34 C.F.R. 99.33(a) governing the use and re-disclosure of PII from education records.
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Finally, a parent or student serving on an official committee, such as a disciplinary or grievance committee, or assisting another
school official in performing his/her tasks (including volunteers) is also considered a school official for purposes of FERPA provided
s/he meets the above-referenced criteria applicable to other outside parties.
Legitimate educational interest is defined as a direct or delegated responsibility for helping the student achieve one (1) or more of
the educational goals of the District or if the record is necessary in order for the school official to perform an administrative,
supervisory, or instructional task or to perform a service or benefit for the student or the student's family. The Board directs that
reasonable and appropriate methods (including but not limited to physical and/or technological access controls) are utilized to
control access to student records and to make certain that school officials obtain access to only those education records in which
they have legitimate educational interest.
The Board authorizes the administration to:

A. forward student records, including disciplinary records with respect to suspensions and expulsions, upon request to a private
or public school or school district in which a student of this District is enrolled, seeks or intends to enroll, or is instructed to
enroll, on a full-time or part-time basis, upon condition that:

1. a reasonable attempt is made to notify the student's parent or eligible student of the transfer (unless the disclosure is
initiated by the parent or eligible student; or the Board's annual notification - Form 8330 F9 - includes a notice that
the Board will forward education records to other agencies or institutions that have requested the records and in
which the student seeks or intends to enroll or is already enrolled so long as the disclosure is for purposes related to
the student's enrollment or transfer);

2. the parent or eligible student, upon request, receives a copy of the record; and
3. the parent or eligible student, upon request, has an opportunity for a hearing to challenge the content of the record;
B. forward student records, including disciplinary records with respect to suspensions and expulsions, upon request to a juvenile
detention facility in which the student has been placed, or a juvenile court that has taken jurisdiction of the student;

C. forward student records, including disciplinary records with respect to suspensions and expulsions, upon request to a public
school or school district in which a student in foster care is enrolled;
Such records shall be transferred within one (1) school day of the enrolling school’s request;

D. provide personally-identifiable information to appropriate parties, including parents of an eligible student, whose knowledge
of the information is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other individuals, if there is an articulable and
significant threat to the health or safety of a student or other individuals, considering the totality of the circumstances;

E. report a crime committed by a child to appropriate authorities, and, with respect to reporting a crime committed by a student
with a disability, to transmit copies of the student's special education and disciplinary records to the authorities for their
consideration;

F. release de-identified records and information in accordance with Federal regulations;
G. disclose personally identifiable information from education records, without consent, to organizations conducting studies for,
or on behalf of the District for purposes of developing, validating or administering predictive tests, administering student aid
programs, or improving instruction;
Information disclosed under this exception must be protected so that students and parents cannot be personally identified by
anyone other than representative of the organization conducting the study, and must be destroyed when no longer needed
for the study. In order to release information under this provision, the District will enter into a written agreement with the
recipient organization that specifies the purpose of the study. (See Form 8330 F14.) Further, the following personally
identifiable information will not be disclosed to any entity: a student or his/her family member's social security number(s);
religion; political party affiliation; voting history; or biometric information.
[Districts without AGs should include the following paragraph] This written agreement must include: (1) specification
of the purpose, scope, duration of the study, and the information to be disclosed; (2) a statement requiring the organization
to use the personally identifiable information only to meet the purpose of the study; (3) a statement requiring the
organization to prohibit personal identification of parents and students by anyone other than a representative of the
organization with legitimate interests; and (4) a requirement that the organization destroy all personally identifiable
information when it is no longer needed for the study, along with a specific time period in which the information must be
destroyed.
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While the disclosure of personally identifiable information (other than social security numbers, religion, political party
affiliation, voting record, or biometric information) is allowed under this exception, it is recommended that de-identified
information be used whenever possible. This reduces the risk of unauthorized disclosure.

H. disclose personally identifiable information from education records without consent, to authorized representatives of the
Comptroller General, the Attorney General, and the Secretary of Education, as well as State and local educational authorities;
The disclosed records must be used to audit or evaluate a Federal or State-supported education program, or to enforce or
comply with Federal requirements related to those education programs. A written agreement between the parties is required
under this exception. (See Form 8330 F16)
[Option A - the following sentence should be selected by districts with AGs] The District will verify that the
authorized representative complies with FERPA regulations.
[Option B - the following two (2) paragraphs should be selected by districts without AGs] This written agreement
must include: (1) designation of the receiving entity as an authorized representative; (2) specification of the information to
be disclosed; (3) specification that the purpose of the disclosure is to carry out an audit or evaluation of a governmentsupported educational program or to enforce or comply with the program's legal requirements; (4) a summary of the activity
that includes a description of methodology and an explanation of why personally identifiable information is necessary to
accomplish the activity; (5) a statement requiring the organization to destroy all personally identifiable information when it is
no longer needed for the study, along with a specific time period in which the information must be destroyed; and (6) a
statement of policies and procedures that will protect personally identifiable information from further disclosure or
unauthorized use.
Under the audit exception, the District will use reasonable methods to verify that the authorized representative complies with
FERPA regulations. Specifically, the District will verify, to the greatest extent practical, that the personally identifiable
information is used only for the audit, evaluation or enforcement of a government-supported educational program. The
District will also ascertain the legitimacy of the audit or evaluation and will only disclose the specific records that the
authorized representative needs. Further, the District will require the authorized representative to use the records only for
the specified purpose and not to disclose the information any further, such as for another audit or evaluation. Finally, the
District will verify that the information is destroyed when no longer needed for the audit, evaluation or compliance activity.

I. request each person or party requesting access to a student's record to abide by Federal regulations and State laws
concerning the disclosure of information.
The Board will comply with a legitimate request for access to a student's records within a reasonable period of time but not more
than forty-five (45) days after receiving the request or within such shorter period as may be applicable to students with disabilities.
Upon the request of the viewer, a record shall be reproduced, unless said record is copyrighted, or otherwise restricted, and the
viewer may be charged a fee equivalent to the cost of handling and reproduction. Based upon reasonable requests, viewers of
education records will receive explanation and interpretation of the records.
The Board shall maintain a record of each request for access and each disclosure of personally identifiable information. Such
disclosure records will indicate the student, person viewing the record, their legitimate interest in the information, information
disclosed, date of disclosure, and date parental/eligible student consent was obtained (if required).
Only directory information regarding a student shall be released to any person or party, other than the student or his/her parent,
without the written consent of the parent, or, if the student is an eligible student, without the written consent of the student, except
to those persons or parties stipulated by the Board's policy and administrative guidelines and/or those specified in the law.
DIRECTORY INFORMATION
Each year the Superintendent shall provide public notice to students and their parents of the District's intent to make available, upon
request, certain information known as directory information. The Board designates as student directory information: a student's
name; address; telephone number; date and place of birth; major field of study; participation in officially-recognized activities and
sports; height and weight, if a member of an athletic team; dates of attendance; date of graduation; or awards received.
[The following option should be selected if the Board assigns school email accounts to students per Policy 7540.03.
*This option is provided to address potential confidentiality issues presented by Policy 7540.03 and is supported by
Federal FERPA regulation 34 C.F.R. 99.37(d). R.C. 3319.321, however, does not identify student email addresses as
directory information.]
[X] The Board designates school-assigned e-mail accounts as directory information for the limited purpose of facilitating students'
registration for access to various online educational services, including mobile applications/apps that will be utilized by the student
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for educational purposes ( ) and for inclusion in internal e-mail address books.
School-assigned e-mail accounts shall not be released as directory information beyond this/these limited purpose(s) and to any
person or entity but the specific online educational service provider ( ) and internal users of the District's Education Technology.
Directory information shall not be provided to any organization for profit-making purposes.
Parents and eligible students may refuse to allow the Board to disclose any or all of such directory information upon written
notification to the Board within ten_____ (10) days after receipt of the Superintendent's annual public notice.
In accordance with Federal and State law, the Board shall release the names, addresses, District-assigned e-mail addresses (if
available), and telephone listings of secondary students to a recruiting officer for any branch of the United States Armed Forces or
an institution of higher education who requests such information. A secondary school student or parent of the student may request
in writing that the student's name, address, District-assigned e-mail address (if available), and telephone listing not be released
without prior consent of the parent(s)/eligible student. The recruiting officer is to sign a form indicating that any information
received by the recruiting officer shall be used solely for the purpose of informing students about military service and shall not be
released to any person other than individuals within the recruiting services of the Armed Forces. The Superintendent is authorized to
charge mailing fees for providing this information to a recruiting officer.
Whenever consent of the parent(s)/eligible student is required for the inspection and/or release of a student's health or education
records or for the release of directory information, either parent may provide such consent unless agreed to otherwise in writing by
both parents or specifically stated by court order. If the student is under the guardianship of an institution, the Superintendent shall
appoint a person who has no conflicting interest to provide such written consent.
The Board may disclose directory information, on former students without student or parental consent, unless the parent or eligible
student previously submitted a request that such information not be disclosed without their prior written consent.
The Board shall not permit the collection, disclosure, or use of personal information collected from students for the purpose of
marketing or for selling that information (or otherwise providing that information to others for that purpose).
Any entity receiving personally identifiable information pursuant to a study, audit, evaluation or enforcement/compliance activity
must comply with all FERPA regulations. Further, such an entity must enter into a written contract with the Board of Education
delineating its responsibilities in safeguarding the disclosed information. Specifically, the entity must demonstrate the existence of a
sound data security plan or data stewardship program, and must also provide assurances that the personally identifiable information
will not be redisclosed without prior authorization from the Board. Further, the entity conducting the study, audit, evaluation or
enforcement/compliance activity is required to destroy the disclosed information once it is no longer needed or when the timeframe
for the activity has ended, as specified in its written agreement with the Board of Education. See Form 8330 F14 and Form 8330 F16
for additional contract requirements.
INSPECTION OF INFORMATION COLLECTION INSTRUMENT WE STRUCK THE FOLLOWING HIGHLIGHTED LANGUAGE
FROM OUR POLICY
The parent of a student or an eligible student has the right to inspect upon request any instrument used in the collection of personal
information before the instrument is administered or distributed to a student. Personal information for this section is defined as
individually identifiable information including a student or parent's first and last name, a home or other physical address (including
street name and the name of the city or town), a telephone number, or a Social Security identification number. In order to review
the instrument, the parent or eligible student must submit a written request to the building principal at least _____ (__) business
days before the scheduled date of the activity. The instrument will be provided to the parent or eligible student within _____
(__) business days of the principal receiving the request.
The Superintendent shall directly notify the parent(s) of a student and eligible students, at least annually at the beginning of the
school year, of the specific or approximate dates during the school year when such activities are scheduled or expected to be
scheduled.
This section does not apply to the collection, disclosure, or use of personal information collected from students for the exclusive
purpose of developing, evaluating, or providing educational products or services for, or to, students or educational institutions, such
as the following:

A. college or other postsecondary education recruitment, or military recruitment
B. book clubs, magazine, and programs providing access to low-cost literary products
C. curriculum and instructional materials used by elementary and secondary schools
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D. tests and assessments used by elementary and secondary schools to provide cognitive, evaluative, diagnostic, clinical,
aptitude, or achievement information about students (or to generate other statistically useful data for the purpose of securing
such tests and assessments) and the subsequent analysis and public release of the aggregate data from such tests and
assessments

E. the sale by students of products or services to raise funds for school-related or education-related activities
F. student recognition programs
The Superintendent is directed to prepare administrative guidelines so that students and parents are adequately informed each year
regarding their rights to:

A. inspect and review the student's education records;
B. request amendments if the parent believes the record is inaccurate, misleading, or violates the student's privacy rights;
C. consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information contained in the student's education records, except to those
disclosures allowed by the law;

D. challenge Board noncompliance with a parent's request to amend the records through a hearing;
E. file a complaint with the United States Department of Education;
F. obtain a copy of the Board's policy and administrative guidelines on student records.
The Superintendent shall also develop procedural guidelines for:

A. the proper storage and retention of records including a list of the type and location of records;
B. informing Board employees of the Federal and State laws concerning student records.
The Board authorizes the use of the microfilm process or electromagnetic processes of reproduction for the recording, filing,
maintaining, and preserving of records.
No liability shall attach to any member, officer, or employee of this Board as a consequence of permitting access or furnishing
student records in accordance with this policy and regulations.
Any entity receiving personally identifiable information pursuant to a study, audit, evaluation or enforcement/compliance activity
must comply with all FERPA regulations. Further, such an entity must enter into a written contract with the Board of Education
delineating its responsibilities in safeguarding the disclosed information. Specifically, the entity must demonstrate the existence of a
sound data security plan or data stewardship program, and must also provide assurances that the personally identifiable information
will not be redisclosed without prior authorization from the Board. Further, the entity conducting the study, audit, evaluation or
enforcement/compliance activity is required to destroy the disclosed information once it is no longer needed or when the timeframe
for the activity has ended, as specified in its written agreement with the Board of Education. See Form 8330 F14 and Form 8330
F16 for additional contract requirements.
SAFE AT HOME/ADDRESS CONFIDENTIALITY PROGRAM
If a parent (or adult student), presents information to the District certifying that the parent (or adult student), his/her child, or a
member of the parent’s household is a participant in the Safe at Home/Address Confidentiality Program administered by the
Secretary of State, the Board shall refrain from including the student’s actual/confidential residential address in any student records
or files (including electronic records and files) or disclosing the student’s actual/confidential residential address when releasing
student records. Since student records are available to non-custodial parents, designated school officials who have a legitimate
educational interest in the information, and other individuals or organizations as permitted by law (including the public in some
situations), the Board shall only list the address designated by the Secretary of State to serve as the student’s address in any
student records or files, including electronic records and files. Further, the Board shall use the student’s designated address for any
and all communications and correspondence between the Board and the parent(s) of the student (or adult student). The student’s
actual/confidential residential address shall be maintained in a separate confidential file that is not accessible to the public or any
employees without a legitimate purpose.
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Although the student’s actual/confidential address will not be available for release as directory information, the parent (or adult
student) may also request that the student’s name and telephone number be withheld from any release of directory
information. Additionally, if applicable, the student’s parent’s school, institution of higher education, business, or place of
employment (as specified on an application to be a program participant or on a notice of change of name or address) shall be
maintained in a confidential manner.
If a non-custodial parent presents a subpoena or court order stating that s/he should be provided with copies or access to a
student’s records, the District will redact the student’s confidential address and telephone number from the student’s records before
complying with the order or subpoena. The District will also notify the custodial/residential parent of the release of student records
in accordance with the order or subpoena.
The intentional disclosure of student’s actual/confidential residential address is prohibited. Any violations could result in disciplinary
action or criminal prosecution.
2021 Solomon Amendment: Subtitle C- General Service Authorities and Correction of Military Records SEC. 521.
© Neola 20172021
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R.C. 9.01, 111.41, 111.42, 111.43, 111.46, 111.47, 111.99
R.C. 149,11, 149.43, 1347 et seq., 3313.33, 3319.321
34 C.F.R. Part 99
20 U.S.C., Section 1232f through 1232i (FERPA)
26 U.S.C. 152
20 U.S.C. 1400 et seq., Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act
20 U.S.C. 7165(b)
20 U.S.C. 7908
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8400 - SCHOOL SAFETY
The Board of Education is committed to maintaining a safe and drug-free environment in all of the District's schools. The Board
believes that school crime and violence are multifaceted problems that need to be addressed in a manner that utilizes all available
resources in the community through a coordinated effort of School District personnel, law enforcement agencies, and families. The
Board further believes that school administrators and local law enforcement officials must work together to provide for the safety
and welfare of students while they are at school or a school-related event or are on their way to and from school. The Board also
believes that the first step in addressing school crime and violence is to assess the extent and nature of the problem(s) or threat,
and then plan and implement strategies that promote school safety and minimize the likelihood of school crime and violence.
Emergency Management Plan (EMP)
To that end, the Superintendent shall develop and adopt a comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (“EMP”) for each building
under his/her control. In developing the EMP for each building, the Superintendent shall involve community law enforcement and
safety officials (including, but not limited to, law enforcement, fire, emergency medical personnel, and any local divisions having
county-wide emergency management), parents of students who are assigned to the building, and teachers and nonteaching
employees assigned to the building. Each EMP shall contain the name, title (if applicable), contact information, and signature of
each person involved in development of the EMP.
In developing the EMP, the Superintendent shall examine the environmental conditions and operations of each building to determine
potential hazards to student and staff safety. The Superintendent shall further propose operating changes to promote the prevention
of potentially dangerous problems and circumstances. The Superintendent shall incorporate remediation strategies into the EMP for
any building where documented safety problems have occurred.
Each EMP will consist of four (4) parts:

A. A single document to address all hazards that may negatively impact the school; including but not limited to active shooter,
hostage, bomb threat, act of terrorism, bullying, and any other natural or manmade events that the Superintendent knew or
should have reasonably known about that compromise the health or safety of students, employees, administrators, or
property. The document will include:

1. a hazard identification and risk analysis (i.e., a process to identify hazards and assess the vulnerability associated with
each);

2. an all-hazards emergency operations plan organized around five (5) mission areas: prevention, protection, mitigation,
response, and recovery;
The plan shall be compliant with the National Incident Management System (NIMS).

3. the access and functional needs of the students, teachers, and staff;
4. education for students, staff, and administrators to avoid, deter, or stop an imminent crime or safety issue,
threatened or actual;

5. procedures for notifying law enforcement, fire, EMS, emergency management, mental health, and other outside
experts who could assist in responding to and recovering from an emergency;
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The plan shall be updated and revised at least every three (3) years from the previous date of compliance to reflect
lessons learned and best practices to continually improve the plan. The emergency management test and actual
emergencies at the school buildings will be a source for lessons learned.

6. (X) the use of temporary door locking devices as permitted by law.
B. A floor plan unique to each floor of the building.
C. A site plan that includes all building property and surrounding property.
D. An emergency contact information sheet.
The Superintendent shall submit an electronic copy of each EMP s/he developed and adopted to the Ohio Department of Education
(“ODE”) not less than once every three (3) years, whenever a major modification to the building requires changes to the procedures
outlined in the EMP, and whenever the information on the emergency contact information sheet changes. No later than the date
prescribed by ODE, the Superintendent shall also file a copy of the current, updated EMP with the following:

A. each law enforcement agency that has jurisdiction over the school building; and
B. upon request, the local fire department, emergency medical service organization, and county emergency management
agency serving the area in which the building is located.
The Superintendent will also file copies of updated EMPs with ODE and the above agencies within ten (10) days after s/he adopts the
revised EMPs.
The EMP is not a public record.
The Superintendent shall prepare and conduct at least one (1) annual emergency management test, in accordance with rules
adopted by the Ohio Department of Education (ODE). By July 1st of every year, the Superintendent shall review the EMPs s/he
previously developed and adopted, and certify in writing to the ODE that the EMPs are current and accurate.
The emergency management test must be a scheduled event; an actual emergency will not satisfy this requirement, even if an
after-action report is produced. The emergency management test must be a tabletop, functional, or full-scale as defined in A.C.
3301-5-01, and each type shall be used once every three (3) years. It must include at least one (1) hazard from the hazard analysis
in the EMP and at least one (1) functional content area. At least one (1) representative from law enforcement, fire, EMA, EMS,
and/or behavioral health should be included.
[SELECT OPTION #1 OR OPTION #2]
[ ] [OPTION #1]
Students will not participate in the emergency management test.
[ ] [OPTION #2]
Students may participate in the emergency management test at the discretion of the Principal. In deciding whether, and to what
extent, to involve students in an emergency management test, the Principal should consider what benefit student inclusion in the
emergency management test may have on the student population’s preparation for an emergency and to enhance the safety of
students in the building. The Principal shall also consider age-appropriate participation, guidance, and training in preparation for
students’ participation in the test.
[END OF OPTIONS]
[DRAFTING NOTE: If OPTION #2 is selected, it is strongly advised that the District select the following optional
language, which is only listed as an option because A.C. 3301-5-01 does not make it mandatory – however, it does
state schools should obtain parental consent if students are going to participate in the emergency management test.]
[ ] Parental consent is required prior to student participation in the emergency management test.
The Superintendent shall submit an after-action report to the ODE no later than thirty (30) days after the emergency management
test documenting the following: 1) date/time/weather/length of exercise; 2) the type of discussion/operations based exercise; 3) the
scenario utilized; 4) the hazard(s) utilized (including safety data sheets, as appropriate); 5) the functional content area(s) utilized;
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and 6) the identification of at least three (3) strengths and at least three (3) improvement areas of the EMP discovered as a result of
the emergency management test.
The Superintendent shall grant access to each school building under his/her control to law enforcement personnel and any local fire
department, emergency medical service organization, and/or county emergency management agency that has requested a copy of
the EMP, to enable such personnel and entities to conduct training sessions for responding to threats and emergency events
affecting the school building. Such access shall be provided outside of student instructional hours and the Superintendent or
designee shall be present in the building during the training sessions.
Prior to the opening day of each school year, the Superintendent shall inform each enrolled student and the student's parent/legal
guardian of the procedures to be used to notify parents in the event of an emergency or a serious threat to safety. Any student
enrolled in the school after the annual notification and their parent/legal guardian shall be notified upon enrollment. Also, see Policy
8420 - Emergency Situations at School.
[OPTION]
[ ] Threat Assessment
The primary purpose of a threat assessment is to minimize the risk of targeted violence at school. The following threat assessment
process is designed to be consistent with the process set forth in the joint U.S. Secret Service and U.S. Department of Education
publication, Threat Assessment in Schools: A Guide to Managing Threatening Situations and to Creating Safe School Climates for
identifying, assessing, and managing students who may pose a threat. The goal of the threat assessment process is to take
appropriate preventive or corrective measures to maintain a safe school environment, protect and support potential victims, and
provide assistance, as appropriate, to the student being assessed.
The threat assessment process is centered upon an analysis of the facts and evidence of behavior in a given situation. The appraisal
of risk in a threat assessment focuses on actions, communications, and specific circumstances that might suggest that an individual
intends to cause physical harm and is engaged in planning or preparing for that event.
The Board authorizes the Superintendent to create building-level, trained threat assessment teams. Each Team shall be headed by
the Principal and may include a school counselor, school psychologist, instructional personnel, and/or the School Resource Officer,
where appropriate. At the discretion of the Superintendent, a threat assessment team may serve more than one (1) school when
logistics and staff assignments make it feasible.
The Team will meet when the Principal learns a student has made a threat of violence or engages in concerning communications or
behaviors that suggest the likelihood of a threatening situation.
The Team is empowered to gather information, evaluate facts, and make a determination as to whether a given student poses a
threat of violence to a target. If an inquiry indicates that there is a risk of violence in a specific situation, the Team may collaborate
with others to develop and implement a written plan to manage or reduce the threat posed by the student in that situation.
The Board authorizes the Superintendent to create guidelines for the purpose of:

A. identifying team participants by position and role;
B. requiring team participants to undergo appropriate training;
C. defining the nature and extent of behavior or communication that would trigger a threat assessment and/or action pursuant
to a threat assessment;

D. defining the types of information that may be gathered during the assessment;
E. stating when and how parents/guardians of the student making the threat shall be notified and involved;
F. designating the individuals (by position) who are responsible for gathering and investigating information;
G. identifying the steps and procedures to be followed from initiation to conclusion of the threat assessment inquiry or
investigation.
Board employees, volunteers, and other school community members, including students and parents, shall immediately report to
the Superintendent or Principal any expression of intent to harm another person or other statements or behaviors that suggest a
student may intend to commit an act of violence.
Nothing in this policy overrides or replaces an individual's responsibility to contact 911 in an emergency.
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Regardless of threat assessment activities or protocols, disciplinary action and referral to law enforcement shall occur as required by
State law and Board policy.
Threat assessment team members shall maintain student confidentiality at all times as required by Board Policy 8330 - Student
Records, and State and Federal law.
[END OF OPTION]
Safe and Drug-Free Schools
As a part of the EMP, the Board shall verify that it has procedures in place for keeping schools safe and drug-free that include (see
also, Form 8330 F15 entitled Checklist of Policies and Guidelines Addressing Safe and Drug-Free Schools):

A. appropriate and effective school discipline policies that prohibit disorderly conduct, the illegal possession of weapons and the
illegal use, possession, distribution, and sale of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs by students;

B. security procedures at school and while students are on the way to and from school;
C. prevention activities that are designed to maintain safe, disciplined and drug-free environments;
D. a code of conduct or policy for all students that clearly states the responsibilities of students, teachers, and administrators in
maintaining a classroom environment that:

1. allows a teacher to communicate effectively to all students in the class;
2. allows all students in the class the opportunity to learn;
3. has consequences that are fair, and developmentally appropriate;
4. considers the student and the circumstances of the situation; and
5. is enforced accordingly.
Persistently Dangerous Schools
The Board recognizes that State and Federal law requires that the District report annually incidents which meet the statutory
definition of violent criminal offenses that occur in a school, on school grounds, on a school conveyance, or at a school-sponsored
activity. It is further understood that the State Department of Education will then use this data to determine whether or not a school
is considered persistently dangerous as defined by State policy.
Pursuant to the Board's stated intent to provide a safe school environment, the school administrators are expected to respond
appropriately to any and all violations of the Student Code of Conduct, especially those of a serious, violent nature. In any year
where the number of reportable incidents of violent criminal offenses in any school exceed the threshold number established in State
policy, the Superintendent shall
( ) discuss this at the annual meeting for the purpose of reviewing the EMP so that a plan of corrective action can be
developed and implemented in an effort to reduce the number of these incidents in the subsequent year.
(X) convene a meeting of the building administrator, representative(s) of the local law enforcement ( ) agency (X)
agencies, and any other individuals deemed appropriate for the purpose of developing a plan of corrective action that can be
implemented in an effort to reduce the number of these incidents in the subsequent year.
The Superintendent shall make a report to the Board about this plan of corrective action and shall recommend approval and
adoption of it.
In the unexpected event that the number of reportable incidents in three (3) consecutive school years exceeds the statutory
threshold and the school is identified as persistently dangerous, students attending the school shall have the choice option as
provided in Policy 5113.02 and AG 5113.02.
In addition, the Superintendent shall
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( ) discuss the school's designation as a persistently dangerous school at the annual meeting for the purpose of reviewing
the EMP so that a plan of corrective action can be developed and implemented in an effort to reduce the number of these
incidents in the subsequent year.
(X) convene a meeting of the building administrator, representative(s) of the local law enforcement ( ) agency (X)
agencies, and any other individuals deemed appropriate for the purpose of developing a plan of corrective action that can be
implemented in an effort to reduce the number of these incidents in the subsequent year.
[ ] If a school in a neighboring district is identified as persistently dangerous and there is not another school in that district, the
District will admit students from that school in accordance with Board Policy 5113.02.
Victims of Violent Crime
The Board further recognizes that, despite the diligent efforts of school administrators and staff to provide a safe school
environment, an individual student may be a victim of a violent crime in a school, on school grounds, on a school conveyance, or at
a school-sponsored activity. In accordance with Federal and State law the parents of the eligible student shall have the choice
options provided by Policy 5113.02 and AG 5113.02. WE DO NOT HAVE POLICY 5113.02 OR AG 5113.02
© Neola 20192021
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R.C. 3313.536
A.C. 3301-5-01
Title IX, Section 9532 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, as amended
20 U.S.C. 6301 et seq.
Public Law 107-110
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8462 - STUDENT ABUSE AND NEGLECT
The Board of Education is concerned with the physical and mental well-being of the students of this District and will cooperate in the
identification and reporting of cases of child abuse or neglect in accordance with law.
Every Board official and employee who, in connection with his/her position, knows or suspects child abuse or neglect must
immediately report that knowledge or suspicion to a public children's services or local law enforcement agency. Such reporting is
required in every case that reasonably indicates that a child under the age of eighteen (18) or a physically or mentally disabled child
under the age of twenty-one (21) has been abused (physically or mentally) or neglected or faces the threat of being abused or
neglected.
[X] The Board official and employee making the report shall also notify the appropriate administrator according to the District's
Reporting Procedure for Student Abuse or Neglect.
(X) and shall secure prompt medical attention to any such injuries reported.
Each Principal should be mindful of the possibility of physical or mental abuse being inflicted on a student by an employee. Any such
instances, whether real or alleged, should be dealt with in accordance with the administrative guidelines established by the
Superintendent. Board officials and employees must report suspected abuse to a public children's services or local law enforcement
agency even when the suspected abuser is another official or employee.
The identity of the reporting person shall be confidential, subject only to disclosure by consent or court order. Information
concerning alleged child abuse of a student is confidential information and is not to be shared with any unauthorized person. A staff
member who violates this policy may be subject to disciplinary action and/or civil and/or criminal penalties.
In accordance with law, the Board will provide appropriate instruction on personal safety and assault prevention to all students in
grades K-6. In order to develop programs that are appropriate and effective, the Superintendent is authorized to consult with public
and/or private agencies or individuals involved in child abuse prevention and intervention. In addition, the Superintendent shall
provide a program of in-service education for all nurses, teachers, counselors, school psychologists, mental health providers, and
administrators who work in the District's elementary, middle, and high schools and any other personnel that the Board determines
appropriate. The inservice education program will include school safety, violence prevention including human trafficking content,
youth suicide awareness and prevention, prevention of child abuse, substance abuse, promotion of positive youth development, and
a review of Policy 5517.01 - Bullying and Other Forms of Aggressive Behavior.
In addition, the Superintendent shall provide a program of in-service education for all nurses, teachers, counselors, school
psychologists, mental health providers, and administrators who work in the District's elementary, middle, and high schools and any
other personnel that the Board determines appropriate. The inservice education program will include school safety, violence
prevention including human trafficking content, youth suicide awareness, and prevention, prevention of child abuse, substance
abuse, promotion of positive youth development, and a review of Policy 5517.01 - Bullying and Other Forms of Aggressive Behavior.
The Board shall adopt or adapt an evidence-based awareness and prevention curriculum approved by the Ohio Department of
Education (ODE), or alternatively will utilize a suicide awareness and prevention curriculum that has been developed in consultation
with public or private agencies/persons involved in youth suicide awareness and prevention and that has been approved by the ODE.
[SELECT OPTION 1 OR OPTION 2]
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X[ ] The Board shall adopt or adapt the suicide awareness and prevention curriculum developed by the Ohio Department of
Education (ODE).
OR
[ ] The Board shall develop the suicide awareness and prevention curriculum in consultation with public or private agencies or
persons involved in youth suicide awareness and prevention programs.
[END OF OPTIONS]
The in-service education provided to middle and high school employees shall include training in the prevention of dating violence.
All newly-employed mental health providers, nurses, teachers, counselors, school psychologists, and administrators who work in the
District's elementary, middle and high schools shall complete at least four (4) hours of in-service training within two (2) years of the
date of employment.
Additional training must occur every two (2) years thereafter for suicide awareness and prevention, and every five (5) years
thereafter for school safety, violence prevention, prevention of child abuse, prevention of substance abuse and promotion of positive
youth development.
The District shall be registered with the SaferOH tip line operated by the Department of Public Safety, or shall enter into an
agreement with an anonymous reporting program selected by the Board that meets the requirements set forth in law (R.C.
3313.6610).
The District shall submit data to the Ohio Department of Education (ODE), in a manner prescribed by the Department, and to the
Department of Public Safety at the end of the first full school year of the District's participation in the anonymous reporting program,
and at the end of each school year thereafter, disaggregated by the school.
The data shall be considered records and are not public records under R.C. 149.433.
The Superintendent will promote and inform students about the selected program and its reporting methods.
A law enforcement officer or children's services agency investigating child abuse or neglect may interview a student on school
grounds only in accordance with Board Policy 5540.
R.C. 1149.433, 3319.321, 3313.6610
R.C. 2151.421, 3313.60, 3319.073
20 U.S.C. 1232g
© Neola 20192021
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8600 - TRANSPORTATION
It is the policy of the Board of Education to provide transportation for those students whose distance from their school makes this
service necessary within the limitations established by State law. Such laws and rules shall govern any question not covered by this
policy.
School buses shall be purchased, housed, and maintained by the Board for the transportation of resident students between their
home areas and the schools of the District to which they are assigned or to their nonpublic or community schools. The
Superintendent may substitute smaller buses for reasons of economy or efficiency of operation.
Children living beyond the following walking limits shall be entitled to bus transportation:

A. Kindergarten at Noon 1.5_____ mile
B. Kindergarten in Morning, or afternoon 1.5_____ mile
C. Grades 1 through 6 1.5_____ mile
D. Grades 7 through 12 2.0_____ mile
Exceptions to the foregoing limits may be made in the case of a temporarily or permanently-disabled child who has been so certified
by a physician and in the case of adverse safety conditions. and may include:

1. a significant portion of the direct walking route to school has no sidewalks and the posted speed limit (except for
School Zone) exceeds 25 miles per hour;
2. the direct walking route to school requires students to cross a major thoroughfare, right of way or passage where
there is no crosswalk, overpass or underpass;
3. a student is involuntarily assigned by the Board to a school.

Typical students will be allowed to use a non-typical bus stop only when the student resides at the address of the nontypical student’s home or the non-typical parent provides child care for the typical student(s).
Parents must be notified. This practice is not guaranteed and may cease at any time.

Transportation of eligible vocational or special education children between their home areas and schools outside the District shall be
arranged through the use of Board-owned vehicles, through cooperation with other districts, through commercial carriers, and/or by
other means in the most efficient and economical manner. The governing authority of a community school shall provide or arrange
for transportation free of charge for any eligible special education student enrolled in the community school for whom the student's
individualized education program specifies transportation.
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Transportation to and from school shall be provided for each student residing in the District and attending a State-chartered
nonpublic school that is located within the thirty (30) minute travel limitation established by State law on the same basis as
established for resident students as set forth above. Transportation shall be provided each day in which the nonpublic school is
open with students in attendance (excluding Saturdays and Sundays except by agreement between the entities). Chartered
nonpublic school students who are transported by the Board may be assigned to ride on buses upon which resident students are also
assigned.
Furthermore, transportation to and from school shall be provided for each native student (i.e., student entitled to attend school in
the District under R.C. 3313.64 or R.C. 3313.65) attending an approved community school for each day in which the school
is open and students are in attendance (excluding Saturdays and Sundays except by agreement between the entities). However, if
that community school is located outside the District, transportation will only be provided consistent with the thirty (30) minute
travel limitation established by State law. Native students attending an approved community school located within the District will be
provided transportation on the same basis as established for resident students set forth above. Students transported to an approved
community school may be assigned to ride on buses upon which resident students are also assigned.
Transportation of eligible nonpublic or community school children between their home areas and schools shall be arranged through
the use of District-owned vehicles, through cooperation with other districts, through commercial carriers, and/or by other means in
the most efficient and economical manner. However, if the Board determines that said transportation is impracticable, then the
parent(s) shall be provided payment-in-lieu of transportation at the amount established by State law, unless otherwise directed by
action of the State Board of Education.The Board will not provide or arrange for transportation of students enrolled in kindergarten
through eighth grade using mass transit system vehicles unless the Board and the community/nonpublic school have entered into an
agreement authorizing this mode of transportation which is approved by both entities in advance. Students enrolled in ninth grade
or above may be transported on vehicles operated by a mass transit system provided that the route does not require more than one
transfer.
Upon receipt from the community/nonpublic school of the official start and end times of school for the upcoming year, the District
will develop and provide a transportation plan which includes transportation routes and schedules for eligible students. The plan will
be provided within sixty (60) days after receiving the start and end time, or when possible by the first day of August in the event the
Board is not notified of start and end times by the deadline of April 1st. For eligible students who enroll after July 1st but before the
start of the school year, a transportation plan will be developed within fourteen (14) business days after receiving a request for
transportation.
The Superintendent may determine that it is impracticable to transport a student to a community or nonpublic school after
considering the factors enumerated under State law. The determination for payment-in-lieu will be made at least thirty (30) calendar
days prior to the District's first day of student instruction, or no later than fourteen (14) calendar days if a student is enrolled less
than thirty (30) days prior to the first day of instruction or after the start of the school year, and must be formalized through a
resolution passed by the Board at its next scheduled meeting. If transportation is determined to be impracticable, the Board will
issue a letter to the student's parent/guardian, the community or nonpublic school, and the State Board of Education detailing the
reason(s) why the determination was made. Parent(s)/guardians shall be provided payment-in-lieu of transportation at the amount
established by State law, unless otherwise directed by action of the State Board of Education. Parents/guardians may authorize the
community or nonpublic school where their student is enrolled to act on their behalf at any time after requesting transportation.
The Board will not be required to provide transportation for any native student enrolled in a community school if the Board has
entered into an agreement with the governing authority of the community school that designates the community school as
responsible for providing or arranging the transportation of the District's native students to and from the community school and is
certified by the State Board of Education as having met certain requirements established by State law. The governing authority of a
community school must provide or arrange for transportation in a manner that is comparable to the transportation that the District
provides or arranges for its native students of the same grade level and distance from school who are enrolled in the District. Also,
the governing authority must provide or arrange for the transportation under such agreement free of charge for each of its enrolled
students who are eligible to be transported in accordance with R.C. 3327.01 or who would otherwise be transported by the District
under the District's transportation policy. If the Board enters into an agreement with the governing authority regarding the
transportation of the District's native students, the State Board of Education shall make payments to the community school in
accordance with the terms of the agreement for each student actually transported.
Likewise, the Board will not be responsible for providing transportation for any native student enrolled in an approved community
school if the governing authority of the community school submits a written notification to the Board, by a date prescribed by the
State Board of Education, stating that the governing authority will accept responsibility for providing or arranging for the
transportation of the District's native students to and from the community school. The governing authority's unilateral acceptance of
the responsibility to provide transportation must cover the entire school year, and shall remain in effect for subsequent school years
unless the governing authority submits written notification to the Board relinquishing the transportation responsibility. However, the
governing authority cannot relinquish the transportation responsibility before the end of the school year, and shall submit such
notice by a date prescribed by the State Board of Education in order to allow the District a reasonable period of time to prepare for
the transportation of its native students enrolled in the community school. If the governing authority unilaterally accepts the
transportation responsibility, the State Board of Education shall make payments to the community school for each student actually
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transported calculated in accordance with existing State law governing the calculation of transportation payments to the District
from the State and any rules implemented by the State Board of Education and that otherwise would be paid to the District.
Bus routes shall be established so that an authorized bus stop is available within reasonable walking distance of the home of every
transported resident student. The Board shall approve the bus routes annually. The Superintendent is authorized to make any
necessary changes in the approved route and shall inform the Board at the next regular meeting. Students receiving transportation
will be delivered to school no sooner than thirty minutes before the start of school and will be picked up no later than thirty (30)
minutes after dismissal.
The Board authorizes the installation and use of video recording devices in the school buses to assist the drivers in providing for the
safety and well-being of the students while on a bus.
Students meeting the Federal definition of homeless will be transported from their temporary place of residence to their school of
assignment, at the request of the parent, guardian or unaccompanied minor, to the same extent as all other students of the District
and consistent with this Policy. If the homeless student's temporary residence is located outside the boundaries of the District, the
Liaison for Homeless Children will coordinate with the Director of Transportation to contact the district in which the student
temporarily resides to arrange for joint transportation of the student and to seek inter-district agreement on a method for
apportioning the cost of such joint transportation. In no event will a homeless student be denied enrollment based on issues related
to student transportation.
The Superintendent shall be responsible for developing and implementing appropriate administrative guidelines for this policy.
© Neola 20072021
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R.C. 3313.66, 3314.09, 3314. 091, 3319.41, 3327.01 et seq., 4511.01 (F)
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A.C. 3301-51-10, 3301-83-01 et seq., 3301-83-08
42 U.S.C. 11431 et seq.
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8651 - NONROUTINE USE OF SCHOOL BUSES
The Board of Education will permit the school buses owned or leased by this District to be used for purposes other than regularlyscheduled routes to and from school in accordance with law and rules of the State, provided such trips do not interfere with routine
school transportation services.
The costs of nonroutine transportation shall be reimbursed to the District in accordance with administrative guidelines.
Buses must be operated on nonroutine trips by the holder of a valid Ohio school bus driver's license who has been approved by the
Board. Drivers shall be selected for nonroutine trips by the _______________ on the basis of their knowledge, skill, and experience
in operating a bus in the area to be traveled as well as their familiarity with the vehicle selected for use.
The Superintendent shall develop administrative guidelines which should include provision for insurance coverage and the
requirement that chaperones accompany each school bus trip involving school age passengers whose responsibility it will be to assist
the staff member(s) in maintaining passenger control and in enforcing procedures for the safety of all passengers.
The nonroutine use of buses shall be defined for purposes of this policy as those uses which are specified in R.C. 3327.018 and A.C.
3301-83-16.

A. Use of Buses for School Activities
Buses operated on nonroutine trips involving school activities will be operated by the holder of a valid Ohio school bus
driver's license who has been approved by the Board. Drivers shall be selected for nonroutine trips by the ______________
on the basis of their knowledge, skill, and experience in operating a bus in the area to be traveled as well as their familiarity
with the vehicle selected for use. The Superintendent shall require that nonroutine use of school buses shall include provision
for insurance coverage and the requirement that chaperones accompany each school bus trip involving school-age
passengers whose responsibility it will be to assist the staff member(s) in maintaining passenger control and in enforcing
procedures for the safety of all passengers.

B. Use of Buses by Authorized Entities During Emergencies
The Board may enter into a written agreement with a local, State or Federal government entity or agency, or a public or
private nonprofit entity to operate its buses for the purpose of assisting the entity in fulfillment of legitimate activities during
times of emergency. The agreement shall not be considered commerce as defined under State and Federal law. All State
Board of Education regulations governing the operation of school buses when transporting students shall apply during such
use, including the requirement that drivers hold proper certification to drive a bus. The Board will procure liability and
property damage insurance to cover all vehicles used and passengers transported under these agreements. The Board may
seek reimbursement for the costs of nonroutine transportation, which will not exceed the cost of operation and insurance
coverage.
R.C. 3327.018
A.C. 3301-83-16
© Neola 20092021
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8740 - BONDING WE DO NOT HAVE THIS POLICY
The Board of Education recognizes that prudent trusteeship of the resources of this District dictate that employees responsible for
the safekeeping of District monies
( ) and property
be bonded or alternatively be covered by an insurance policy issued by a Board-approved and accredited insurance carrier or joint
self-insurance pool.
An insurance policy must cover the Board from losses caused by the fraudulent or dishonest actions of and the failure to perform a
duty prescribed by law of the employee. Coverage must be equal to or greater than the amount required by the Board for a surety
bond.
The District shall be indemnified against loss of money
( ) and property
by bonding of employees holding the positions and in the amounts determined by the Board. or by providing adequate coverage
through issuance of an insurance policy.
[ ] All other employees handling money shall be covered under a blanket bond or insurance policy to an amount determined by the
Board.
The Board shall bear the cost of insuring or bonding each employee required to be coveredbonded by this policy.
R.C. 3.061
R.C. 3313.25, 3313.83, 5705.412
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